


Cyber- Risk and Youth

Cyber- risks are moving targets and societal responses to combat cyber- victimization 
are often met by the distrust of young people. Drawing on original research, this book 
explores how young people define, perceive, and experience cyber- risks, how they 
respond to both the messages they are receiving from society regarding their safety 
online, and the various strategies and practices employed by society in regulating their 
online access and activities. This book complements existing quantitative examin-
ations of cyberbullying assessing its extent and frequency, but also aims to critique and 
extend knowledge of how cyber- risks such as cyberbullying are perceived and 
responded to.
 Following a discussion of their methodology and their experiences of conducting 
research with teens, the authors discuss the social network services that teens are using 
and what they find appealing about them, and address teens’ experiences with and 
views towards parental and school- based surveillance. The authors then turn directly 
to areas of concern expressed by their participants, such as relational aggression, cyber-
hacking, privacy, and privacy management, as well as sexting. The authors conclude 
by making recommendations for policy makers, educators and teens – not only by 
drawing from their own theoretical and sociological interpretations of their findings, 
but also from the responses and recommendations given by their participants about 
going online and tackling cyber- risk.
 One of the first texts to explore how young people respond to attempts to regulate 
online activity, this book will be key reading for those involved in research and study 
surrounding youth crime, cybercrime, youth culture, media and crime, and victimol-
ogy – and will inform those interested in addressing youth safety online how to best 
approach what is often perceived as a sensitive and volatile social problem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The internet and advances in communications technology over the last ten 
years, specifically in terms of broadband connections coupled with the rise of 
social network sites (SNS) and social media, has amplified not only opportun-
ities for youth regarding expressions of identity, intimacy, and sociability, but 
also risks related to privacy, abuse, and misunderstandings in their lived 
experiences (Livingstone, 2008). Youth are bombarded by messages from 
parents, peers, law enforcement, teachers, the media, and the government 
regarding how to manage web- based risks when online. Often encouraged to 
self- monitor, youth are to be responsible (and are often held accountable) for 
their online actions, with the directive of teaching youth to avoid harm from 
cyberbullying, sending nudes, or “sexting,” and other forms of risk (including 
from online sexual predators) (boyd, 2014; Karaian, 2013). This is especially 
true for female adolescents, whose risk potential is often thought to be higher 
than that of their male peers (Bailey & Steeves, 2015). Cyberspace itself 
presents a virtually “limitless victimization risk” (Hinduja & Patchin, 
2009: 24).
 The internet has engendered an electronic panopticon (Haggerty, 2006; 
see below for details regarding the theoretical frameworks of this book) – an 
omnipresent yet often invisible sense of surveillance online to which people 
orient themselves to (cf. Foucault, 1977). Calvert (2000: 94), reflecting on 
the online world, posits that “we want to be watched, we expect to be 
watched, and concomitantly, we expect to be able to watch others.” Calvert’s 
words are undeniably reflected in the societal messages directed to young 
digital natives (Livingstone, 2003: 148; Prensky, 2001), which place great 
emphasis on young peoples’ self- responsibilization. Here self- responsibilization 
refers to the ways youth receive and react to warnings about potential harms 
online, and their moral steering. Although these messages come from many 
sources, scholars recognize that governance, beyond the purview of central-
ized states, is distributed across civil society, including NGOs, families, and 
schools (Chhotray & Stoker, 2009; Yar, 2013). Governments have minimal 
ability to govern online worlds that are often decentralized, crossing bound-
aries and borders beyond direct control of governments (Crawford, 2006; 
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Rose, 1996a). As such, responsibility for the management of populations is 
downloaded to particular communities and organizations. Schools and parents 
(similarly challenged as big government) are themselves responsibilized for the 
ongoing moral training of youth by, for example, patterns of monitoring and 
surveillance that align with state interests (Kelly & Caputo, 2011).
 A number of governmental initiatives in Canada, for instance, have tar-
geted youth with messages about online risk and potential harm – some in 
response to tragedies such as the death by suicide of both Rehtaeh Parsons in 
Nova Scotia and Amanda Todd in British Columbia. Researchers have high-
lighted how female youth in Canada, largely exclusively, are encouraged to 
self- regulate their use of the internet, especially regarding the distribution of 
sexual self- images, through governmentally approved, yet controversial, cam-
paigns (e.g., Karaian, 2013). Comparable campaigns and media discourses are 
found in the United States and the United Kingdom, which also aim to 
responsibilize mainly female adolescents regarding their production and distri-
bution of sexual images online (Marker, 2011; Pedersen, 2013). Apart from 
governmental sources, adolescents receive many messages from parents, 
teachers, police, and media about how to retain privacy, manage online risks, 
and about the negative potential of anonymity. However, scholars have 
revealed a disjunction between what teens define as risk and “safety.”
 Specifically, some adolescents define privacy online in terms that are not 
related to their visibility to strangers (i.e., their safety) but instead to “inap-
propriate others,” including parents, teachers and those in “direct authority to 
them” (i.e., the risk of “getting in trouble”; Pedersen, 2013: 407). Further, 
students often express doubts over the ability for school officials (and even the 
police, see Adorjan, Ricciardelli, & Spencer, 2017) to help in situations of 
cyberbullying, and some are also reluctant to inform parents for fear of losing 
their online privileges (Agatston, Kowalski, & Limber, 2007: S60; Q. Li, 
2010: 382). Students use texting, multiple Facebook accounts, and other 
techniques to hide their activities online from distrusted teachers and parents, 
making cyber- risk more difficult to detect by school officials, parents, and 
other members of the community, and masking potential signs of mental 
health problems that may contribute to depression or suicidal ideations (Allen, 
2012; boyd, 2014; see also Chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion of rela-
tional aggression among teens).
 Exacerbating this maligned view of the wider community, the advice 
given to students to mitigate the risk of harm online is often a variant of 
“don’t talk to strangers”: they are told they are responsible for protecting 
their private information and passwords and never to disclose this information 
to anyone on or offline (boyd, 2014; Hinduja & Patchin, 2009: 151). This 
self- responsibilization ethos, culled from broader late modern ideology and 
state governance (Rose, 1996b), is revealed by some interview- based research 
on cyberbullying, where students have expressed that “no one cares” about 
cyber- victims, and that the message from communities remains “deal with it 
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yourself ” (Q. Li, 2010: 384). Here, self- responsibilization is tethered to resig-
nation and distrust, further isolating youth who may be dealing with complex 
emotional violations in a very public space. The result being a form of victim 
blaming that penetrates in youths’ public and private lives because of the 
online sphere in which it begins. Said another way, the messages youth 
receive regarding online risks, when internalized, result in the perpetuation of 
inequalities related especially to gender. For example, recent research indi-
cates that teen and young adult females are more likely than males to apply 
privacy features (e.g., restricting access to their profiles) on SNS (Hoy & 
Milne, 2010; Patchin & Hinduja, 2010; Sheehan, 1999). This likely reflects 
the internalization of cyber- safety messages that subtly imply online realities 
are thought to be more disparaging for females in comparison to males and, 
perhaps as an unintentional consequence, reinforce gender stereotypes about 
expected male versus female qualities and persons (see Connell, 2005). None-
theless, governmental resources to address problems like cyberstalking and 
cyberbullying, including websites that provide resources and services, may 
ironically be viewed with distrust by youth because they are provided 
through the same medium through which victimization is experienced (Spitz-
berg & Hoobler, 2002: 87). Little is currently known about how such initi-
atives, as well as parental and school- based efforts at monitoring and managing 
cyber- risk, are being perceived and responded to by youth.

Exploring the experiences of youth and cyber- risk 
in Canada

This book seeks to contribute to emerging knowledge regarding how youth 
experience cyber- risks in their own words. It complements existing quant-
itative examinations of cyberbullying assessing its extent and frequency, but 
also aims to critique and extend knowledge of how cyber- risks such as cyber-
bullying are perceived and responded to. This is particularly important since, 
as we examine in Chapter 5 regarding relational aggression, cyberbullying as a 
concept promoted through media, cyber- safety programs, and so forth may 
not gel with how youth are perceiving interpersonal conflict (see also Walton, 
2005). In Canada, research has yet to explore how youth are interpreting per-
petually evolving cyber- risks (though see Bailey & Steeves, 2015), and how 
they are receiving and potentially resisting societal messages about risk man-
agement. Youth are not passive consumers nor receivers of content and ideo-
logy; they have agency (i.e., the ability to make decisions on their own 
accord) and as such are active digital citizens who are “much more active and 
social with their use of media,” especially online (Cassidy, Faucher, & 
Jackson, 2013: 594; see also Chu, 2010). Echoing Haggerty’s (2006) observa-
tion that models of contemporary surveillance, often presuming top–down 
forms of governance, exclude the “actual experiences of people being sub-
jected to different governmental regimes,” and that “modestly realist projects” 
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are required “that analyze the politics of surveillance on the experiences of 
the subjects of surveillance” (42), we examine Canadian youth perceptions 
towards cyber- risk as well as strategies to govern youth conduct online. Our 
study responds to those who suggest that scholarship on governance and 
“governmentality” – the examination of the efforts by various sectors of 
society to govern conduct – would greatly benefit from grounded empirical 
research (Haggerty, 2006; T. Li, 2007; Nadesan, 2008).
 Researchers looking at the risks facing youth today usually center on par-
ticular areas, such as cyberbullying (including “flaming” or hostile and aggres-
sive interactions, harassment and cyberstalking; Hinduja & Patchin, 2009; Q. 
Li, 2010), sexting (i.e., sending or receiving sexual messages online; Karaian, 
2013), or radicalization through “narrowcasting” (targeted messaging) of 
extremist ideological content to youth (Lombard, 2007). Yet, recognizing 
that cyber- risks are moving targets, we seek to ask youth what is most signi-
ficant to them, if anything, regarding online risk, rather than explore specific 
areas of risk and crime per se. Thus, our focus is on the areas and forms of 
cyber- risk that youth report as most pertinent to them, expressed in their 
own words. The book largely centers on teens’ experiences within networked 
publics, defined as spaces “restructured by network technologies” (boyd, 
2014: 8). Specifically, we are referring to spaces that are simultaneously “con-
structed through networked technologies and … the imagined community 
that emerges as a result of the intersection of people, technology and prac-
tice” (boyd, 2014: 8). An example of such a space is any social media or 
network site, which, throughout this book, we refer to as a social network 
site. Today, SNS such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are accessed by 
teens using a variety of devices, primarily their (smart) cell phones, iPads, and 
other handheld technologies, and not just through their respective websites 
(the likely etymological origin of the term social network site). Despite the 
different ways SNS can be accessed, boyd and Ellison’s (2007) prescient defi-
nition of SNS (originally capturing all “web- based services”) remains applic-
able and relevant today. They argue that SNS enable users to:

(1) construct a public or semi- public profile within a bounded system, 
(2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, 
and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by 
others within the system.

(boyd & Ellison, 2007: 211)

boyd (2014) further describes four properties of SNS highly relevant to how 
teens use these platforms as well as the warnings they usually receive about 
inherent risks: persistence (i.e., the durability of online content); visibility 
(i.e.., one’s “digital footprint” which becomes visible to the projected audi-
ence); spreadability (i.e., the ease through which content is easily shared); and 
searchability (i.e., the accessibility of content through internet searches, which 
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are relatively easy to find given the other three components). boyd argues 
that, taken together, these features enable users to articulate and make visible 
their social networks which, acting together, engender both the risks and 
opportunities discussed in this book.
 Within SNS spaces, existing research, especially in the Canadian context, 
has generated significant and crucial knowledge on select areas such as cyber-
bullying (e.g., the extent and severity in schools; see Q. Li, 2010), yet insuffi-
ciently captures what online risks are most salient to youth from their own 
perspectives and in their own words, or how youth respond to these risks. 
Moreover, the ways in which youth appropriate and have agency to actively 
resist directives from parents, police, educators, and the wider community to 
manage online risks and ameliorate harm is an under- explored area of cyber- 
risk research. Accordingly, we examine the perceptions and responses youth 
hold towards cyber- risks as a function of “the interaction among its compon-
ents,” including peers, teachers, administrators, and police, “rather than 
simply focusing on any group in isolation” (Q. Li, 2010: 376). Through focus 
group discussions with teens aged 13–19 (see Chapter 2 for methodological 
details), we look to fulfil three interrelated objectives in this book. We ask 
(1) How youth define, perceive, and experience cyber- risks and which cyber-
 risks are most salient in their lived experiences (Chapters 3, 5, and 7); 
(2) How youth are responding to these cyber- risks (especially the strategies 
they employ to safeguard their privacy; Chapters 3 and 6); and (3) How 
youth are responding to the various messages, strategies, and practices they 
receive from society regarding their safety online. Here our focus is on mes-
sages from parents and educators, as well as responses to parental and school- 
based monitoring and surveillance (Chapters 4 and 8).

Chapter overview

This book is structured in the following way. Following this introduction, in 
Chapter 2 we detail the methodology for the research described in this book, 
including details of our sample as well as the processes involved in recruit-
ment, focus group facilitation, and data analysis. We also discuss our experi-
ences conducting research with teens and address issues related to 
positionality, power, and the importance of applying an “ethical imagination” 
(Adorjan, 2016) regarding research with youth broaching topics such as 
cyberbullying, sexting, and having participants who may have survived such 
attacks.
 Chapter 3 sets the groundwork for the “whats” and “whys” of teen online 
sociality. That is, we discuss what SNS teens are using and what they find 
appealing about them. We begin here because for teens the emotional 
medium of connection and identification is online; it is where they seek 
and establish their visibility, project an evolving self, and receive feedback 
from their peers. The cyber- risks and more deleterious experiences that are 
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highlighted in the chapters that follow exist alongside and, moreover, are 
enmeshed within the positive and enticing features of going online (Living-
stone, 2008). In Chapter 3 we underscore the value of SNS for the role they 
play in social connection – the most important positive feature of going online 
identified by the teens with whom we spoke. Chapter 3 also highlights the 
question of teen internet addiction. We asked our participants how often they 
logged onto social media, and if they felt themselves to be “addicted.” The 
overwhelming response, interestingly, embraced the discourse of addiction 
(often with shared laughter among the group), though our participants 
stressed the importance and multifaceted use of technology, not only for 
socializing but school work and accessing information. Despite the opportun-
ities for social connection online, this is also accompanied by a persistent 
search for social acceptance driven by a fear of missing out (FOMO), and 
often, social comparison which, we argue, indicates a festering paranoia that 
lies at the heart of growing up with such communications technology.
 Chapter 4 addresses teenagers’ experiences with and views towards paren-
tal and school- based surveillance. First, we delineate between “monitoring” 
which is often accepted (sometimes begrudgingly) by adolescents as justified 
based on parental concerns for their safety online, and “surveillance,” which 
is perceived as more coercive and often performed without consent. While 
our participants evidence active resistance to surveillance, especially in rela-
tion to parental surveillance, it is often tempered most directly in relation to 
school- based surveillance. Participant acquiescence to surveillance reflects a 
wider context of panoptic hegemony, referring not only to the omnipresence 
of surveillance technologies, but the wider expectation of their deterrent 
efficacy and embedding within society as “the way things are,” so as to 
stymie critical responses of the current system. We show how the internali-
zation of this argument – in effect neutralizing the impetus for resistance – is 
facilitated through the attitude (first introduced in Chapter 6) that youth 
have “nothing to hide” online, and “don’t do anything wrong.” This signals 
neither a rejection nor resistance to panoptic surveillance but, instead, an 
acquiescence to and internalization of a wider neoliberal ethos which sug-
gests that for this generation of teens the debasement of privacy has become 
hegemonic (i.e., a pragmatic adjustment to common sense and the way 
things are).
 Chapter 5 turns more directly to areas of concern expressed by our parti-
cipants. We argue that the best concept to capture these concerns is that of 
“relational aggression,” which is a more nuanced and inclusive concept not 
linked to narrower (and less relevant, from some teens’ perspectives) concep-
tualizations of cyberbullying. While cyberbullying is a topic broached in our 
discussions, our participants made more specific reference to forms of rela-
tional aggression linked to gender norms, such as dealing with “drama” (espe-
cially among female teens). We also explore an emerging area of research 
involving “digital self- harm,” a variant of cyberbullying engaged in through 
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anonymous messaging platforms such as Formspring and, more recently, Ask.
fm. We explain this phenomenon as it is linked to attention- seeking behav-
iors and a search for validation as discussed in Chapter 3. Another significant 
area of concern is hacking, which we discuss also with reference to the theme 
of relational aggression. The connection between concerns over cyber-
bullying and hacking becomes clearer when considering how significant offline 
peer groups are to teens; i.e., the more serious issues and emotional investment 
with others online relates to those in one’s own peer groups offline, most fre-
quently in school. The sort of messages about strangers hacking into private 
accounts is therefore brushed off among our participants, as well as concerns 
over hacktivist groups. Simply put, teens see themselves as “small fish” com-
pared with the corporate and governmental targets of hacktivist groups. That 
said, breaches of privacy and losing control over one’s actions online based on 
hackers is a concern when it relates to peers where the consequences of 
stigma and ostracization are much more salient.
 Chapter 6 addresses a consistent theme running through our discussions of 
cyber- risk with teens: privacy and privacy management. It begins with a 
reminder that research has actively challenged media- perpetuated stereotypes 
of teens disregard for privacy online. Alongside others, we highlight the most 
prominent strategies such as password management, blocking users, untagging 
photos, and creating multiple profiles. While similar strategies have been 
noted in extant research in the United States (boyd, 2014), the United 
Kingdom (Livingstone, 2008), and Canada (Heath, 2015), we go beyond 
documenting these strategies to explore how teens manage identity and 
privacy across SNS. We highlight how perceived audiences drives differing 
approaches to posting content. For instance, most teens’ parents and even 
grandparents are now active Facebook users. While some teens create mul-
tiple Facebook accounts in an attempt to carve out more authentic and 
private spaces away from parental monitoring, our participants also spoke of 
gravitating towards newer and more popular platforms, such as Instagram and 
Snapchat, where they felt less likely to be watched, and therefore more free 
to present authentic selves, or else explore identities relatively free of judge-
ment. This is also because of a greater sense of control and privacy manage-
ment on these sites: teens project to smaller, more intimate audiences here 
rather than on the “big” sites such as Facebook. Interestingly, our participants 
frequently complained about Facebook becoming over- commercialized, 
replete with pop- up advertisements, and in general too broad. As ever, the 
widespread gravitation towards Instagram (which some participants also felt 
less homophobic) and Snapchat (which is associated, besides sexting, with 
open sharing of mundane, everyday activities with close friends) is strongly 
related to privacy management and the online presentation of self. That 
said, some participants challenged the idea that blocking other users is 
effective (a message often received from parents and cyber- safety programs). 
This is due to the disconnection that occurs with offline peers who, if 

http://Ask.fm
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blocked, undermine teens’ ability to know what is being said about them and 
respond in turn. In this chapter, we also situate findings with broader theories 
of privacy mindsets (i.e., attitudes towards privacy that influence behavior), 
highlighting several salient approaches including “social” versions, but also 
indicating a gravitation towards an individualistic conception that holds up 
the dictum that the individual is personally responsible to keep their online 
activities private. We show that this mindset is most salient among females 
living in our urban location, Cyber City. Finally, we underscore a trend in 
our discussions indicating that as teens mature, especially approaching gradu-
ation from high school, while privacy management remains on the radar it 
becomes less relevant to teens given the frequent refrain that they have 
“nothing to hide” online. Implications of this mindset are discussed.
 Chapter 7 centers on digital sexual expression, i.e., sending and receiving 
nudes online or “sexting,” most frequently associated with the app Snapchat 
by our participants. While most of our participants did not admit to sending 
sexual images of themselves to others, they did speak of instances of friends 
sending or receiving sexts, and in some cases school- based incidents and 
school responses to sexting scandals. We highlight the gendered dimensions 
of sexting, with a majority of the female participants in our sample at some 
point receiving a graphic image of a penis (often referred to as “dick pics”) 
from a male peer, friend, or partner. Likewise, female participants described 
feeling pressured by male peers to respond to requests to send sexts (e.g., 
flashing their breasts). The pressure that female teens are under to send nudes 
are situated within the wider pressures to gain popularity and social accept-
ance (see Chapter 3). Our discussions thus evidence a normalization of the 
experience of sexting among our female participants. Theories related to 
gender, specifically masculinities, frame our findings. For instance, our parti-
cipants’ reflections on sexting suggest not new norms regarding gender 
online, but rather well- established sociological archetypes such as the double 
standard associated with free expression of sexuality: girls are labelled and stig-
matized as “sluts” while boys are emboldened and rewarded as “studs.” Here 
too the female teens we spoke with repeatedly referred to the responsibility 
lying with themselves to regulate their sexual expressions online; for which a 
form of cyber- abstinence was often advocated. Here too this discourse reso-
nates with broader societal messages directed at female teens to abstain from 
sexting or, more generally, posting anything that could brand them a “slut” 
or deviant (Hasinoff, 2012; Karaian, 2012, 2013). Our participants’ remarks 
reinforce sexual and gender norms disincentivizing any sexual expression 
among girls and young women. Advancing existing studies of female teen-
agers’ experiences of sexting, we include the voices of young males and 
explore their responses to sexting, its gendered nature, and their own ostens-
ible culpability in perpetuating the victimization of their female peers. We 
also suggest such gendered patterning is reinforced through messages of 
cyber- safety received in school).
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 We conclude the book with Chapter 8, in which we offer a cogent 
summary of our results and theoretical implications before shifting on focus 
to policy recommendations based on our findings. Several key findings are 
summarized towards a discussion of recommendations for educators and teens 
themselves. During our focus group discussions we asked our participants if 
they had any advice to offer other youth their age, as well as schools and 
parents, about going online and tackling cyber- risk. We draw from their 
responses, as well as our own theoretical and sociological interpretation of our 
findings, to inform those interested in addressing youth safety online how to 
best approach what is often perceived as a sensitive and volatile social 
problem. We address areas such as parental surveillance of children (especially 
the use of “spyware” technologies), school- based policies towards technology 
in the classroom, and school- based surveillance of students, as well as cyber- 
safety programs and presentations. We explore implications according to 
trends related to a young person’s age, gender, and urban versus rural resid-
ence. One of our aims in this chapter is to set aside academic debates and 
bring to the fore the practical outcomes of our study that can help foster 
trusting relationships and open lines of communication between teens and 
concerned adults, before suggesting areas for future research.
 Overall, in many respects, the Canadian teens we spoke to reflected 
experiences and attitudes germane to teens in general, comparable to findings 
in the United States, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere. One of our major 
goals in this book is to dispel concerns, often amplified through sensationalis-
tic media coverage, that a substantial proportion of teens are being negatively 
impacted from their activities online, with serious incidents of criminal har-
assment, stalking, breaches of privacy and identity fraud, and so forth leading 
some teens to significant levels of distress, even self- harm and suicide. Serious 
incidents do occur. During the course of conducting this research, some of 
the participating schools shared with us incidents of students engaging in non-
 consensual distribution of nudes and uttering serious threats to other students 
and teachers. Despite these incidents, it is imperative that societal reactions 
are informed by research evidence. What we do know is that youth who are 
most at risk online are most frequently those who are also at risk offline, due 
to factors wholly removed from technological impacts. At the same time, we 
suggest several areas where how we react as a society matters.
 Growing up today is different because of information communications 
technologies. Fights among previous generations of students that often 
petered out are immortalized online. The importance of chasing “likes” on 
Facebook and feeling left out, if not ostracized, through subtle tactics such as 
not being “tagged” in a group photo; these things hold a high emotional 
valence for teens and need to be acknowledged by parents and educators, dis-
cussed openly and frequently. That older teens seem to shrug aside concerns 
for privacy, seeing privacy as irrelevant given a view that they are not doing 
anything wrong indicates a dangerous societal trajectory where the only 
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reason one should have something to hide is if they are engaged in illicit and/
or immoral activities. Even if some of these teens are in fact engaging in such 
activities despite declaring that they have nothing to hide, the internalization 
of this logic indicates the debasement of social conceptualizations of privacy, 
reinforcing to teens the messages they have been receiving since they were 
children – that they are on their own; that there is no one to help them 
through all this; that they are solely responsible when they fail to live up to 
the high, neoliberal expectations placed upon their projects of self.
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Chapter 2

Research focus and methodology

Research on cyberbullying, understandably given the prominence of being 
online, has proliferated since the turn of the century. Concerns that the 
affordances of the internet, including anonymity and permanence, would 
morph bullying in schools into more insidious forms have largely treaded this 
growing body of scholarship. Much of the extant research on bullying comes 
from wide- scale, representative samples of youth, surveyed about both the 
extent and severity of cyberbullying, often within the context of school 
(Hinduja & Patchin, 2014; Li, 2010; Vandebosch & Cleemput, 2009). These 
projects are crucial in assessing not only the scope of the problem, but foster-
ing appropriate responses (Paul, Smith, & Blumberg, 2012). A sizable number 
of articles are psychological examinations, exploring questions of motive, 
emotion, and cognition (for a meta- analysis see Kowalski, Giumetti, 
Schroeder, & Lattanner, 2014). Various studies have pinpointed particular 
areas of concern, such as sexting (Englander, 2012; Lenhart, 2009; Marker, 
2011; see also Chapter 7).
 Moreover there is an emphasis, coming from psychological studies that 
draw from behaviorist assumptions, on the negative effects of new media and 
information communications technologies (ICT) on youth (Buckingham, 
2002, cited in Mcmillan & Morrison, 2006: 74). There is thus good reason to 
move beyond such studies – informative though they may be – and focus 
attention on “listen[ing] to young people’s own experiences with new media 
technologies” (Mcmillan & Morrison, 2006: 74). To this end, researchers 
have started to study cyberbullying and related areas of cyber- risk through 
qualitative approaches, such as interviewing youth or engaging in “cyber” 
ethnographies or “netnographies” (Kozinets, 2010; Livingstone, 2008; Maher, 
2008). In the United States, dana boyd and her collaborator’s work over the 
last decade illuminates a wide range of issues and experiences through both 
interviews with teens and “hanging out” with them during their regular rou-
tines (boyd, 2008; boyd & Hargittai, 2010; Marwick & boyd, 2011, 2014). In 
Canada, recent interview- based research by Valerie Steeves, Jane Bailey, and 
their colleagues, that focused exclusively on female teens, addressed important 
gaps in knowledge regarding the lived experiences of Canadian teens online 
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and the interrelated offline impacts (Bailey & Steeves, 2013, 2015; Bailey, 
Steeves, Burkell, & Regan, 2013). This prescient body of recent research 
serves as a direct inspiration for our current project.
 First, we acknowledge the suggested need for further qualitative research 
designs geared toward unpacking the contexts within which cyber- risk is 
experienced. For example, European studies reveal about 15–20% of teens 
feel threatened or distressed online (Hasebrink, Livingstone, Haddon, & Olaf-
sson, 2009). However, what this means in the context of young person’s lives 
is “methodologically tricky” to untangle (Livingstone, 2009: 160). Qualitative 
research, in response, is geared toward exploring important nuances that add 
detail and context to existing quantitative surveys, and in so doing comple-
ments said findings. To this end, we support Vandebosch and Cleemput’s 
(2009) argument that

measuring respondents’ experiences with a range of activities presumed 
to represent forms of cyberbullying, without taking into account the 
context in which these activities take place and the interpretations of 
those involved (as sender or receiver), is not an adequate method to 
investigate cyberbullying.

(1367)

As such, our aim is to explore the contexts and lived experiences of teens 
towards cyber- risk from the perspective of teens themselves. Reflecting on 
Vandebosch and Cleemput (2009), we adopt this qualitative design as it is 
geared to generating “thick description” (Geertz, 1973) through dialogue. 
Our intention is to capture interpretive details and nuances which we mine 
for depth and meaning, and that can complement the breadth of current 
survey- based research.

Research design: focus groups

To explore these issues, rather than one- to-one individual interviews, we 
opted to conduct focus groups. Focus groups are useful for unpacking the 
“situated character” of experience within the “practical and mundane con-
texts” of people’s everyday lives (Sparks, Girling, & Loader, 2001: 888; see 
also Madriz, 1997, 2000; Stewart, Shamdasani, & Rook, 2007), because the 
dynamic group interactions and discussions generate knowledge that extends 
beyond attitudes and opinions (Morgan, 1997). Researchers increasingly draw 
on systematic focus group designs to examine cyber- risk issues, like cyber-
bullying and sexting (Agatston, Kowalski, & Limber, 2007; Allen, 2012; 
Lenhart, 2009; Pelfrey & Weber, 2014; Vandebosch & Cleemput, 2008), 
because such group discussions among peers can provide a space that 
accounts for the illumination of salient social contexts and personal interpre-
tations which are largely left out of survey- based methods. Vandebosch and 
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Cleemput (2008), for instance, chose to examine cyberbullying using focus 
groups as they

expected that the interaction among youngsters about a conversation 
topic that is part of their everyday (social) life – namely, ICT – would 
reveal detailed information about their concrete Internet and mobile 
phone practices and their individual and group norms and values with 
regard to electronic communication.

(500)

In the context of schools there may be a risk that students in a group discus-
sion may “obfuscate views or opinions in order to enhance their status in the 
group” (Pelfrey & Weber, 2014: 402; see also Heary & Hennessy, 2002), we 
aimed to mitigate such risks by keeping groups relatively small and providing 
a semi- structured interview schedule to keep discussions focused (see below), 
while leaving room to explore novel directions and emergent themes (Pelfrey 
& Weber, 2014). Since going online and socializing on SNS is, at root, a 
social activity experienced by peers, having discussions within a group context 
can help participants feel a sense of shared experience and connection. While 
moderators aimed to keep discussions on track, the advantage of focus groups 
is that discussions progress in directions controlled by participants more than 
moderators (Madriz, 1997), and as such garner a “certain ecological validity” 
illuminating the lived experiences of participants (Stewart et al., 2007: 39). 
This is especially important for groups involving youth, who often are 
challenged to find a platform for their voice (cyberspace being one such 
platform).

Our participants: the sample

Comparable studies to those discussed above, drawing on focus group 
research on youth and cyber- risk, are lacking in Canada. In addition, we 
strived to include enough participants to make comparisons by age, gender, 
and residence location. We employed a purposive, snowball sampling design, 
whereby initial contacts in various sectors such as schools and universities 
helped provide references to additional participants. In total, we conducted 
35 focus groups with 115 participants aged 13–19 (average age of 15), with 
an average number of 3.3 participants per group (a minimum of two and 
maximum of five). Although we aimed for groups with no less than four 
participants, sometimes not all participants scheduled for a group showed up, 
reducing the size of some groups to two participants (akin more to small 
group discussions than focus groups). We chose to include these groups as 
their conversations generated significant knowledge, and as we are not in this 
study interested in examining the interactional dynamics of larger groups 
of teens per se. Groups of four to six have been found to be optimal to 
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ameliorate the effects of “over sharing” or domineering participants, as well as 
participants who may feel intimidated and become silent within larger groups 
(Morgan, 1997; Twinn, 1998). Each discussion lasted between 30 to 120 
minutes and were conducted by both authors as well as select trained research 
assistants. Participants were referred through participating schools in both 
Western and Eastern Canada, specifically urban Western and rural Atlantic 
regions. Both public and private schools participated in the project. Other 
participants were either university undergraduate students or the children of 
parents attending classes in university.
 Throughout this book we will refer to the Western, urban locations as 
Cyber City, and the rural, Atlantic locations as Cyberville (the collapse of 
multiple locations into these two pseudo- regions ensure the anonymity of 
participants while facilitating thematic comparisons of the data). Fifteen 
groups were conducted in Cyber City; the remaining 20 groups were con-
ducted in Cyberville. A total of 67 females and 48 males participated in our 
study. Most groups were held with youth of the same gender and age/grade 
levels, a sampling stratification strategy designed to help ensure participants 
interacted with others that they would not perceive as threatening and with 
whom their experience may also resonate (Madriz, 1997; Morgan, 1997). 
Our examination thus touches upon trends based on age, area of residence 
(i.e., urban vs. rural), and gender (i.e., male or female; only a single parti-
cipant identified as “gender fluid” (see section on “positionality” below). 
While there is much value in focusing research on female teens in relation to 
cyber- risk (e.g., Bailey & Steeves, 2015), we include both males and females 
because of the importance tied to considering how significant a role gender 
(i.e., norms governing expectations related to how males and females are 
“supposed” to behave) plays (Connell, 2005; West & Zimmerman, 1987). 
Acquiring male perspectives here adds crucial knowledge to how cyber- risks 
are responded to and experienced. Indeed, those in our sample can be 
described as mainly “skilled risk takers” from middle- class backgrounds that 
have learned to take advantage of many of the opportunities offered online. 
Of course, in so doing they also encounter “a range of risks” (Livingstone, 
2009: 172). Our interest here is what these risks are, how they are defined, 
understood, responded to, and how youth are responding to the messages that 
they receive about how to mitigate these risks. As we highlight throughout 
the book, gender bears a strong impact in how issues of privacy, surveillance, 
and relational aggression are perceived and responded to.
 In addition to gender, we contribute to research on youth and the internet 
which explores similarities and differences across urban and rural regions (see 
Burkell & Saginur, 2015). Our sample of youth from Cyberville, similar to 
students from rural regions in Europe and elsewhere, often lacked or were 
less likely to have high- speed internet access in comparison to urban resi-
dents, with a select few opting not to go online much at all (e.g., Fisk, 2016). 
It should be noted that internet access at home is increasing in both urban 
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and rural areas (Burkell & Saginur, 2015). Surveys conducted in 2009 and 
2010 found that almost 70% of rural households in Canada had home internet 
access, versus just under 80% for urban households (Burkell & Saginur, 2015). 
Burkell and Saginur (2015) proceed to argue that this lack of difference “may 
be explained by the relative independence of online social networks from 
geographic constraint, and the ‘friend of friend’ linking that tends to charac-
terize online social networks” (134). This argument by Burkell and Saginur 
draws from an arguably latent cyber- optimism that suggests the emancipating 
and “leveling” effects of cyberspace. While we also found more similarities 
than differences in terms of which SNS teens are using and the reasons why, 
there are marked differences in our findings based on our focus group discus-
sions; e.g., in relation to privacy and surveillance.

Process

We opted, with permission, to audio record each focus group in order to 
preserve the accuracy of dialogue, and to enable us to give the participants 
our full attention during discussions (we did not need to take notes, which 
would have led to sacrificing eye contact and keeping track of the discussion 
in progress). Transcripts of the focus groups were produced that preserve the 
idiosyncrasies of speech, including pauses, “um,” “ah,” “so,” and “you 
know” (the word “like” was also preserved as a modifier and was found to be 
the most frequently used word across all groups).
 Following the approach of Vandebosch and Cleemput (2008), our discus-
sions began on general, open ground. We asked participants about everyday 
experiences with technology, leaving room for both positive and negative 
remarks. These were followed up with questions about the most popular 
SNS, how frequently each was used, interpretation of SNS addiction or any 
concern that was raised by a participant during the introductory conversation 
(this was usually privacy or sexting). Next, questions explicating experiences 
and attitudes towards these concerns were explored. Unlike other research 
specifically centered on risks such as cyberbullying (e.g., Vandebosch & 
Cleemput, 2008), in our focus groups, we sought to go beyond capturing 
general experiences online and perceptions towards cyber- risk by asking teens 
about how they are responding to societal messages they are receiving about 
online safety and risk, especially from parents and educators. This often led to 
discussions about parental and school- based regulation of technology, includ-
ing monitoring and surveillance of children and students. Some groups opted 
to discuss schools before parents and vice versa in others. All groups were 
asked about both parents and schools. Thus, in cases where discussion volun-
tarily gravitated towards parental policies regarding technology but schools 
were not raised, participants were asked explicitly about school- based policies 
(and vice versa). In addition, participants were asked what advice they have 
for parents and schools regarding how they approach cyber- safety and the 
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various cyber- risks discussed. Responses to these questions are very useful as 
they inform not only participant perspectives but bear policy implications. 
Before the discussions were completed, participants were also asked whether 
they had anything in addition to contribute that was not addressed in the dis-
cussion up to that point in time. In the majority of cases all participants agreed 
that they did not have anything further to contribute, but in a few cases some 
would elaborate on previous remarks (usually incidents related to relational 
aggression).

Data analysis

The transcribed focus group data was analyzed using an inductive, com-
parative approach without initially arriving at any definitive substantive or 
theoretical conclusions about what the data reflected sociologically (Berg, 
2004; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Concepts and theories emerged naturally 
through the dynamic interaction of participants. NVivo qualitative analysis 
software, specifically the parent and child node functions, was used to 
conduct analyses of the data. The initial stages of “widely open inquiry” 
involved “open coding” of the data (Berg, 2004: 278) following Anselm 
Strauss’ advice to “believe in everything and believe nothing” about what 
was being analyzed (Strauss, 1987: 28). To this end, initially, all mentions of a 
particular topic/theme within a session were noted (i.e., captured as “nodes” 
and reported as “references” in NVivo), allowing for comparison across ses-
sions (Morgan, 1997). Coding schemes were developed through first- level 
coding (i.e., parent nodes), involving close readings of the data. Using NVivo, 
prominent themes emerged through the tracking of coding “nodes” both 
across and within groups. Appropriate for focus group discussions, often ref-
erences included a range of dialogue between participants. This usually began 
with a particular question from the facilitator, followed by a series of 
exchanges. The reference would normally end once participants discussing a 
particular topic finished their exchange and a new question was asked. Our 
conversations, as expected, often led in a number of unanticipated yet inter- 
related directions, and coding decisions were made where one coding 
sequence ended and where another began. Regular research meetings 
between the investigators ensured that thematic development emerged in a 
consistent and reliable manner, and helped to ensure a hermeneutically 
attuned validity of the data (cf. Twinn, 1998). While Adorjan took initial 
responsibility for coding all data, both Adorjan, Ricciardelli, and research 
assistants (RAs) worked with the coded data to collectively vet the final 
results in terms of validity and thematic accuracy. In this book we report on 
theme saliency in this paper by reference to both the number of focus groups 
where a theme was discussed (N), as well as the number of references made 
across these groups (R): (N, R). For example, if 25 of the 35 groups 
expressed concern for anonymity online, and if 100 references were made to 
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anonymity across all 35 focus groups, this is indicated as (25N, 100R). At 
other times we simply refer to the number of groups and/or references made 
to a particular theme. Primarily, our focus is to the “thick description” of our 
focus group discussions. However, thematic saliency is relevant in order to 
highlight wider trends in the data as they relate to age, gender, and residence 
location.

Positionality, reflexivity, and an ethical imagination

Both authors of this book are academics with male and female children under 
ten, and consider themselves aware, yet not active (nor inactive) users of 
social media. Entering into this research, as parents especially, we sometimes 
had to pause and reflect upon our discussions with teens, how their concerns 
may impact our own parenting practices and concerns for our children. Both 
of us have also become more attuned to the perceptions of parents and teach-
ers at our children’s school regarding technology, cyber- risk, and especially in 
relation to surveillance and monitoring. We became more aware of the con-
cerns some parents have over particular websites and applications (apps) their 
children access, issues of appropriate age of access, as well as the various pol-
icies and practices of schools geared to instill safety and security for students. 
These “awareness contexts” (Glaser & Strauss, 1964) helped inform how we 
conducted our research, influencing the questions we asked about parents and 
schools in particular. This was therefore a major challenge writing this book: 
the blending of the personal with the need to engage in academic research 
which, we felt with the utmost of importance, must remain agnostic to the 
veracity of the social problems being discussed (Gubrium & Holstein, 2011; 
Spector & Kitsuse, 1977).
 This agnosticism did not preclude our own (often strong) opinions – one 
way or another – of the things being told to us. Take as an example the dec-
laration, among some of the older teens in our sample, that they no longer 
expect privacy online nor care much about privacy because they have nothing 
to hide online and do nothing wrong (see Chapter 6). We aimed to probe 
this remark, suspicious that teens may well be saying one thing (especially in 
groups of their peers) while conducting themselves online differently. One of 
the limitations of our research is that we did not complement our discussions 
with participant observation in the home, in school, or in public (cf. boyd, 
2014; Livingstone & Sefton- Green, 2016). However, our agnostic stance to 
this led us away from trying to tease out the objective truth of such remarks, 
and instead pushed us toward understanding how such remarks fit the wider 
logic teens projected regarding socialization under the neoliberal emphasis of  
self- responsibilization and moral self- regulation. While both of us use and 
have used various SNS, including Facebook and Twitter, we do not currently 
use Instagram, Snapchat, or other popular SNS often used by teens today. 
Sometimes references were made in our discussions that we were simply 
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naïve to, such as the relatively new Snapchat “Snapstreak” feature (see 
Chapter 3). We of course asked our teen participants what such things are, 
and more importantly, why these things matter and what it means to them. 
Rather than seeing our relative “outsider” status in relation to teen’s lives as a 
disadvantage, this helped us remain non- judgmental and foster trust through 
an ethical process which informed the way we conducted our research 
(Adorjan, 2016).
 Our discussions centered on difficult topics to broach. While our research 
is not focused on cyberbullying victimization per se, discussions among our 
groups sometimes did address prior experiences teens had dealing with rela-
tional aggression or current circumstances involving parents and schools. 
Participants were informed of counseling resources and other help they could 
receive if they experienced distress. They were also informed of their right to 
decline to answer any or all questions, and stop their participation at any time 
(ethics approvals were obtained both from university and school research 
ethics boards). Our approach entailed asking our participants if issues such as 
cyberbullying, relational aggression, sexting, and so forth were problems they 
found among their peers, in their schools or wider community. This helped 
deflect any pressure upon individuals to disclose personal experiences of vic-
timization. Where personal experiences were recalled disclosure was strictly 
voluntary.
 A particularly salient theme across all our groups is digital sexual expression 
(see Chapter 7). To help participants feel secure in the confidentiality of what 
is discussed and to facilitate honest disclosures, most groups were held with 
youth of the same gender and age/grade levels. The gender and age sampling 
stratification was designed to help ensure participants interacted with others 
they were likely to perceive as not threatening (Madriz, 1997; Morgan, 
1997). We did not ask our participants about their gender or sexual identifi-
cation. This choice was made deliberately – we simply felt such questions 
may be too intrusive and stymie the trust we sought to establish with our 
participants, or at least augment the direction of our conversations. Sexting, 
and especially messages directed to teens about sexting, often contain hetero-
normative presumptions of who are victims and victimizers. By not asking 
questions about gender and sexual identification, we let participants discuss 
topics like sexting in their own words, raising issues such as homophobia and 
transphobia where and when relevant to them. Broaching such topics as 
sexting and the issue of sending and receiving nudes and “dick pics” required 
a careful approach if we were to elicit responses that were not unduly influ-
enced by prejudicial questions. If groups answered questions on such topics 
differently based on whether the facilitator asking the question was a male or 
female, we saw no evidence of it. That said, Adorjan, being the only male 
facilitator of focus groups in our research, took extra care in asking groups 
about this topic. For male groups, the ethical process involved raising the 
issue without implying that males are often pressuring girls to do so (which 
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many of our female participants expressed), nor that such a phenomenon is 
ubiquitous among teens (which, we argue based on our discussions, is very 
much the case). The question needed a delicate phrasing, often posed by 
asking if sexting or sending and receiving “dick picks” is a problem among 
their friends or at school. For all groups, we did not raise this topic until the 
discussion was in “full swing” and some degree of rapport and trust was estab-
lished. This also helped Adorjan feel when the topic could be approached 
ethically in all female and co- ed groups. Even for a female researcher speak-
ing to a group of female youth, talking about sexting could be awkward and 
thus it was important to establish trust and to approach the subject with care 
and caution. Here too participants were often asked about the saliency of 
such online activity in their school or among their friends, rather than about 
their direct engagement in such action, as either the sender or the recipient. 
The power of our “ethical imagination” (Adorjan, 2016) and agnostic 
approach to our research helped ensure that seemingly existential gaps in age 
and gender between facilitators and participants had, to our best knowledge, 
minimal impact on fostering a climate of trust and mutual empathy.
 Our sample of teens purposefully excludes other direct “stakeholders” in 
the debates over youth and cyber- risk, including parents and educators. We 
justify this simply on the basis of our research questions, centered on teen 
perceptions. The answers we received, and detail in this book, are considered 
less along lines of what is “correct” and “incorrect,” versus how teens illumi-
nate (in some cases internalizing, in other cases resisting) discourses projected 
to them regarding staying safe and secure online. There are sometimes state-
ments regarding parenting and teaching that beg the question of whether 
parents and educators would have different “takes” on what is said. For 
instance, some of our participants expressed with assurance that their schools 
are capable of using sophisticated surveillance technologies to track their 
activities online, e.g., through the use of “Wi- Fi perimeters” (see Chapter 4). 
School teachers and counselors, however, during some of our research dis-
semination activities, were skeptical of this. We also did not follow up with 
parents to gather their perspectives in response to our participants’ expressions 
of distrust towards parental use of “spyware” technologies to surveille their 
actions online. We proceed, then, with this limitation noted here, arguing 
that what follows is not to suggest what is said reflects what parents are doing, 
or schools are doing – or even what is possible to do (i.e., we did not verify 
the narratives reported by youth). Rather, what follows is simply reversing 
the usual direction of communication; not talking ‘at’ youth about cyber- risk, 
but listening to what they have to say. Doing so offers new opportunities to 
reflect on possibly different ways to approach the social issues affecting their 
routine activities online.
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Chapter 3

Teens online: what and why

Introduction

Media reporting sometimes makes it difficult to consider teens being online 
as a positive experience. In today’s technology- saturated climate, the common 
perceptions of youth as potential prey raise concerns among parents, guard-
ians, educators, and others about youth safety online and, relatedly, their 
potential exposure to cyber- risk (Vickery, 2017). Media driven moral panics 
(Cohen, 2002 [1972]; Goode & Ben- Yehuda, 2009) frequently add fuel to 
accumulating anxieties highlighting the morose, criminal potentiality of youth 
accessing cyberspace (e.g., Marker, 2011; Murguía, Tackett- Gibson, & 
Lessem, 2007). The list of “what can happen” to a youth online frequently 
dominates media stories about, for example, teen suicides motivated by an 
invasion of privacy or online harassment and stalking (Grenoble, November 
10, 2012); assault and even murder videos (sometimes dubbed “performance 
crimes”) broadcast on social network sites (SNS; Mohney, April 18, 2017; 
CBC News, April 26, 2017); sexual harassment and sexual assault (including 
experiences of rape and postings of gang rape on SNS; Heath, 2015; Rent-
schler, 2014; Shariff & DeMartini, 2015); sexting and cases of “revenge porn” 
targeting female teens (Karaian, 2012; Poltash, 2013; Stroud, 2014) – to name 
just a select few.
 Online threats facing, and coming from, youth should be taken seriously, 
as the potentiality – however minimal – remains for the more extreme and 
caustic online risk outcomes. At the same time, sociologists drawing attention 
to the social construction of social problems stress that such news items, in 
seizing and aggrandizing emotions such as shock, horror, and disgust, obfus-
cate and bely assessments of social problems that take a wider sociological 
perspective (Cohen, 2002 [1972]; Loseke, 2003; Spector & Kitsuse, 1977). 
Social constructionists, as such, draw attention to the “formula stories” 
(Loseke, 1999, 2012) at play that congeal with preconceived notions of what 
teens are doing online, who are the usual victims and victimizers, and act to 
reinforce stereotypes and deflect counter- evidence. Anxieties related to these 
intersecting areas of concern refract and amplify each other, especially those 
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centered on technology and youth in general. In Chapter 7, for example, we 
highlight concerns tied to “sexting” and the sexual practices of young white, 
heterosexual females in particular (Karaian, 2014; Milford, 2015).
 It is necessary to retain a sociological imagination about the social problems 
related to teens online, especially when the personal troubles of teens are the 
focus (Mills, 1959). As Livingstone (2009) notes, there are often polarized 
approaches to children online, represented as both vulnerable potential victims 
and competent, even creative agents and even, we would add, sometimes as 
malevolent victimizers taking advantage of the affordances of cyberspace, espe-
cially its anonymity. Moral panics are frequently a reaction to perceptions of 
wider social malaise and disorder evidenced from the particular activities and 
actions of groups of youth (Cohen, 2002 [1972]). Youth are, in other words, 
frequent targets of moral panics. However, the particular forms moral panics 
take regarding youth are often surprising when taking a wider, historical view. 
Even the waltz, when first introduced, inspired outcry over its potential to 
incite “lascivious behaviour” in teens (see Livingstone, 2009). Although this 
seems a humorous atavism of the past from our present- day vantage, it remains 
that while the content inducing panic may change over time, the formula is 
predictable: a new phenomenon not yet fully understood draws fevered excite-
ment and addictive attention amongst teens, who we seek to protect against 
their “base” desires, especially during the hormonal onslaught of puberty – 
thus there is moral panic. While Mary Shelly’s novel Frankenstein was one of 
the first to alert us to the twin fascination and terror new technologies often 
inspire, the advent of the Internet during the 1990s, and especially its more 
recent “web 2.0” iteration in the 2000s have ignited, or reignited fears over 
the various online risks facing teens, especially those exacerbated by the per-
sistence, anonymity and searchability of cyberspace (boyd, 2008, 2014).1

 Anxiety about the dangers of youth going online often center on particular 
online behaviors such a cyberbullying, hacking, and sexting, among others. 
Researchers who have conducted research with youth and online practices, 
including how youth use technology, for what purposes, and under what cir-
cumstances, consistently find that, overall, “the kids are alright.” In contrast 
to the formula stories regarding youth and cyber- risk frequently cited in sen-
sationalistic media, researchers find that the majority of youth have not been 
victimized by cyberbullying or sexting, and many take advantage of the 
online opportunities for political activism, education, and social connection 
and awareness (Hinduja & Patchin, 2014; Koskela, 2004; Livingstone, 2008; 
Marwick & boyd, 2014; Tapscott, 2009).
 In this chapter, we set aside, for the time being, many of the central 
anxieties regarding teens and cyber- risk, focusing instead on the opportunities 
and enticements they find appealing online. Our ability to address and effect-
ively respond to cyber- risk would be undercut if the wider context of what 
draws youth online is not considered. The opportunities and risks associated 
with cyberspace are inseparable, mutually reinforcing aspects of going online 
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(Livingstone, 2008, 2009). This is not to suggest that concern over issues such 
as cyberbullying, online stalking and harassment, and so forth are misplaced 
or not as relevant as the more positive aspects of going online. Rather, like so 
many of the issues examined in this book, risks and opportunities are inter-
twined and often, importantly, open to varying subjective experiences and 
interpretations. Discourses of cyber- risk such as “addiction,” “cyberbullying,” 
and “sexting” point to what sociologists describe as sensitizing concepts, 
which provide the analyst with “a general sense of reference and guidance in 
approaching empirical instances” (Blumer, 1954: 7). Our approach, in line 
with Blumer, is to advance knowledge by studying the interpretations youth 
have regarding these concepts in their lived experiences (which sometimes 
are made sense of, we may add, in unanticipated ways). This idea is signi-
ficant for both its methodological and theoretical implications. A word such 
as “addiction” or “cyberbullying” often carries with it negative association(s), 
especially when connected to youth and online behavior. However, research 
with children and youth has the opportunity to reveal how these social con-
structs are experienced, at times resisted, and attitudes towards them. Indeed, 
viewing risks and opportunities as flip sides of the same coin – as intertwined 
realities – is also to level the playing field and take into account not only the 
coexistence of opportunities and risk, but that both of these need to be exam-
ined from the perspective of youth themselves, not just from the point of 
view of parents, educators, or adult society more generally. Thus, our focus is 
on understanding why youth go online, their positive associations with being 
online, and why they find it so engaging.

What draws youth online: social connection and 
offline peer groups

Youth online engagement has many positive aspects. There is evidence that, 
despite the risks and negatives associated with the Internet, youth today are 
more accepting of those different from themselves, are less inclined to alienate 
their friends, and are more accepting of friends who are not heterosexual. 
There are also indications of “diminished racial conflict in many contexts” 
(Gardner & Davis, 2013: 86). Sonia Livingstone’s (2009) research on youth 
online experiences reveal a comprehensive list of online opportunities, which 
she lists as:

access to global information, educational resources, social networking 
among friends, entertainment, games and fun, user- generated content 
creation, civic or political participation, privacy for identity expression, 
community involvement/activism, technological expertise and literacy, 
career advancement/employment, personal/health/sexual advice, special-
ist groups/fan forums, shared experiences with distant others.

(Livingstone, 2009: 30)
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SNS are particularly popular among teens and young adults, used for staying 
in touch with friends, making plans, becoming familiar with new peers, and 
presenting the self to particular friends and peer groups (Shapiro & Margolin, 
2014). SNS, Facebook in particular, are often used to share problems, social 
information, and seek affection among teens and young adults, with other 
platforms such as instant messaging used primarily for maintaining existing 
relationships (e.g., Quan- Haase & Young, 2010). Our participants – Cana-
dian teens – provided a number of reasons to explain why SNS are so 
popular, including finding sources of humor and posting humorous content 
(“I post funny videos, I love sharing funny things,” Paige, a 16-year- old 
female from Cyberville stated during one discussion). Some youth referred 
to seeking out assistance or resources through social media. For instance, a 
group of four males from Cyberville, aged 16 and 17, discussed using Snap-
chat to arrange for a designated driver during a party. Drinking and driving 
is “very shamed upon around here,” Jorge says, “like if we’re at a party and 
we see someone leave, like getting in a video if they’re drunk, it’s a big 
deal.” Myles adds, “a lot of people even … if they’re partying on the go … 
people will be DD [designated driver], they’ll be on Snapchat, like anybody 
needs a ride, message, cash.” SNS, in this context, represents a tool for locat-
ing essential information, albeit for safety needs (e.g., a designated driver), 
but also for school projects and assignments. Fatima, aged 15 from Cyber 
City, explains:

if I have like a school project, and I don’t have the phone number or 
something and we need to talk or like arrange something, and most likely 
then I’ll be friends with them on Facebook and then I can contact them 
that way.

 Some participants referred to the ways in which SNS can connect people, 
thus bringing them together and helping them to stay in touch around the 
world. For instance, Demetry, a 17-year- old male from Cyber City, discussed 
the appeal of both Facebook messenger (a messaging service often preferred 
over use of the full “regular” platform) and Instagram because of their per-
ceived utility in connecting people:

[Facebook] messenger is very useful for friends that are outside of the 
country, cuz you can’t text them, so it’s good, things like Facebook bring 
people together, if used properly, same with Instagram, you actually get 
to see what people do. Like my best friend lives in New Zealand, so he 
Instagrams pictures of the beach and things, and I like them because it 
looks great right, I’d do the same thing.

 Social media is “potentially global,” articulates Abigail, 19-years- old, from 
Cyber City: “so if you’re having problems with something specifically in 
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your personal life and go online and can’t find that acceptance that you’re 
looking for.” She adds, “if there’s so many people in the world, there is guar-
anteed to be something or someone out there who can understand what 
you’re going through.”
 While Facebook remains popular for the majority of our participants, its 
use is waning or, more accurately, our participants are accessing it less fre-
quently yet more carefully, with respect to managing impressions of particular 
audiences (see Chapter 6; see also boyd & Hargittai, 2010). Facebook has 
long been used by teens to maintain mostly weak, low commitment ties 
(Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007; Lewis & West, 2009). Lewis and West 
(2009), for example, interviewed United Kingdom- based university students 
who joined Facebook when it first became available to universities in 2005. 
For these students, Facebook served as “a supplement to other forms of com-
munication, especially between close friends, and a useful way of touching 
base occasionally with others” (Lewis & West, 2009: 1223). The most popular 
platforms actively used by the teens we spoke with are, however, Snapchat 
and Instagram – not Facebook. A factor influencing this gravitation away 
from active Facebook use is teen concerns over privacy and privacy manage-
ment (see also Piwek & Joinson, 2016; Utz, Muscanell, & Khalid, 2015), 
which we examine in further detail in Chapter 6.
 Privacy considerations do help to explain the popularity of new SNS, like 
Snapchat, yet a full appreciation of their use comes with recognizing their 
role in facilitating social connection, especially among offline peer groups. In 
fact, social connection or connecting with others is the most frequently raised motive 
linked to SNS use among our participants (17N; 36R). Moreover, participants 
made such references relatively evenly across ages; said another way, there is a 
rather equal emphasis placed on social connection among younger or older 
teens. However, females in all female focus groups made three times as many 
references to social connection as males in all male focus groups (21 vs. 7). 
Despite the higher number of all female focus groups, this may suggest social 
connection can be understood as a vocabulary of motive (Mills, 1940), more 
salient among female teens than males (as found in face- to-face studies of 
gender differences and self- presentation (see Haferkamp, Eimler, Papadakis, & 
Kruck, 2012). That is, while social connection may be equally important to 
teens, wider norms of traditional interpretations of masculinities (Carrigan, 
Connell, & Lee, 1985; Connell, 1995; Gill, Henwood, & McLean, 2005; 
Kimmel, 1990; Ricciardelli, Clow, & White, 2010) may lead some males to 
self- imposed restrictions on how they use social media, or use it differently 
than females (Siibak, 2010). Notably, double the references to social connec-
tion were made among Cyber City residents than Cyberville residents (24 vs. 
12). This is notable since a greater proportion of groups were held in Cyber-
ville (see Chapter 2). Care should be taken in interpreting this finding. 
We do not argue that social connection online is more relevant for those 
living in urban location. Rather, this could simply indicate that online access 
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(especially to “web 2.0” communications technologies) is less available in 
rural areas, so teens are less reliant on these technologies for social connection 
(see also Burkell & Saginur, 2015).

The offline peer group: “friends”

In a co- ed group of 17- and 18-year- olds from Cyber City, Frederick’s 
response, when asked what is appealing about Snapchat and Instagram, 
revealed the importance of social connection as shaped by the affordances of 
the applications: “I think it’s more like instead of just texting your friends, 
you can actually show them what you’re doing, or you can put it on your 
story so you can show all your friends cool stuff that you’re doing”.2 It is 
important to underscore that, despite reflecting upon what they do online, by 
“friends,” as revealed through Frederick’s words, teens often are referring to 
their offline peer networks, e.g., friends they see at school on a daily basis, 
spend time with during extracurricular activities, and invite over to each 
other’s homes. For instance, some participants referred to gravitating away 
from platforms such as Twitter based on keeping in contact with close, offline 
peers. For example, 19-year- old Serena from Cyber City reveals that “part of 
the reason I’m not on Twitter is because none of my friends are really on 
Twitter, so that’s why I don’t really have it.” Later in the discussion, asked 
about whether Facebook was still relevant, Serena disclosed: “I deleted Face-
book, at the end of high school just cuz I didn’t think I needed it, was like, I 
didn’t post anything, it wasn’t, I don’t know, none of my friends were really 
on it.” In the same group Carmen, 19, also reveals that her lack of interest in 
Twitter is also influenced by her offline peer groups:

I’ve just seen Twitter usually more like of, more [an] American thing I 
would say, and likewise as [Serena], none of my friends really use it, and 
I’ve kind of just like, use social media to stay connected with my friends 
who might not be in [Cyber City] and like close to me right, so, I’ll use 
a, we’ll use a mutual form of social media to stay connected to one 
another.

 Although noting a different SNS, when asked what forms of social media 
are preferable, Carmen’s answer was consistent with other participants: 
“usually Facebook, just Skype, stuff like that, just the chat, keep in contact.”
 The salience of offline peer groups in relation to connectivity online is in line 
with research finding youth usually use online communication to maintain 
already established local friendships, especially through social media today 
(Boneva, Quinn, Kraut, Kiesler, & Shklovski, 2006; Ellison et al., 2007; 
Gross, 2004; Livingstone & Brake, 2010). This finding echoes a 2005 Cana-
dian Media Awareness Network report, which found “young people use their 
social skills online primarily to participate in and extend their real- world 
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social networks” (Steeves, 2005: 8). In contrast to Carmen, while other parti-
cipants preferred Twitter over Facebook, they did so in relation to connec-
tions to offline peers. For instance, Yasmin, 18, from Cyber City, explains:

I don’t ever really check like my actual like feed on Facebook, because I, 
there’s so much stuff I don’t really care about, but so I mostly usually use 
it as a contact, but since most of my friends … are on Twitter, that’s 
more so what I use it for.

Recent studies have identified the general gravitation away from Facebook 
among teens (at least in terms of where their dominant SNS is concentrated), 
and their preference for newer platforms such as Twitter, Tumblr, and Insta-
gram (e.g., Bailey, 2015; boyd, 2014; Gardner & Davis, 2013). Facebook is 
less relevant for Yasmin, not so much due to preference of features or 
“affordances” of the technology; rather Twitter is where her closer, offline 
peer networks are found. Again, the saliency of offline peer groups among 
teens is important to underscore here. As Steeves and Webster (2008) argue:

when these kids are talking online, they are typically talking with people 
whom they have met through their real- world social networks. Respond-
ents reported that most of their friendships were made in real- world 
environments, including school (i.e., 94.3% indicated making or meeting 
new friends at school), parties (75.4%), and playing sports/clubs (74.9%).

(Steeves & Webster, 2008: 10)

The offline non- peer group: parents

The importance of social connection was also raised in discussions of parent-
ing, especially how some parents rely on the deprivation of technology as a 
punishment for their children. Although this strategy was criticized by several 
groups, such as one coed group of three males and two females, aged 14 and 
15, from Cyber City, Logan admits “you would witness a lot of tantrums” in 
his house during such a punishment. Asked if such a punishment is very 
serious, Aiden agrees: “you lose connection” (Ava, female, concurs with a 
“yeah”). Aiden elaborates:

If you’re so used to like, I’m 15 now, I’ve probably had social media 
since I was 12, since I was in grade six or so, and that’s three years of 
being used to seeing statuses and seeing what’s going around; it’s kind of 
like turning on the TV never watching the news for two years, what 
happens when you don’t know that there was a shooting in Paris, you 
don’t know all this stuff, you lose connection to what’s actually going on, 
it’s [how] one literally can access information is [sic] through social 
media.
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Isabella, also 15, adds “not having my phone for two days, I don’t get to 
access people, I can’t do a lot of things, I can’t get homework from someone 
else, I can’t get help.” Besides Aiden’s prescient remarks about being left 
uninformed about world news and current events, Isabella’s statement also 
points to how ubiquitous the use of technology is for teens. Connection with 
friends is certainly one aspect, but using the same devices for school work, 
frequently disseminated using online course management software, is inex-
tricable from their other leisure and social functions. Overall, while our parti-
cipants pointed to social connection being the driving force drawing them to 
using particular online platforms such as SNS, the need for connection led to 
considerations of the darker edge of this drive: addiction and the fear of 
missing out.

Addiction, social acceptance, and the fear of 
missing out

The opportunities, enticements, and risks available through technology and 
social media do not run alongside each other; rather they are intermeshed. 
Participants discussed the lure of SNS, often expressing concerns about what 
is being posted online by close peer groups, especially what is being posted 
about oneself. This fear of how people may be “talking about oneself ” online 
was juxtaposed with the fear of missing out. This latter fear, sometimes abbre-
viated by teens as FOMO (Przybylski, Murayama, DeHaan, & Gladwell, 
2013), is alluded to by a 13-year- old male teen interviewed for a special 
CNN report #Being 13: Inside the Secret World of Teens, who confessed “even 
though I was at school, I would still check my phone because I mean, people 
post things at school and stuff, so you always worry.”3 Another female inter-
viewed for the report, asked how often she checks her phone on a daily basis, 
responded: “The most times I check it (my phone) in a day? I lose track. It’s 
just a need. Like I need to.” Similarly, in Cyber City, Lexi, 15, connected 
her “need” to check based on FOMO principals: “sometimes you really do 
need it to like, not be out of the loop I guess and then like maintain contact 
with your friends.” Framing it differently, 14-year- old Holly from Cyber 
City, states,

if you don’t have the social medias [sic], you’re really like out of it every-
thing, cuz everybody posts everything and they like text you, so you 
don’t really know what’s going on if you don’t have social media and 
stuff.… if I’m not on it for a day, then I don’t know like anything.

Ashima replies to Holly, agreeing: “yeah, you miss a lot of information, it just 
gets passed through, and then everyone, you’ll go to school the next day, and 
they’ll be like oh remember that one thing … and then I’m no [sic].” Ashima, 
here, also gives insight into the notion of teens being concerned over being 
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“left out” if they are not actively keeping up to date with social media and 
the related postings of those in their closest peer groups.
 Interestingly, the theme of FOMO is also raised during discussions on the 
various strategies teens use to manage privacy online. Lexi’s group, consisting 
of four females aged 14 and 15, discussed the effectiveness of blocking 
unwanted users and their messages to manage trusted friendship networks. 
Also in the group, Nancy observes that blocking, while effective would 
ironically undercut one’s social connectivity:

like you can block [unwanted messages], … but a lot of the problem is, 
nobody really wants to block them because when you block them, then 
you’re outside the circle, with, where everybody else knows all the 
information, and you just block them so you don’t know anything.

Ashima replies to Nancy’s comment, clarifying that blocking is an option pre-
ferred for those unfamiliar to the person, not close or even more distant 
friends. She states “you only use that [blocking] if you don’t know the 
person, and they’re like trying to get your information, ok you’re blocked, I 
don’t want to talk to you.” Here too, the relevance of offline friends is high-
lighted, indicating that FOMO is primarily a concern regarding close peer 
networks, and may bear upon which strategies teens use – or choose not to 
use – when managing their privacy and online presence. This emphasis on 
the saliency of offline friendship groups also offsets the emphasis often found 
in cyber- safety materials directed at teens that inform about risk of strangers 
and “predators” online (boyd, 2014; Livingstone, 2008). Although teens may 
have hundreds if not thousands of “friends” on particular SNS, they are also 
far more likely to invest their emotional energies towards those who post 
content linked back to their everyday offline lives or peer groups.
 Concerns for being socially cut off are also expressed in a group of three 
17-year- old females from Cyberville. Expressing anxiety over not being in 
control over what gets posted about them online, Ally suggests “if you don’t 
have any accounts, that’s the only way you’re safe.” Zoey agrees but adds the 
caveat: “yeah, even that, if someone can upload a picture of you, then it’s 
worse than you’re not patrolling [your account], if you don’t have the 
account.” Concerns over being left out of conversations that impinge upon 
one’s reputation and friendships are thus expressed by both Cyber City and 
Cyberville residents. This suggests another similarity alongside what SNS 
both urban and rural teens use most often and the reasons they provide for 
their popularity (Burkell & Saginur, 2015). Significantly, advice regarding 
eliminating or limiting online use and employing various strategies for 
managing privacy may well be ignored by teens who feel persistent pressure 
to constantly check up on what is being posted about themselves and their 
inner circle of friends (see also Chapter 8 for further discussion of policy 
implications).
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Factors influencing addiction

Conversations about FOMO often gravitated to the topic of addiction, where 
some groups raised the topic themselves; others were asked more directly if 
they considered themselves addicted to SNS and the various applications or 
“apps” teens are using. Here we highlight the interpretations of addictive 
behavior among teens, including the factors pushing them to engage with 
technology in ostensibly addictive ways. Addiction to online environments is 
often linked as a “major factor” to cyberbullying, sexting, and a lack of atten-
tion in the classroom (Fisk, 2016: 141). Addiction, which can be readily 
linked back to teens’ FOMO, may also be associated with depression and 
anxiety (Oberst, Wegmann, Stodt, Brand, & Chamarro, 2017). Research 
with teens sometimes appears to corroborate such problems. One 13-year- old 
female interviewed for CNN’s Being 13 report, for example, bluntly states “I 
would rather not eat for a week than get my phone taken away. It’s really 
bad,” alluding to internet addiction being more caustic than eating disorders 
such as anorexia and bulimia. A Canadian MediaSmarts national survey of 
over 5,000 teens found “39 per cent of students said they sleep with their 
cellphones, just in case they get a text or call during the night,” indicating the 
connection between the FOMO and addiction explicitly. At the same time, 
however, only a third of the sample worry about how much time they spend 
online. While half of the participants stated they would be upset if they were 
to go offline for everything but school work, 46% reported they would not 
care if they were “unplugged” for a week (Loney, January 22, 2014).
 Among our own participants, the frequency of discussions about online 
addiction reveal some distinct trends. A fairly uniform number of references 
are made across all ages. The majority of references – both to solicited ques-
tions and open discussions where addiction is spontaneously raised – is con-
centrated among female participants in all female groups (55 references). 
Although we did expect fewer references among males given the greater 
number of females in the sample, we anticipated more than the five refer-
ences to addiction made by males, which include confessions about being 
addicted to social media. Our findings suggest a gendered patterning of how 
experiences of addiction are interpreted. More tellingly, 66 references to 
addiction come from participants living in Cyber City, with only 16 refer-
ences from those residing in Cyberville, perhaps again a result of access issues 
in rural areas and thus the less pronounced role of social media in said areas as 
a result. As elsewhere, this finding is notable considering the relatively greater 
number of groups held in Cyberville where the theme of addiction would 
arise rather frequently.
 During focus group discussions, social media was colorfully described as a 
“really big- time sponge” (Carmen, 19, Cyber City), sometimes interpreted as 
a means to cope with awkward in- person situations. For example, in a coed 
Cyber City group of 14- and 15-year- olds, Logan argues “it kind of has 
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something to do with your hands, that’s the thing, if you’re bored, have 
nothing to do, you have a phone, you can really do anything.” Ava agrees, 
suggesting contexts where this strategy works, such as sitting alone at a bus 
stop or spending time with someone where the situation becomes awkward, 
in which case, Isabella adds, “you can pull out your phone.” Logan, in 
agreement, adds:

If you don’t have your phone, that’s [sic] give you a really uncomfortable 
feeling, cuz if it’s constantly on you and you don’t have it, you’re prob-
ably going to panic, to be honest (Ava: “it’s true”), every 30 seconds, 
you probably have a little bit of a heart attack!

Logan’s words here expose the clear anxiety tied to being ‘phoneless’ in the 
modern world. For those who agreed, when asked, if they consider them-
selves to be addicted to the internet, some elaborated on the feelings they 
associated with their interpretation of being addicted. For instance, Helen, 
16-years- old from Cyber City, discloses “it’s like, I feel anxious if I don’t, 
like if it’s a long period of time goes by and I like, I don’t check it, I get 
anxious, like what’s happening, kind of thing.” Mya, also 16, “kind of ” 
agrees, stating that she is not “super anxious,” but admits

I’ve got into the habit of looking at it, so I’m just “oh, I wanna check 
my phone,” “oh this person [is] saying that” and I’m like “ok,” but I 
don’t like check it too often, but if it’s the weekend or it’s a break, then 
I’ll be on my phone like all the time.

As these youth reveal, and is further clarified from the number of youth who 
admitted to feelings of anxiety over what is being posted about them, their 
‘addiction’ is driven by a need to “check to make sure nothing[’s] happening” 
(Cassidy, 17, Cyber City), again linking back to the FOMO and anxieties 
that underpin impression management. Such anxieties are centered more on 
issues of social comparison, the FOMO, and managing one’s online identity 
than on addiction to technology per se. Nevertheless, the need to check 
content related to oneself and one’s peer groups is undeniably driven by the 
negative potential driving addictive behaviour, rather than positive potential.
 Not surprisingly then, when asked about frequency of phone use, it was 
often a qualification rather than a set number of hours provided, sometimes 
with a trace of humorous exaggeration: “whenever you are bored” (Cecilia, 
14, Cyber City); “like all day … my phone’s never not in my hand, I sleep 
with it in my hand” (Mia, 17, Cyber City); “probably more than I should 
be” (Cassidy); “I cannot go a day without checking like, or like you know 
even an hour, I feel like I always have to check, even if it’s nothing 
important, it’s just like, it’s a bad addiction” (Christine, 19, Cyber- City). 
Nancy recalls a typical day: “I come home, first thing I do, I pull out my 
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phone and scroll through all social media before I do anything else.” Other 
members of Nancy’s group elaborate that the reason they do so is to check 
“what is happening” (Ashima), and compare it to watching “the news, but 
for your school or something” (Nancy).
 In addition, some participants referred to how various affordances (i.e., 
the technical features and structure) of technology acts to structure their 
anxieties and sense of addiction. Critics of early techno- enthusiasm during 
the initial development of the internet in the 1990s, such as computer 
scientist–philosopher Jaron Lanier (2010), point to the ways users adjust and 
in some ways “reduce” themselves to fit the affordances of particular online 
platforms. This echoes the axiom that “we shape our tools, and thereafter 
our tools shape us” (Culkin, 1967) and the arguments consistent with 
Giddens’ theory of structuration (Giddens, 1986). For example, some groups 
referred to using Snapchat’s popular “Snapstreak” feature. Snapchat’s (a SNS 
mobile application) core feature is that images and messages sent between 
users are only available for a short period of time before they are deleted and 
no longer retrievable. The Snapstreak feature works as an incentive to 
promote users to keep actively using Snapchat. Snapstreaks are established 
when two users have “snapped” each other an image or message within 24 
hours for more than three consecutive days. Snapstreaks are maintained 
when users transmit images or messages frequently; if either party fails to 
respond within 24 hours the “streak” is lost.4 In this sense, the technology is 
encouraging the user to reproduce behaviors which are then reproducing 
the popularity of the technology and vice versa in a dynamic “back and 
forth” process.
 While our participants ostensibly dismissed Snapstreak as a gimmick that 
they are not lured by, when pressed, many admitted to finding themselves 
“locked in” to using the feature given the affordances of Snapchat (in this 
case, the requirements of maintaining a Snapstreak). Emily, 19-years- old from 
Cyber City, characterizes the anxiety: “it’s like ‘oh my god, we’re about to 
lose our 500-day streak, do something about it,’ it’s like ‘ok, hold on, hold 
on,’ well yeah, I think it’s about maintaining streaks now, and maybe having 
a decently cool story.” Reid, also 19, adds “I think it’s about popularity … it 
seems like a popularity contest on Snapchat, people have to make their stories 
all the time, you know.” Talking about the audiences Snapchat streaks are 
geared toward, all participants in this focus group agreed that streaks and 
stories are most often directed to particular friends online. However, was also 
becomes relevant is the impressions these exchanges make among friends at 
school. As Emily puts it: “but like people when they go, you know when 
you’re on Snapchat and there’s someone beside you and they see them and 
they’re like ‘Yo, you’re so popular’!” Here again, it becomes apparent how 
relevant offline audiences are to influencing online activities and, as emphas-
ized here, how they are interpreted. Affordances, such as Snapchat’s Snap-
streak, therefore amplify teens’ felt need to frequently check on social media 
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to see what is being posted about them, or simply what is going on or what 
they may be missing out on. At its core, this relates to offline peer groups and 
an ongoing search for acceptance and belonging.

Searching for acceptance

Inevitably the need for social connection translates into a need for social 
approval and acceptance. Adolescence is well recognized as a period where 
the judgements of one’s peers weighs heavy on one’s sense of identity and 
self- esteem, both of which are in a liminal stage of development (Harter, 
Stocker, & Robinson, 1996; Lerner & Steinberg, 2009). Aiden, a 15-year- old 
from Cyber City, directly made this point in relation to contemporary SNS: 
“I think that social media has come down to the fact that we’re looking for 
acceptance from our peers,” of which the others in the coed group of five 
14- and 15-year- olds agreed. At heart, the search for acceptance involves a 
recognition, or confirmation from others regarding one’s identity. Our parti-
cipants referred to the importance of receiving acknowledgement from peers 
online to figure out, fundamentally, who they are. Madison, 16-years- old 
from Cyber City, summarizes this view presciently:

I think it matters how people see you … I have to know how people see me, 
but maybe because I don’t know how I see myself, so if I don’t know how I 
see myself then, maybe they could give me the answers to that, but I 
think in our age group … we have to know how people see us, that we 
know if it’s good or bad. [emphasis added]

 Asked if this involves seeking social approval, Madison refers to the 
“different ranks” of peers that she seeks social approval from, including 
“popular kids,” “the rich and poor … so … we have to know where we 
stand.”
 This raises the question of how social approval is recognized when 
received online. Perhaps the most recognizable indicator of social acceptance 
on SNS is through receiving a “like” on Facebook, in response to something 
one has posted. Two 19-year- old males from Cyberville exemplified this 
when asked if there is “pressure to have a lot of friends on Facebook or no?” 
Keegan responds

not really, more like “likes,” a lot of people want likes on Facebook.… 
people just want likes, I know my mom does that, I know a lot of people 
do that, and … for people on Facebook, how many likes you get I guess 
is how popular you are, a lot of people I know is like that.

 Asked to confirm that it is the “likes” on Facebook that is important, not 
the number of friends, Keegan confirms “yes”; Fernando, the other group 
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participant, reiterates “number of likes,” confirming his agreement with 
Keegan. It should also be noted that despite discussing Facebook, the site 
remained associated with older adults, as indicated by Kegan when he 
explained that “my mom does that.”
 Despite the suggestion that “likes,” not number of friends, is the ultimate 
judge of popularity on Facebook, not all groups agreed with the emphasis. 
Instead, points of resistance to the logic of pursuing likes emerged. For 
instance, Ashima questioned the underlying motivation for “chasing likes”:

When people post a picture, sometimes yeah, they’ll want to see how 
many likes, but then I feel like it should be, it should be used for like, to 
remember things and like, remember those times and like share with 
your friends, so they can remember it, rather than “I’m the best and you 
should like my picture” and they end up deleting it anyway in the end.

 It may of course be relatively easy for teens to take a non- conformist atti-
tude towards what they perceive to be the dominant, mainstream use of SNS; 
here Ashima may still very much care about personally receiving “likes” on 
Facebook, but expresses resistance and critiques the notion in the context of a 
focus group discussion. Despite some participants resisting the significance of 
receiving likes to confirm social approval, it remains obvious how much this 
still matters to teens, despite the gravitation away from active Facebook use, 
in preference of Instagram, Snapchat, and other more recent SNS. Here too, 
the affordances of Facebook limit the ways users can interact with each other 
to express approval and disapproval alike. These affordances, meshed with the 
FOMO and need for social approval, drive a seemingly perpetual comparison 
among teens that fuels addictive behaviors to SNS and related technologies.

Gender and social approval

Prior researchers have consistently found female teens to be highly aware of 
the potential risks they face online and, in response, engage proactively in a 
variety of risk management strategies (Bailey & Steeves, 2015; Marwick & 
boyd, 2014). Some studies also reveal females to be concerned about social 
approval, related to what they post online (e.g., Bailey & Steeves, 2015; boyd, 
2008). Similarly, among our participants, several gender differences emerged 
in discussions around social approval. For example, Fiona, 18 years- old from 
Cyber City, argues girls are concerned more with “what do I look like, how 
are they going to look at me, like is my eyebrow nice today, like do my eye-
lashes look long.” In contrast, she argues males are more object- oriented, 
posting pictures of their car or video game and “it’s just like they just want to 
share it, where girls are like ‘what do I look like?,’ ‘will my followers think 
that I look bumping in this photo’ kind of thing.” In the same group, Serena, 
19-years- old, agrees:
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like girls look more for approval from others that they look good and 
their form of approval is “likes” the more “likes” you get, the more love 
you get for your photo, that’s giving you approval … but for guys it’s 
like “I did something cool,” “here’s a photo of it.”

She continues to describe how differently Instagram is used between males 
and females, characterizing the images male’s post as “random photos … 
because they think it’s right in the first place,” whereas females take time to 
post elaborate borders with consideration for “aesethically [appealing] so 
perfect.” Unlike males, “for girls, it’s more like seeking approval.” This gen-
dered self- presentation dynamic on Instagram is elaborated in recent research 
(see Doherty, 2017).
 This view is reiterated in a number of groups, with some elaborating on 
the pressure experienced by females in particular, as well as the fear of neg-
ative judgement. For instance Christine, 19-years- old from Cyber City, dis-
cusses at length the pressure on females in particular to present a perfect image 
on Instagram. She refers to the need for “the caption … to be right, the filter 
like, does this look ok, does it flow with the rest,” adding that she used to 
post on Instagram for fun, being interested in photography, but it has since:

become something like I’m overthinking, not posting photos because I’m 
scared of how you get judged over social [media] you know … it has to 
get … like you hashtag so people will like it, … like it’s become very 
much a, like a [sic] unwritten competition on social media that girls think 
specifically, oh she got a 100 “likes” on this, or oh look her profile 
picture got like 100 “likes” in the first like 2 minutes.

 She concludes that she has not used social media “to its full potential” 
given her fear of “the judgement that comes behind overusing it.”
 Some groups actively challenged the gendered association of primarily 
female teens using social media to seek and obtain social approval rather than 
males. That is, some participants suggested that male teens are just as likely to 
be concerned about social approval, but either express it differently, or else 
try to hide their concerns. For instance, in one co- ed group from Cyber City, 
14-year- old Julien (male), argues “guys basically it’s more pressure” since 
males will “gang up on” each other if they lack knowledge about certain 
“rites of passage” such as pornography. Another co- ed group (three males, 
two females) in Cyber City, aged 14–15, voice concern about what others 
post about them. The males in the group were asked if they would have anxi-
eties if anyone posted “party pics” of them online. Aiden argued that it does 
in fact matter for male teens:

Yeah cuz people can see it, but if it’s like two people that I know, if it’s 
the people at [the] party seeing it I don’t honestly see that being a big 
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deal … but I think … there is not control of the audience on social 
media, just because we think there is, there is none, there is zero. Every 
person you could possibly think of could look up a photo and can see 
you half naked, drunk at a party, so it’s just, taking steps to prevent it 
from beginning and don’t do it again.

Other groups of all male participants expressed the same attitude: “I’d be con-
cerned about [having drunk party pictures posted about me]” admitted 
Deshawn, 15, from Cyber City. Female groups also agreed, suggesting that 
masculine gender norms also shape self- presentation strategies for deflecting 
concern online. If their reflections are true, it would suggest males still feel 
the pressures of traditional gender norms that suggest select appearance con-
cerns are still culturally read as feminine rather than masculine (Pope, Phillips, 
& Olivardia, 2000; Ricciardelli et al., 2010; Wolf, 1991). As such, they prac-
tice the idea that males should not reveal the degree of effort they place in 
their appearance outwardly, yet must still invest in their body and self (Feath-
erstone, 1991; Ricciardelli, 2011; Shilling, 2003). For instance, Carmen, 19, 
from a group of four female undergraduate students in Cyber City, aged 18 
and 19, argued:

guys … like present off a good image, but they try to make it  
look unintentional … kind of like “oh, I woke up like this,” that’s the 
kind of like, they try to pull it off easy, easy going swagger I guess, just 
like it looks, but they still like, you can tell they’re still trying to look 
good and stuff.

 Yasmin, 18, agrees with Carmen’s remarks, arguing “it may not be equal, 
but it’s close.” She adds that a lot of her “guy friends … try really hard” to 
present themselves ideally in posted photos online, taking “half an hour to 
take the photo so that they can post it.” The caveat, however, Yasmin 
believes is that “there’s a lot more public ridicule for women and their photos on 
Instagram, whereas like if there’s a photo of like, on a guy’s Instagram, I think 
there’s a lot less like hate that’s going to towards it” [added emphasis]. Yasmin 
thinks further on the gender dynamics of online presentation of self, and 
thoughtfully observes that it may be true to an extent that “guys just don’t 
care” about what they post and how what they post will be received. 
However, she states,

I think it’s also … expected of women to care, but it’s not [expected 
of] guys and so some of my guy friends won’t post photos of themselves 
or of something that they do want approval of, because they’re going 
to get looked down upon and their other friends will be like “why 
did you post that?” “That doesn’t really, that’s not what you’re sup-
posed to post.”
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The concern Yasmin describes among male teens anticipating “they’re going 
to be judged for what they post” suggests that desiring approval yet not 
seeking it due to wider gender norms shapes gendered perceptions of self – a 
reality that requires further examination to understand if online spaces are 
advancing or hindering gender equalities in self- presentations and body posi-
tioning particularly as body ideals are ever changing and increasingly unat-
tainable (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; McCabe & Ricciardelli, 2004; 
Ricciardelli & Clow, 2009; Ricciardelli & White, 2011).
 The majority of such comments came from participants of Cyber City, but 
this does not necessarily mean that they do not apply to rural regions. One 
group of two 14-year- old females from Cyberville was asked whether online 
“drama” is something affecting more males or females. Christy answers 
“both”; Raquel agrees. Pressed further whether drama is different between 
males and females, Christy elaborates: “people think it’s more the girls, but 
I’ve seen a lot of guys that [are] like depressed and stuff when they’re on 
Instagram … you don’t really know the drama.”
 Conformity to gender norms online includes the distillation of gender per-
formances that are culturally read as appropriate (Bailey, 2015). Our participants 
reveal the influence of gender norms in explaining experiences regarding 
finding social acceptance online. At the same time, they illuminate a process of 
reflexive cogitation that challenges the assumption that online actions reflect 
offline motive. Specifically, both female and male teens suggest that males may 
often be as anxious about what is being posted about them online as females, 
and may avoid engaging with online exchanges to appear aloof. Yet, our parti-
cipants also highlight the ongoing reality that the social and psychological stakes 
are either higher or interpreted as higher for females, who frequently face more 
negative social repercussions (e.g., ridicule, de- legitimation, “slut shaming,” 
etc.) in comparison to males (Bailey, 2015; Fairbairn, 2015). We explore these 
double standards with regards to sexting in more detail in Chapter 7.

Discussion: the amplification of anxiety

Despite the ongoing media rhetoric frequently sensationalizing the risks teen 
face online, we show in this chapter that the search for social connection is 
the primary driver for teens. This need for social connection is part and parcel 
of the processes of maturation and self- discovery synonymous with adoles-
cence. The primary medium for friendship and connection has shifted online, 
where teens connect with their offline peer groups, and this consideration has 
fueled societal concerns and moral panics due to the notion of online 
stranger- danger and luring. Sociologists and criminologists remind us that, 
although these incidents due occur, young people are more likely to be 
harmed by someone known to them offline than online (Gardner & Davis, 
2013). The real risk here is in interpreting such relatively isolated incidents as 
typical of the everyday realities of teens online (boyd, 2014).
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 The gravitation of teens away from Facebook towards newer, more 
popular platforms such as Snapchat and Instagram has been widely observed 
and applies likewise to Canadian teens (e.g., Bailey, 2015; boyd, 2014; 
Gardner & Davis, 2013). A major factor explaining this gravitation involves 
privacy management. However, platform preferences remain strongly linked 
to which platforms are used by offline peer groups (Valkenburg & Peter, 
2007; Valkenburg, Peter, & Schouten, 2006). Mcmillan and Morrison (2006: 
79), drawing on autobiographical essays written by teens about their experi-
ences and personal histories going online, found most described “the internet 
as a place that helped them solidify their offline identities.” The fact that 
female participants made more references to being online for social connec-
tion may reflect the saliency and need for social connection among female 
teens, in comparison to males, though such a conclusion is likely an over-
simplification considering the impact of wider gender norms and practices. 
This becomes particularly evident during our focus group discussions on 
social acceptance.
 Males in our groups expressed concerns for “drunk party pics,” and some 
female participants reflexively considered that males may share such concerns 
about both being accepted and about what is being posted about them online, 
yet may feel they cannot express these feelings. Wider culture and gender 
norms regarding masculinities shape both reactions and perceptions of youth 
and cyber- risk, where, as one of our participants presciently remarked, 
females are more frequently (and for longer time periods) ridiculed based on 
what they post online than males. That a greater number of references to 
social connection among our participants are made among Cyber City resi-
dents than Cyberville residents may also suggest that rural regions offer other 
offline points of comparison for teens and may de- emphasize, to a degree, the 
weight given to what is posted online. Relatedly, Burkell and Saginur (2015) 
found that female teens living in rural areas had “smaller, more intercon-
nected offline networks,” facilitating the “primary importance” of “offline 
relationships” (Burkell & Saginur, 2015: 145). The saliency of offline net-
works among rural residents should not be underestimated; nevertheless, the 
desire for social connection and acceptance among teens is ubiquitous across 
urban and rural regions. Most research on teens and online technologies is 
conducted in urban centers, despite the exceptions noted above. While our 
sample included teens from a rural Canadian region, our own findings remain 
tentative. Further qualitative and quantitative research with rural teens is 
needed, especially studies which incorporate comparison groups in urban 
regions.
 While there are particular substantive risks which are of concern to one 
extent or another among our participants (e.g., cyberbullying, sexting, online 
“drama” and hacking, to which we turn to in the following chapters), the 
opportunities for social connection are strongly linked to social factors which 
animate a set of latent risks associated with the need for acceptance online and 
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the FOMO. Teens express an ongoing need to keep ‘in the loop’ regarding 
events local to them – i.e., at their school, among their peers, and especially 
to keep apprised of what is being said about them. These elements explain 
the curious phenomenon sometimes observed where teens, seated together in 
offline physical space, are still conversing with each other online (usually 
through smart phones). The extent to which teens worry appears to verge at 
times on paranoia, for instance, evidenced through the desire to not block 
other users for fear of social repercussions and being ostracized and, in a literal 
sense, ex- communicated from salient peer networks. Efforts to subdue the 
FOMO are often thwarted due to the various affordances of technology, 
which act to “lock” teens into social patterns online (e.g., the “snapstreak” 
feature on Snapchat, receiving and seeking “likes” on FB). Exacerbating this 
process is the assumption – expressed by some of our participants – that peers 
are living perfect lives exemplified by their online postings (e.g., pictures on 
Instagram). This alludes to the fundamental looking glass process of self- 
development that is engendered through SNS and other social platforms 
online (Cooley, 1902). The long- standing features of adolescence – identity 
formation based on the assumption of how one is being perceived – underpin 
such processes. The online medium, however, amplifies these processes and 
creates in many respects a more complex terrain to navigate. The compari-
sons made, moreover, are perpetual and frequently negative.
 More optimistically, boyd (2014) critiques off handed ascriptions of teens 
being ‘addicted’ to online platforms. She argues that concerns for the online 
addiction of ‘screenagers’ (Rushkoff, 2006) divert attention from how sensa-
tionalistic media coverage engenders moral panics over “zombified social 
media addicts” who are not in control of their own lives (boyd, 2014: 78). 
Moreover, as boyd (2014: 78) argues, “the language of addiction sensational-
izes teens’ engagement with technology and suggests that mere participation 
leads to pathology. This language also suggests that technologies alone will 
determine social outcomes.” She continues to disambiguate the idea of online 
addiction from that of ‘flow’, originally coined by psychologist Mihaly Csik-
szentmihalyi, referring to “the state of complete and utter absorption” – com-
parable to “being in the zone” (boyd, 2014: 80). boyd highlights the positive 
draws of social media and “being in the zone,” including social connection 
and socialization, and buttresses her critique by reminding us that the original 
term, “internet addiction disorder,” was in fact facetiously coined by psych-
iatrist Ivan Goldberg in a satirical essay written in 1995. As she rightly notes, 
“most teens aren’t addicted to social media; if anything, they’re addicted to 
each other” (2014: 80). While boyd offers a crucial critique of mediated dis-
courses and stereotypes of teens online, we argue that there are important 
aspects to growing up online today that are amplifying concerns teens have 
and perhaps have always had to varying degrees, regarding their position rel-
ative to their peers. Understanding the context of these concerns next to the 
opportunities online communities offer is important; diffusing moral panics 
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over the more serious cases of offending and victimization related to online 
activities is crucial; yet ignoring what appears to be a deeply rooted and gendered 
paranoia regarding social status that is amplified by the affordances of SNS today is 
equally problematic. Policy responses to these problems (see Chapter 8) must be 
situated by an appreciation of the balance which needs to be struck.

Notes
1 Web 2.0 refers to high speed bandwidth access enabling an “architecture of parti-

cipation,” especially regarding its multimedia content (O’Reilly, 2007). It includes 
video chat platforms such as Skype as well as social media such as YouTube, 
Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, and more recently Snapchat and Instagram.

2 Both Snapchat and Instagram feature a “story,” which can combine photos and 
videos into a slideshow or “reel” to create a coherent narrative or story to share 
with particular audiences.

3 CNN’s Being 13 report can be found at: www.cnn.com/2015/10/05/health/
being- 13-teens- social-media- study/index.html.

4 For details on Snapchat’s “Snapstreak” feature, see: https://support.snapchat.com/
en- US/a/Snaps- snapstreak.
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Chapter 4

Youth attitudes and experiences 
towards parental and school 
surveillance

Introduction

Technological advancements have engendered the world with ubiquitous 
surveillance devices, within which new generations of citizens are embedded. 
Indeed, as early as infancy smart phones are used to control monitoring 
devices that “keep an eye” on sleeping newborns. Youth comfort with and 
dependence on technology is increasingly evinced among youth who grow 
up in a virtual world, connected to peers and fixated on happenings within 
their inner social circles and the greater netizen landscapes – in essence their 
world both shrinks and grows (Livingstone, 2009; Tapscott, 2009). Issues of 
who to trust and how to be safe online, however, are common concerns and 
topics of interest among law enforcement, justice circles, educators, parents 
and those focused on youth welfare (Fisk, 2016; Hinduja & Patchin, 2014; 
Livingstone & Sefton- Green, 2016). “Cyberspace” may be presented as “the 
new frontline” yet it is shaped by a virtually “limitless victimization risk” 
(Blakemore, 2012: 16; Hinduja & Patchin, 2009: 24).
 Sociological researchers, however, suggest that despite evidence of real 
risks, public concerns (e.g., among parents and educators) are often based on 
perceptions of risk that are disproportionate to the realities facing children 
and teens (boyd, 2014; Vickery, 2017), especially female teens (Bailey & 
Steeves, 2015; Cassell & Cramer, 2008). These perceptions are compounded 
by media driven moral panics (boyd, 2014; Cohen, 2002 [1972]; Vickery, 
2017) that only fuel accumulating anxieties and highlight the potentiality for 
youth in the online world to become criminalized or victimized; the prey 
or the predator (e.g., Marker, 2011; Murguía, Tackett- Gibson, & Lessem, 
2007).
 In today’s technology- saturated climate, the common perceptions of youth 
as potential prey raise concerns among parents and educators (e.g., teachers, 
counselors) about youth online safety or exposure to cyber- risk (Vickery, 
2017). Specifically, in response to open- ended survey items asking parents 
to share their biggest concern with their children’s online activities, they 
consistently list “sexual predators,” “child molesters,” “pedophiles,” and “sex 
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offenders” as primary concerns (boyd, 2014: 109) – a list seemingly influ-
enced by media headlines and the societal infused hate directed toward those 
who sexually prey on youth (see Ricciardelli & Spencer, 2017). Arguably, 
such perceptions appear driven by emotional assessments of risk, rather than 
statistical data that instead shows relatively low risk levels tied to cyberbullying 
and strangers online (Bailey & Steeves, 2015; boyd, 2014; Vickery, 2017). 
Researchers investigating parental challenges faced when raising children 
today suggest that, motivated in part by fear of cyber- risks or the pending 
detriment of teens being left with “idle hands” online, many teens’ activities 
are regulated through various school, volunteer, sports, and other recreational 
activities, leaving little downtime (boyd, 2014). Parental concern over, and 
monitoring of, their children’s online activities both at home and in school is 
well documented (Bailey & Steeves, 2015; boyd, 2014; Livingstone, Haddon, 
Görzig, & Ólafsson, 2010). In response, surveillance by parents and educators 
has become a routinized aspect of childhood and youth (Steeves, 2010, 2012), 
with parents rationalizing monitoring out of “tough love” (boyd, 2014) while 
educators monitor based on a fusion of pedagogical and security motives 
(Fisk, 2016).
 Surveillance is defined as “any collection and processing of personal data, 
whether identifiable or not, for the purposes of influencing or managing those 
whose data have been garnered” (Bruno, 2012: 344). Said another way, it is 
the collection and analysis of data with the intention to maintain awareness 
over those individuals. In the United States, for instance, researchers report 
both a heightened concern on the part of parents and willingness to use sur-
veillance to address their concern. For example, authors of a PEW Research 
Institute report on parents and social media found “33% of parents have had 
concerns or questions about their child’s technology use in the past 12 
months,” with “mothers and fathers … equally likely to have had concerns 
and questions” (Duggan, Lenhart, Lampe, & Ellison, July 2015: 23). More-
over, concerns are more likely for parents who have children under five years 
of age. Another PEW report found that “most parents check what their teen 
does online and on social media,” and that parental concerns about potential 
harm online inform a “hands- on approach” to the monitoring of their chil-
dren (Anderson, January 2016: 2). Anderson here reported that 61% of sur-
veyed parents indicated they have checked the websites their child or children 
visit; 60% ever checked their social media profiles; 56% ever “friended” or 
followed them on a SNS such as Facebook or Twitter; 48% looked through 
their phone or text message records.
 With fear as a driving commercialized force, some parents supplement 
their efforts at mediation by using “spyware” software to trace their children’s 
online activities (Anderson, January 2016; Fisk, 2016; Marx & Steeves, 2010). 
Use of spyware and other technologically geared surveillance tools, accessible 
from parents’ cellular phones and computers, arguably provides parents with a 
sense of control that minimizes their perception of risk (Fotel & Thomsen, 
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2002). Resources, such as booklets and pamphlets, websites for various sur-
veillance applications, and videos on YouTube, with testimonials from 
parents – usually mothers – purport the efficacy of such technologies (e.g., 
NetNanny and PC Tattletale, among others; see Williams, 2013). Parents are 
introduced to spyware and the justification for its use in schools, for example 
during parent–teacher meetings involving presentations from police officers, 
school teachers, and counselors. In his U.S.-based research with students in 
grades 6 to 12, as well as parents and school administrators, Nathan Fisk 
(2016) attended such presentations, which ended with information about 
online monitoring strategies and the promotion of software such as Net-
Smartz. He noted that through such presentations, “all teens seeking privacy 
or otherwise enjoying themselves on the computer are made to appear as 
risky or suspicious” (Fisk, 2016: 74). Tellingly, in conducting focus groups 
with parents, Fisk (2016) found a self- imposed moral policing of ‘good 
parenting’ whereby parents who did not adhere to the putative norm of 
online surveillance were “positioned as bad, disinterested parents” (126). 
Similar research in Canada is rare, though Johnson’s (2015) Canadian focus 
groups with parents similarly revealed that parents often feel “pressured to 
take any steps they could to keep their children safe, including subjecting 
them to constant monitoring” (Johnson, 2015: 339; see also Steeves, 2013).
 In addition to parental monitoring, so- called “surveillance schools”  
– schools “characterised by an array of routine practices … [that] identify, 
verify, categorize and track pupils” – are becoming established around the 
world (Taylor, 2012: 2). Their common features include Closed Circuit 
Television (CCTV), fingerprinting, iris scanning, school ID cards with 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), and even “smart uniforms” which 
monitor student whereabouts both on and off school property (Taylor, 
2013). While it remains too early to empirically state the implications of 
such a degree of surveillance on youth and learning environments, we feel 
the increased degree of surveillance in the name of “safety” may have unin-
tended yet rash consequences on student well- being and development. 
Nonetheless, through research with students, parents and school administra-
tors in the United States, Fisk (2016) found some schools possessed “an 
extensive surveillance system to monitor and restrict the activities of students 
throughout the school day,” including CCTV and audio monitors in bath-
rooms and locker rooms (Fisk, 2016: 159). Similarly, through research with 
13- and 14-year- old students in an urban secondary school in London, Liv-
ingstone and Sefton- Green (2016) found it “striking … how the class was 
almost constantly under surveillance, recorded, and evaluated – both inter-
personally and digitally” (140).
 Canadian schools today are benefitting from the federal government’s 
commitment, made in the 1990s, to ensure Canada stays internationally com-
petitive in their networked communications. This commitment was actual-
ized through, for example, the “wiring” for the internet in all public schools 
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by the end of the 20th century (Steeves, 2006). However, these advance-
ments in the 1990s came alongside moral panics over school shootings such as 
Columbine, Colorado, and Taber, Alberta (Steeves, 2010). CCTV cameras, 
argued to be “at the forefront of embedding communications technologies 
into everyday teaching and learning,” soon became “common” across Cana-
dian schools too (Steeves, 2006: 183; see also Steeves, 2010). School adminis-
trators draw from a variety of surveillance technologies, including “draconian 
use policies, filtering software, and monitoring,” that make surveillance the 
“default response” to any harm potentiality (Steeves, 2010). In the early 
2000s, “dystopian accounts” of technologies impact on youth, especially 
female teens, helped justify “expanded state and law enforcement powers, 
especially powers of surveillance” (Bailey & Steeves, 2015: 3). Indeed, the 
comfort apparently thought garnered through surveillance may have con-
tinued to fuel its increasing implementation.
 But, how, then, are teens responding to an arguably draconian climate of 
omnipresent surveillance? There is no overarching answer, though many 
researchers point to overt antagonism coupled with creative strategies to help 
mitigate and circumvent surveillance by parents and educators (e.g., Fisk, 
2016; Taylor, 2013). In 2006, Taylor (2013) found the students she inter-
viewed in British schools to be “incensed about the lack of privacy they 
were afforded, not just in the school but more broadly a result of surveil-
lance technologies” (64). Likewise, Giroux (2003: xvii) highlighted the 
“deep distrust” apparent across U.S. schools’ employees in their interactions 
with students, whom he argued have become a “generation of suspects”. 
Most recently, Fisk (2016) found some students in the United States com-
plaining about content their schools block, citing increased difficulties in 
completing class projects as a consequence. The Canadian female teens inter-
viewed by Bailey and Steeves (2015) felt surveillance by particular groups to 
be more of a problem than solution. They write, “many of our participants 
expressed as much or more concern about online surveillance by family 
members, employers, and peers as about surveillance by unknown adults” 
(39). According to multiple researchers, young “digital natives” often 
demonstrate creative strategies to resist governance, thwart attempts at 
control, and circumvent restricted access (Barron, 2014; boyd, 2014; Living-
stone, 2008). For instance, Fisk (2016) found students told not to text in 
class simply did so in washrooms and locker rooms (perhaps explaining 
school- deployed audio monitoring of these spaces), while Steeves (2010) 
addressed the Canadian context, arguing:

although the surveillance capacities of networked computing have been 
used to deepen the neoliberal tendency to treat students as suspects, the 
effect of this on the social relationships in the classroom has been ambig-
uous, and the wired classroom remains a contested site in which students 
can resist the teacher’s authority.
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Teens, in short, “wish to avoid paternalistic adults who use safety and protec-
tion as an excuse to monitor their everyday sociality” (boyd, 2014: 56). Thus, 
the suggestion here is that teens disambiguate the notion of safety and protec-
tion as disjointed from that of control and scrutiny.

A teenaged panoptic wasteland

Theoretically, scholarship on surveillance often incorporates (to one extent or 
another) Foucault’s model of governmentality, i.e., the “conduct of conduct” 
enacted through “the particularities of governmental projects” (Haggerty, 
2006: 40). The broad goal of such scholarship is population management in 
order to ensure their well- being (Li, 2007); here too, for our study, the focus 
is on the well- being of youth as impacted by surveillance practices. Foucault’s 
panopticon “conjures a ‘docile’ subject, rendered disciplined through being 
aware of the potential of surveillance at all times” (Kanai, 2015: 88). Such 
positioning aligns well with the ideal neoliberal citizen; a prudential person 
considered to be calculative of dangers and avertable of risks (Rose, 1996a, 
1996b). Yet neither Foucault nor Rose seem to place any emphasis on how 
youth are socialized into the role of the ideal prudential person. We may 
expect this process to be highly fragmented, discontinuous, and not at all iso-
morphic, yet such expectations are only notional.
 We thus echo Haggerty’s (2006) observation that models of contemporary 
surveillance, often presuming top- down forms of governance, exclude the 
“actual experiences of people being subjected to different governmental 
regimes,” and that “modestly realist projects” are required “that analyze the 
politics of surveillance on the experiences of the subjects of surveillance” (42). 
We extend this idea in our examination of Canadian youth perceptions and 
responses to attempts to govern their online conduct by parents and edu-
cators. Indeed, our study responds to those who suggest scholarship on gov-
ernance and “governmentality” – the examination of the efforts by various 
sectors of society to govern conduct – would greatly benefit from grounded 
empirical research (Haggerty, 2006; Li, 2007; Nadesan, 2008).
 Surveillance itself may be considered a contested concept among teens. 
Scholars examining parental mediation of children’ activities have challenged 
the often- conflated notions of surveillance and monitoring practices. For 
instance, in Stattin and Kerr’s (2000) seminal critique of the parental moni-
toring literature, they argue that teens’ trust in their parents has received 
insufficient attention in the literature on parental monitoring: “whether they 
feel that their parents are willing to listen to them, are responsive, and would 
not ridicule or punish if they confided in them” (1083–1084). They also 
argue parental monitoring is conceptually distinct from more overt and 
abjured (from the perspective of children) surveillance practices; the former, 
which includes “parent- child communication is more beneficial than surveil-
lance and control” (2000: 173). In the context of digital surveillance, the 
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latter involves more covert efforts to track the activities of children with or 
without their consent, for instance using particular tracking software pack-
ages. In sum, active (i.e., regular and effective) communication is linked to 
children’s good performance, while surveillance is linked to bad performance 
(Kerr & Stattin, 2000; Stattin & Kerr, 2000). Comparably, Steeves and Web-
ster’s (2008) large survey of Canadian teens between the ages of 13 to 17 
sought to examine the relationship between parental “supervision” and chil-
dren’s privacy- risky behaviors online. They operationalized supervision 
through a 3-point scale measuring children’s frequency of internet use at 
home with a parent or other adult, and the presence of house rules against 
interacting with strangers online and divulging personal information. While 
they found that high levels of parental supervision did reduce privacy- risky 
behaviour, they also reported that:

even among those respondents experiencing the highest level of parental 
supervision, those young people with the greatest social interaction … 
continued to be more likely than those with the least social interaction 
… to be most willing to disclose personal information [and] … continued 
to be more likely to display the least privacy- protective behavior than 
those with low levels of social interaction.

(Steeves & Webster, 2008: 13)

From these findings, it is clear that we need more insight into youth perspec-
tives if we are to create and implement effective policies related to parenting 
and school practices. Said another way, how do youth interpret supervision?
 Media headlines decrying youths’ lack of concern for privacy have been 
long debunked by scholarship on the creative strategies taken to guard against 
personal disclosure online (boyd & Hargittai, 2010). However, a handful of 
scholars highlight an emerging trend of teen dismissal of privacy as a concern. 
In our own sample of teens, we found that as Canadian teens age, they come 
to internalize an ethos of self- responsibilization, evidenced through their 
claim, when asked about issues related to privacy and surveillance, to not 
“doing anything wrong” and therefore having “nothing to hide” (see Chapter 
6; see also Murumaa- Mengel, Laas- Mikko, & Pruulmann- Vengerfeldt, 2015; 
Nau, 2014; Solove, 2011). This seems to be directly related to an acquies-
cence to panoptic surveillance. By 2013, Taylor also noticed a shift in attitude 
amongst Australian university students, who expressed a “so what?” attitude 
towards the intensification of surveillance in schools (see Taylor, 2013). Does 
this trend indicate teens are increasingly unconcerned for privacy and surveil-
lance given their view that they are not “doing anything wrong?” To what 
degree is the trend of panoptic hegemony – the reality of omnipresent and 
effective surveillance being taken as common sense and “just the way things 
are” – evident in the attitudes of teens today?
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Parental monitoring: best intentions, coercive 
surveillance, and having nothing to hide

It quickly became evident in our focus group discussions that teens actively 
delineated between monitoring and surveillance. Since the level of accept-
ance or antagonism regarding parental mediation is contingent on the grada-
tions of its various types, several group discussions centered on what qualifies 
as “monitoring,” specifically, what is being monitored, under what conditions 
and with what intentions?
 With some reservations, youth expressed more tolerance toward parental 
monitoring that they deemed relatively non- invasive, was engaged in with 
their tacit consent, and motivated by their parents’ need to protect them from 
harm. When compared with the number of youth who made reference to 
having parents who scrutinize their social media, a sizable percentage sympa-
thized with their parents, at least to a degree. Expressions of sympathy for 
parental monitoring are concentrated amongst Cyber City residents (23 refer-
ences versus seven from Cyberville residents). Female groups made far more 
references (24) than male groups (4). Despite the greater proportion of 
females in the study, this skew, alongside the concentration of sympathetic 
references in urban areas, points to the significance of gender in shaping 
experiences of parental monitoring.
 Reservations regarding parental monitoring are tempered through a dis-
course of having ‘nothing to hide’ among our participants (for elaboration on 
this privacy mindset, see Chapter 6). For instance, despite being sympathetic 
toward parental monitoring, 15-year- old Chantelle from Cyberville men-
tioned during a discussion of parental monitoring that her mother checks her 
Instagram and Snapchat activity weekly. Chantelle says she does not mind her 
mother’s frequent monitoring “because I don’t really do anything bad,” – a 
discursive position found more prominently among our older participants (see 
Chapter 6). From one of our younger groups, Valerie, age 13 from Cyber-
ville, discloses she would “feel so uncomfortable” if her parents “went 
through all [her] pictures on [her] phone,” especially if it involves pictures 
with her friends “doing something.” She adds “not that I have anything to 
hide, but if they had to go through it I wouldn’t mind, it’s just I feel so 
uncomfortable, like I take, that’s practically my life, just looking through it” 
(added emphasis). The emotional and personal emphasis Valerie places on the 
pictures on her phone suggests an acute need to guard privacy, and exposes a 
subtle vulnerability tied to how her photographs may be interpreted by her 
parent(s), with the begrudging rationalization that parental monitoring, while 
not welcome (and perhaps not always comforting), is nevertheless ‘under-
stood’. It is notable that parental monitoring, although designed for safety, is 
not necessarily comforting to youth, in that safety and ‘comfort’ are not 
synonymous – monitoring may help assure physical safety but impinge on 
personal comfort.
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 Perhaps such vulnerabilities underlie why some teens in our discussions 
expressed considerable exasperation at their own attempts to develop trusting 
relationships with their parents, despite parental debasement of trust – albeit 
unintentional. For instance, Yasmin, 18-years- old from Cyber City, speaks of 
her “kind of open” relationship with her mother, while with her father,

every time I get a text message he’ll like lean over and read it, and like 
that kind of thing … it might just be my friend being … and I’m like 
“what do you want to know? Just ask me and I’ll tell you.”

A social sense of privacy (James, 2014; see also Chapter 6) is evidently 
important to both Yasmin and Fatima: that anyone, whether family or other-
wise, can peer over to see what a child is doing online does not absolve them 
of the responsibility of asking permission to do so. Our participants often 
declared, again with a note of exasperation: “trust me, please, just ask and I’ll 
tell you” to parents and educators alike. Empathy for parental monitoring, 
then, depends on the extent of open communication, respect and trust. “If 
parents monitor their kids, it should be in a way that’s respectful you know, 
not just like getting info,” argues Fiona, age 18 from Cyber City. Clearly, the 
message she advises to parents is to overcome the urge to infiltrate their com-
munications – particularly by exerting their authority and thus ability to 
simply “take” what would be personal information. Asked what such a 
respectful relationship would look like, she elaborates:

I feel like you should always like sit down and talk to your child and say 
like, I want your password for this because of this reason and only use it 
for that reason that you specified, not any other reason … just for safety 
reasons to have their passwords and stuff.

The frustration that some of our participants expressed towards parents reveals 
not only their desire for open communication but also their distaste for more 
overt but “underhanded” or deceptive attempts to peer into their online lives, 
despite acknowledging parents’ best intentions.
 As alluded by our participants’ statements above, some teens are concerned 
that even when they feel parental monitoring is well intentioned, parents will 
not understand the context of what is being posted online (boyd, 2008). Serena, 
a 19-year- old university undergraduate student from Cyber City put it this way:

Not that there [is] anything bad [about parental monitoring], but it’s just, 
you know you talk about so many things with your friends that your 
parents just wouldn’t understand, or would ask for an explanation and 
you would have no idea how to explain it or whatever.

As Serena’s words reveal, for many youths it is the mundane, everyday 
exchanges becoming misinterpreted by parents that concerns them far more 
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often than their parents finding them engaging in illicit activities. In response 
to other participants in her focus group, Serena adds that she is “not that 
tight” with her parents, and does not “open up to my parents as much as 
some people do, which I wish I could but I can’t because my parents won’t 
understand half the things I do.” Her remarks suggest that factors, including 
level of communication, trust, and attitudes of parents towards technology in 
general and online monitoring in particular, help shape teens’ views of paren-
tal mediation (i.e., whether viewed as monitoring or surveillance). The dia-
logue in our group discussions show that teens who have higher degrees of 
trust with their parents are quicker to justify parental monitoring, though 
notably these youth also express reservations about intrusiveness. For example, 
14-year- old Nancy from Cyber City revealed that when her parents “ask me 
what’s going on” and since “they kind of trust me,” she will “show them my 
phone, and they’ll, they’ll be fine with it. Like there’s sometimes that still 
even if it’s nothing bad … I still don’t like showing my phone to everybody, 
but uhm … wouldn’t do any harm either.” Nancy, who trusts her parents 
and justifies parental monitoring, still reveals a personal vulnerability tied to 
“showing” her phone.
 In contrast to monitoring, which is at least tolerated given a respectful dis-
closure of the rationale parents have to monitor their children’s online activ-
ities, surveillance practices were described as more coercive than monitoring 
– such as use of spyware – and a breach of privacy and trust (Racz & 
McMahon, 2011; Stattin, 2001; Stattin & Kerr, 2000). Participants recalled 
being “creeped out” by nosey parents using social media to track their loca-
tion and “stalk” them, as expressed by Cecilia, age 14 from Cyber City. 
Explicit antagonism towards parental surveillance (with reference to invasions 
of privacy) is concentrated among female groups (11 references, versus only 
one reference from a male group) and, overall, references are concentrated in 
Cyber City (15), versus Cyberville (2). This concentration may suggest more 
informal and close- knit connections in rural areas that foster greater amounts 
of communication and trust with parents, though at the same time a fair 
number of urban youth also made reference to parental trust. Nonetheless, 
many teens argue that surveillance violates their privacy. Significantly, Anna, 
a 19-year- old undergraduate student, provides a representative statement of 
finding the balance between what could be described as parental “intrusion” 
into privacy and their efforts to provide a safety net:

I don’t necessarily feel like parents should be logging in all the time. I 
feel like there needs to be a level of trust, but I also do feel like having 
the option to check in should something be wrong, is also helpful.

It is more likely that many teens are not knowledgeable about the exact sur-
veillance practices their parents engage in, including the associated technolo-
gies. Many of our participants appeared to believe that both parents and 
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teachers could surveille them through Wi- Fi servers. Cecilia, for example, 
responding to a question about how exactly her parents surveille her online 
activities, admits “I don’t know how do they do it. They check through the 
Wi- Fi server … they can read my texts without having my phone, it’s wild.” 
Her friend Vivian, 15, is surprised by this: “That’s terrible, tell me not to 
swear when I text you!” A typical response to parental use of spyware comes 
from Amber, age 15 from Cyber City. She has general sympathy for parents’ 
concern for their children’s online activities, arguing that the frequency and 
intensity matter:

I think it’s good that like parents occasionally check up on what their 
kids are doing on social media but I think constantly doing it and spying on 
them I feel like it would be an invasion of privacy. I wouldn’t like it, person-
ally I wouldn’t like it … but at the same time I’d let them look through 
my stuff if they need to, or if they wanted to cuz there’s nothing to hide 
but, like at the same it’s just I don’t know, I don’t really like it, it’s not 
just my parents, I wouldn’t let anyone go on my phone and like spy on 
me any hour of the day. [added emphases]

Amber is typical of many of our participants in acquiescing to a certain amount 
of monitoring if only to appease intrusive parents (and, as we discuss below, 
educators), though more overt spying is not acceptable. Her attitude is embold-
ened by her argument for having “nothing to hide,” which may be considered 
a vocabulary of motive that appears to be more readily internalized as teens 
mature (see Chapter 6; see also Cannataci, 2015; Keeler, 2006; Mills, 1940).
 Ironically, some participants critiqued parental surveillance practices for the 
vulnerabilities its use exposes parents themselves to. One co- ed group of four, 
aged 17 and 18, were asked if they knew of any parents using software to sur-
veille their children. Evidencing a strong IT background during his focus 
group Seth, a 17-year- old from Cyber City, opted to warn parents about 
such software technologies. He responded:

I know of some parents who’ve done that, but the issue that I have with 
that is it’s a double- edged sword, and it may be true you’re keeping 
watch of your kids, but the fact of the matter is that it’s one of the most 
dangerous things you could do in terms of privacy for that kid and for 
yourself in fact as well.

He elaborates that spyware “has to go through a secondary service” to collect 
information on a child and make “copies of all the information that your kid 
has on their phone.” However, he adds, “anything that you access from 
there, they can have reverse access to whatever you have [as parents] as well.” 
The consequences, Seth argues, involve not only “annoyed” children who 
are “probably not ever going to let you back in further on down the road at 
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least in terms of, if you ask them about online safety later on,” but also 
parents who inadvertently open themselves up for revealing their own data 
using the same software. “It’s much more dangerous of a thing than people 
realize,” Seth concludes. Seth provides much insight on how “disguised” 
control and information seeking can have long term negative impacts on trust 
and other aspects of child–parent relationships, despite best intentions. 
Second, he reveals how ubiquitous surveillance tools can, ironically, surveille 
those who seek to surveille others (Andrejevic, 2005; Regan & Steeves, 
2010), suggesting the polymorphous nature of power and process in relation 
to surveillance under contexts of panoptic hegemony. The consequences for 
both youth and parents, as put forth by Seth, appear more damaging than the 
possible benefits in terms of control, safety, and relationships.

School- based mediation: obedience, resistance, 
and belief in surveillance efficacy

Across focus groups, discussions centered on experiences with parents and 
technology naturally gravitated to experiences in school. During these discus-
sions, some participants revealed that some of their teachers restricted access to 
their cell phones in class. In the United States most teachers informally permit 
students to possess cell phones for safety reasons (i.e., in response to the Little-
ton high school shooting in 1999), with official policies varying by school dis-
trict; some schools have cell phone bans to curb cyberbullying, others embrace 
technologies for the educational opportunities it affords students (Earl, May 
18, 2012; Fisk, 2016; Higgins, August 7, 2013). Similarly in Canada, partly in 
response to the school shooting in Taber, Alberta, in 1999, school boards often 
have policies in place declaring their “right to monitor all electronic commu-
nications” of students, who are often told they have their online activities 
recorded (Steeves, 2010). Some scholars have argued the majority of school 
boards in Canada treat cell phones “as a scourge,” though more recently the 
Toronto District School Board (the largest in Canada), among others, have 
reversed restrictive policies in favor of “permissive smartphone” usage, in line 
with views of students’ use of cell phone for connectivity and learning 
(Mcquigge, February 26, 2017). Suggestive of these trends, our participants 
revealed no overarching trend regarding policies on technology in the class-
room; instead, policies seem to be more a product of individual teacher deci-
sions than school or school board policy (or, where such policies exist, students 
reveal variation by teacher regardless). Some teachers attempt to strike a 
balance, as recalled by 18-year- old Fiona, from Cyber City:

Some teachers had a 5-minute technology break in the middle of class so 
that you could just [go] on your phone and answer whatever you needed 
and do whatever you needed to do, and then they went back to where 
your phones had to go away.
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While some participants felt that restrictions placed on technology are 
effective, references are minimal compared with those who felt such restric-
tions are not effective. Understandably, the majority of references regarding 
having a class with restrictions on technology are concentrated among 13- to 
14-year- old participants, given the assumption that teachers may have more 
restrictive policies for younger students. Overall 21 references are antagonistic 
to technological restrictions (usually cell phones are discussed), with only two 
supportive. Moreover, the majority of antagonistic references (16) come from 
female groups. There are no significant differences in the concentration of 
references between Cyber City and Cyberville (i.e., antagonism was expressed 
relatively equally in both regions).
 Kevin from Cyberville, aged 13, offered a practical view about teachers 
collecting phones during class: “Well yeah I guess [it works], cuz if your 
phone’s not with you, you can’t exactly go on it.” Though he admits stu-
dents are able to relatively easily circumvent this policy: “There’s some 
people, yeah, who go to the bathroom like every five minutes, they go on 
their phone.” Teachers who aim to restrict access to cell phones then face 
challenges to student ingenuity. Participants antagonistic towards cell phone 
restrictions in the classroom often made reference to strategies such as keeping 
their phones on them with the ringer turned off, or having a friend keep their 
phone for a while, while others suggested that teachers do not follow through 
with their directives, as they are able to keep their phones openly on their 
desk to charge. Lexi, 15-years- old from Cyber City, offers a representative 
view pointing to the lack of deterrent effect of restrictive policies:

I think there’s rules implemented, but very few students listen to them, 
so then in one year, I would have say four teachers, one teacher would 
be so strict, would follow the rules and would actually collect the cell 
phones and another teacher would just not care if you’re even using 
them, so generally the rules are told to us, but when we don’t follow 
them there’s not necessarily any punishment for it.

Thus, not only did phone- related policy appear inconsistent across classes, 
teachers, and school, but phone policies that did exist did not appear to be 
consistently enforced.
 Many participants also expressed strong antagonism in response to school- 
based internet restriction policies, specifically blocking Wi- Fi access to stu-
dents. No patterns by age or gender emerged here, though interestingly the 
majority of references to schools having a Wi- Fi restriction policy come from 
rural Cyberville participants (17 versus only four from Cyber City), with 
Cyberville youth presenting as slightly more antagonistic towards such 
policies. These discussions reveal how significant access to technology is for 
many teens. Some students from Cyberville, during wider discussions of tech-
nology in the classroom, revealed that their school principal had placed 
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restrictions on cell phone and Wi- Fi access in response to transgressive 
student incidents such as the non- consensual distribution of nudes (i.e., 
“sexting”; see Chapter 7). One student, 13-year- old Valerie, critiqued the 
school’s response as overbearing: “so now we have no internet in the school, 
so I think that really ticked everyone off, because now we have to use our 3G 
and stuff. … I hate not having my phone on me.” Valerie refers to being 
restricted from school Wi- Fi and thus using cell phone data, which many 
participants felt placed significant restrictions on their online access. Like 
Valerie, Ally, a 17-year- old from Cyberville, also discloses that she “went 
over 50 bucks on my data like yesterday, because I don’t have Wi- Fi, it 
sucks.” Others – from both Cyberville and Cyber City – argued that access to 
their phones is essential to completing school assignments, especially as many 
are assigned and managed using online course management databases. Here 
too Ally offers a representative statement: “usually people do research projects 
on their phone and they get them done like that, because everyone wants to 
be on their phone, but the Wi- Fi’s gone now, and a lot of people can’t do 
it.” The lack of free Wi- Fi was an identified challenge for many students, 
especially in Cyberville, who often have cell phone plans with limited or 
restricted data. Data plans were identified as very expensive (versus free Wi- Fi 
access), and often there is no cell signal or very poor- quality signal strength in 
said areas.
 Wi- Fi restrictions in schools, then, may have more of an impact on rural 
teens than those living in urban centers. Raquel and Christy, both 14 and 
living in Cyberville, express great reservation towards schools restricting 
Wi- Fi access. Raquel reveals that she does not bring her phone to school and 
“a lot of my friends don’t have functioning cellphones.” Christy agrees, 
adding “where my friends are they don’t have cell service.” 3G, 4G, and LTE 
bandwidth data access are understandably taken- for-granted by teens living in 
urban regions. However, for those without such access in rural areas, Wi- Fi 
access takes on greater importance.
 Perhaps ironically, students who are “forced” to use data instead of Wi- Fi 
may well have their illicit activities displaced rather than eliminated, given the 
sense they are not being observed. William, aged 17 from Cyber City, argues 
that even if directly aware of being surveilled by their schools, some students 
will simply search for illicit content on their data plans. “Even if people are 
even conscious about the fact [that they are being surveilled], they’ll just do it 
on the data on their cell phones.” Teens “will to misbehave” usurps any 
efforts by schools, he argues: “If people are going to do it, then they’re going 
to do it always.” Another group of two 13-year- old boys from Cyberville 
complained about their school’s restricting Wi- Fi access, remarking (appar-
ently sincerely) “so now we have to send nudes over 3G.” Such remarks 
clearly evidence that school- based Wi- Fi access restrictions fail to provide any 
genuine deterrent, at least in the context of sending nude images. The only 
real and likely unintentional consequence of such restrictions is to perpetuate 
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differentiation between students based on socio- economic status (i.e., students 
who can afford data will be able to use online resources to assist with school 
work, and will not be socially hampered by being unable to access social 
media).
 Of note, during focus group discussions, it became evident how strongly 
some participants felt the schools are able to surveille their activities online. 
One group of females from Cyber City, ages 14 and 15, raised the issue of 
the “panoptic” powers of school- based surveillance. Holly says “yeah during 
school hours … once you’re logged in the [school] network, they can look at 
everything.” Nancy adds “they can go [on your phone] and look at anything 
with an app.” Ashima suggests that the monitoring is due to bullying, 
“because they want to know who’s bullying who and why, and when.” As a 
result, “now they’re like if I see your phone, like it’s gone.” Participants in 
some groups recalled vivid memories of the moment that they realized they 
were being surveilled. Serena recalled using a computer lab in junior high 
school, where “there is one computer that is only for the teacher which could 
see what every computer was doing.” She recalls doing school work one day 
in the lab, though having

an extra internet tab open on some weird website … and then my 
teacher started typing on my Word document, I could see it on my 
screen, and it was [Serena] please start typing your work and do your 
work and I was like whoa, that was scary, she was typing [from] her 
computer and it was showing up on my Word document, so that’s how 
intense that was monitored!

In addition to being startled, this sudden realization of being watched caused 
Serena to re- focus on her school work: “I started working after that because I 
realized someone was watching me.” Notably, the surveillant means towards 
this end (i.e., good student behavior) is not an easy compromise for Serena: 
“I think it’s smart but it was very creepy, and very scary.”
 We argue that it is reasonable to consider student anticipation over the 
overarching panoptic surveillance powers of schools is highly exaggerated. 
Nevertheless, from an educator’s standpoint, licit behavior is instilled through 
an expectation of being surveilled. Moreover, this recognition of how easily 
one can be surveilled by someone that is completely undetected can further 
extend the expectation of being surveilled and the associated resulting sense 
of vulnerability, even violation, due to the privacy breach. Despite the dis-
comfort, surveillance is justified based on its potential to instill a safe and 
secure environment. Some of our participants, then, tended to censor their 
online behaviors based on the over- arching possibility that that they were 
surveilled at school, which falls directly in line with Foucault’s argument of 
surveillance efficacy (Foucault, 1977; Garland, 1997).
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Discussion

At the beginning of his influential book The Culture of Control, David Garland 
presciently writes “we quickly grow used to the way things are” (Garland, 
2001: 1). He refers to the broad ways that, over time, a penal climate can 
sediment itself such that the array of penal technologies, including punitive 
and rehabilitative responses, seems atemporal and transcultural – just “the way 
things are.” The same historical progression can be claimed for the ubiquitous 
presence of surveillance technologies, especially those used by parents and 
educators (i.e., teachers and counselors) to track the activities of children and 
students, respectively. Panoptic hegemony refers not only to the omnipres-
ence of surveillance technologies, but the wider expectation of their deterrent 
efficacy and embedding within society as “the way things are,” so as to stymie 
critical responses of the current system (Gramsci, 1971). Yet despite what we 
know about how teens often actively resist efforts of social control within the 
online spaces they inhabit (Barron, 2014; boyd, 2008; Livingstone, 2008), 
here we highlight the range of teen responses that together reveal a spectrum 
of orientations toward the ‘governable subject’ (Rose, 1996a, 1996b) – the 
ideally socialized, compliant and therefore “safe” child/student.
 In line with prior research on parental monitoring (e.g., Stattin & Kerr, 
2000), our focus group discussions reveal more sympathy – sometimes laced 
with reservation – for parental monitoring that is fully disclosed and “under-
stood” to occur given parental concern for child safety and security. Research 
on parental monitoring is unequivocal: high parental knowledge of children’s 
activities is consistently linked to measures of good adjustment. The question 
becomes how such knowledge is acquired. Trust is maintained through 
ongoing communication and children’s spontaneous disclosures of informa-
tion rather than parental tracking and surveillance (Kerr & Stattin, 2000; Racz 
& McMahon, 2011; Stattin, 2001). Our participants conveyed that their con-
cerns for parental monitoring are centered on potential misunderstandings of 
the content they are posting online, rather than concern over parents discov-
ering illicit activities. While media continues to highlight the latter, it is 
mundane communications with (usually offline) peer networks, where teens 
manage context and meaning, where their privacy matters most (boyd, 2008; 
Davis, 2014).
 In contrast, our participants expressed strong antagonism towards parental 
surveillance – conceived as less consensual, often undisclosed and a more 
explicit intrusion into privacy. The fact that the majority of those reporting as 
antagonistic towards parental surveillance in our sample are females living in 
Cyber City offers an interesting line of inquiry for further comparative 
research between urban and rural regions. This finding may indicate resist-
ance from female teens towards messages of cyber- safety and associated “tech-
nologies,” from parents but also schools and governments, often targeted to 
females more than males (Bailey & Steeves, 2013; Hasinoff, 2012; Karaian, 
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2014). It is also possible that rural environments offer more opportunities for 
parental communication alongside connections with the wider community in 
ways that instill social capital which are undercut in urban, hyper- atomistic 
and “not in my backyard” communities (cf. Burkell & Saginur, 2015; Chris-
tie, 2004; Putnam, 2000); or, that male children may be less overtly surveilled 
than females (see Steeves, 2005). Based on our participants’ responses, overall, 
we advocate for parents fostering greater ongoing and empathetic communi-
cation with their children, rather than risk breaching trust by adopting sur-
veillance tools that not only are likely to be detected at some point but are 
also likely to be viewed as violating. Further, as one participant remarked, 
using such technologies places parents themselves at risk for breaches of their 
own privacy as well as their children.
 Among our participants, stronger reservations are expressed for parental 
surveillance than for school surveillance. A significant proportion of particip-
ants believed in schools’ ability to surveille everything they do online, espe-
cially through the use of Wi- Fi “perimeters” – despite the likely feasibility of 
such practices. Tellingly, many thought school surveillance helps instill good 
behavior, even combatting issues such as cyberbullying. However, others felt 
that good behavior would only be instilled during the spatio- temporal bound-
aries of school during school hours, when such surveillance could be applied. 
Greater antagonism was expressed towards schools restricting Wi- Fi access, 
especially among rural residents who rely upon Wi- Fi (over data plans), 
moreso than their urban counterparts.
 There is also the overall sense that school- based efforts to restrict techno-
logy are ineffective for meeting their ultimate objective of preventing harm, 
because either teachers are not following through on their policies in the 
classroom (or are barred from doing so), or due to student ingenuity in cir-
cumventing restrictions or hiding their use of technology (e.g., cell phones). 
In the former, it must be noted that teachers may have the best intentions in 
terms of their classroom technology policies, however, there remains the 
potentiality that exceptions requested for or by individual students may make 
such policy impossible to enact in a way that seems fair and just. Students 
with special circumstances, for instance those who require access to their 
phones for health monitoring purposes (e.g., diabetes), or those with custodial 
issues that have their guardian requesting he/she have a mobile device, make 
it difficult to enforce a class policy without breaching the confidentiality of 
the students with such “exceptions.”
 Significantly, however, some teens take a different approach to those high-
lighted above – neither rejecting nor approving monitoring and surveillance 
but arguing that it is not relevant to them as they have “nothing to hide.” 
Some of our participants, then, appear to demonstrate a pattern of anticipa-
tory socialization towards panoptic hegemony, adjusting their attitude from 
arguing they have high concern for privacy to one that acquiesces to debased 
privacy and omnipresent surveillance given the attitude that they are not 
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doing anything wrong. Of course, there is a likely disjuncture between what 
is said and what is done, and further qualitative, ethnographically geared 
research with youth as well as educators and parents to help shed light on 
these nuances would provide crucial observational data in Canada that some 
researchers have been successfully drawing from in the United Kingdom (e.g., 
Livingstone & Sefton- Green, 2016).
 Overall, active resistance to surveillance exists, especially in relation to paren-
tal surveillance. Yet, it is often tempered by the internalization of the ideology 
accompanying panoptic hegemony, most directly in relation to school surveil-
lance. While it is too early to anticipate the long- term impact surveillance or 
monitoring by parents and educators will have on today’s “net generation,” the 
result of panoptic hegemony is likely an erosion of “belief in democratic 
systems [which] teaches young people that the only means of trust is through 
technological means, and takes away privacy” (Taylor, 2013: 74). Students may 
gain a sense of safety and security based on school surveillance practices, though 
reliance on surveillance as the “default response” may lead to schools losing 
“the opportunity to help students develop the skills of citizenship and reinforce 
the neoliberal view of student as suspect” (Steeves, 2010). Steeves (2010) shows 
that implications need to be carefully considered by parents and educators alike. 
Cyber- risks involving youth, often conjuring images of cyberbullying and 
sexting, also involves – perhaps moreso – the debasement of privacy and wider 
toolkits for active citizenship which, if neglected, may lead to more serious and 
longer- term psychological and sociological impacts.
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Chapter 5

Relational aggression

Introduction

In this chapter, we turn our attention to concerns explicitly raised by teens in 
response to questions about what is concerning to them online, and if they 
have any concerns related to social network sites (SNS) and applications. 
Participants identified three major areas of primary concern (and anxiety) 
online: cyberbullying and drama, “sexting,” and hacking. The concern raised 
most frequently during focus group discussions is related to digital sexual 
expression (i.e., sexting), either during open- ended questions about what 
most concerns participants or independently by participants in the course of 
conversation. Every group raised the issue of sexting at some point (all 35 
focus groups), making 193 references (see Chapter 7 where we detail this 
salient theme). Cyberbullying is the second most frequently referenced theme, 
with 26 groups making 110 references, followed by addiction (22N; 82R) 
and anonymity (28N; 77R). Drama, however, is also frequently raised as a 
salient theme apart from cyberbullying, often directly linked to relational 
aggression (29N; 75R), which we define and discuss below, as well as hackers 
(20N; 36R) and privacy concerns.
 Overwhelmingly, we show that youth central concerns online rest on rela-
tional aggression, most often found among offline school peer networks. 
Online concerns, in other words, are most frequently connected to offline 
social contexts and problems. Relational aggression, unfortunately too often 
associated with girls and women, is defined as the manipulation of relation-
ships with the explicit intention to hurt others (Coyne, Linder, Nelson, & 
Gentile, 2012). It applies to “inadvertent” actions, “with the goal being not 
to hurt others but to draw attention to oneself ” (Regan & Sweet, 2015: 175). 
To this end, we show that concerns over seemingly disparate social problems 
such as cyberbullying and hacking are better appreciated as forms of relational 
aggression connected to immediate peer groups in offline contexts. We also 
unpack another reason relational aggression is a useful way to capture these 
concerns, that teens may not identify their personal experiences with larger 
institutionalized discourses such as cyberbullying. In other words, while 
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journalists, politicians, and various other experts may draw from recognizable 
and arguably catchy concepts such as “cyberbullying,” teens often reject 
such descriptors, preferring more idiosyncratic (and gendered) terms, such as 
“drama.”

Cyberbullying and drama: frequency and saliency

In our sample, the issue of cyberbullying (often discussed as a potential risk) is 
raised most by teens aged 15 to 17 (52 references), trailed by older teens aged 
18–19 (27 references). The majority of references are made in all female 
groups (83 references) vs. all male groups (only 11 references). While there 
are a greater proportion of females than males in our sample, this particular 
skew suggests the risk of cyberbullying resonates more with female particip-
ants. Some Canadian researchers indicate that female teens are more likely 
targets of cyberbullying in comparison to males, with, for example, male teens 
pressuring female peers into taking and sending nude photos (Bailey & 
Steeves, 2015a; Li, 2007). However, some researchers’ findings remain incon-
clusive regarding the role of gender and cyberbullying (see Brown, Demaray, 
& Secord, 2014). Even more striking than gender, despite the greater propor-
tion of groups held in Cyberville (rural Atlantic Canada), significantly more 
references to cyberbullying are made from participants residing in Cyber City 
(urban Western Canada): 16 vs. 94 references respectively. Before we discuss 
why this may be the case, we stress that while some of our participants 
recalled incidents of bullying and cyberbullying in their past, most of our 
participants did not identify as cyberbullying victims or perpetrators.
 Internationally, researchers have found variation in the prevalence and fre-
quency of cyberbullying (see Hinduja & Patchin, 2014 for a detailed review 
of existing research). Some U.S.-based research involving statistically signi-
ficant samples finds up to one- third of students have become victimized at 
some point from cyberbullying (e.g., Cassidy, Brown, & Jackson, 2012; 
Cassidy, Faucher, & Jackson, 2013), and roughly 11% to 17% have engaged 
in cyberbullying someone else (Wade & Beran, 2011). Similar figures are 
found in research from the United Kingdom and Canada (see Li, 2007). That 
said, the question of phenomenological experience turns more to issues of 
discourse and definition.
 Cyberbullying is an elusive concept that, at first glance (especially as it is 
often presented in media), appears amenable to common sense under-
standings. A commonly employed definition was first proposed by Swedish 
psychologist Dan Olweus in the 1970s, who emphasized the imbalance in 
power between the victimizer and victim when delineating general youth 
aggression and bullying, arguing the latter involves a deliberate and repeated 
aggression among peers (Olweus, 1978, 1993). While adults may invoke the 
term cyberbullying in reference to general meanness and cruel behaviors 
among youth, teens often are reticent to refer to the term, distancing their 
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own experiences from the concept as it is used in society more broadly 
(Pelfrey & Weber, 2014). Teens, especially those in high school, often claim 
bullying is not a serious issue among their own peer group (boyd, 2014). 
Indeed, the “lack of salience that internet safety concepts holds” (Fisk, 2016: 
149) for teens suggests why some are so resistant to anti- cyberbullying mes-
sages in school (see Chapter 8 for more extensive discussion on policy and 
online safety).
 In one U.S.-based study spanning six school districts, to exemplify, stu-
dents in grades 6–12 responded to open- ended survey questions about their 
concerns over the course of a school year (Fisk, 2016). Their responses 
included reference to issues with homework and grades, social status and 
extracurricular activities, with some not mentioning any concerns, and with 
rare mentions of technology or the internet (Fisk, 2016). Only two students 
directly referenced cyberbullying, specifically anxieties over things posted 
online being taken out of context and producing “drama” (Fisk, 2016; see 
also boyd, 2008; Marwick & boyd, 2014). Indeed, Fisk (2016) found “active 
resistance among students to the term bullying, calling it ‘annoying’ and 
arguing that it is not often intentional and knowing, but begins with a 
comment or offhand snide remark that gets out of control” (177).
 One interpretation of such findings is that teens are in fact experiencing 
relational aggression, but are simply not defining it through the lens of insti-
tutionalized discourses such as cyberbullying. Drama, for instance, is a term 
teens often use to describe their experiences with relational aggression, espe-
cially among females.

Cyberbullying and drama: offline saliency

Among our participants, when asked if they had personal experiences or 
general thoughts about cyberbullying, many quickly veered to the interper-
sonal dynamics of drama. Teens are much more likely to use the term 
‘drama’, reflecting relational aggression online, when discussing experiences 
that range from “insignificant joking around to serious jealousy- driven rela-
tional aggression” (boyd, 2014: 137). With Marwick, boyd expanded her def-
inition of drama to include “performative, interpersonal conflict that takes 
place in front of an active, engaged audience, often on social media” 
(Marwick & boyd, 2014: 5). Such understandings of drama are evident 
among our participants, like 16-year- old Saylee from Cyber City, who 
expressed being anxious when “people decide to … post things about me, 
and think that I don’t find out, and then confronting the person just makes it 
worse.” She adds “and yeah I get messages like, name calling, people telling 
me something that somebody said or … just a bunch of drama for nothing.” 
For Saylee, offline friendship networks retain psycho- emotional saliency, but 
“drama” has a higher emotional valence than the more abstracted and formal 
notion of “cyberbullying.”
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 The amorphous nature of the concept of cyberbullying for teens is evident 
from some of our participants’ discussions. Asked if cyberbullying is a problem 
at her school, Kiana, a 16-year- old female from Cyber City, states “yeah, 
recently yeah, people will be on Snapchat or whatever, and zooming in on 
people’s faces when they make funny faces or something, I think that’s the 
biggest issue here.” The behavior Kiana describes bears little resemblance to 
the formal definition of cyberbullying, instead it suggests the relatively loose 
ways the concept is applied to experiences of online risk. Moreover, why 
zooming in on a face can be viewed as ‘bullying’ further suggests that what is 
considered or experienced as hurtful among teens online today may require a 
revisiting by future researchers to unpack why such an act, which may at first 
glance appear rather benign, is hurtful.
 Some participants referred to differences between “traditional” bullying in 
the 1980s and cyberbullying in the present, suggesting how the affordances of 
information communications technologies today augment and amplify 
bullying behavior. For instance, Ashley, 13-years- old from Cyber City, 
argued cyberbullying today is different compared to the offline and thus local-
ized bullying of the 1980s and 1990s:

It’s like, there’s more, there’s still bullying like, in the 80s but it’s just 
more [today] cuz it’s online and they think that they can hide themselves 
and they don’t know who it is, so it’s anonymous and that’s like the 
problem, and I think that’s why there’s a lot of bullying and I think that’s 
why a lot of people are trying to stop it and stuff because there’s quite a 
lot more, (Emma in the group agrees: “yeah”) cuz I know I was talking 
to my mom, mom listen, was there any bullying? [She told me] of course 
there was bullying, but it just, you recognize it more back then because 
it’s people doing it to each other and you know who it is, instead of 
[how people can be] doing it now, so when you get bullied on social 
media now, you never really know who it is (Emma agreed again, saying: 
“yeah”).

Ashley’s concerns are underscored by the affordances of social media, specifi-
cally those of anonymity, persistence, searchability and replicability (boyd, 
2008), that encourage novel permutations of bullying online (for further 
debates over whether cyberbullying is “old wine in new bottles,” see Hinduja 
& Patchin, 2014; Li, 2007). Concerns for anonymous comments may seem 
to weaken the association of online relational aggression from traditional 
definitions of bullying (i.e., where offline bullying involves repeated aggres-
sion from a known person or persons); explained by participants’ references 
to the link between anonymous cyberbullying and drama. However, 
researchers consistently find that the cyberbullying encounters youth face 
most frequently involve someone they know personally, rather than a 
stranger (Kowalski, Limber, Limber, & Agatston, 2012). Despite indications 
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suggesting cyberbullying offers novel permutations when compared with ‘tra-
ditional’, offline bullying, that the roots of cyberbullying are found predomi-
nately in offline social networks suggests that wholly technologically- focused 
solutions miss the mark. Anonymity, for instance, may be a unique aspect 
germane to cyberbullying. However, “while anonymity may be a distinguish-
ing factor in some instances of cyberbullying, we should not ignore the fact 
that the majority of victims do know the person who is cyberbullying them” 
(Cassidy et al., 2013: 579). Ironically, despite the vast concerns over ‘stranger-
 danger’, it remains people who know each other who are able to cause each 
other the most pain and hurt.
 Our participants’ often linked cyberbullying to concerns over judgement 
from closer, offline peer groups. A group of four 13-year- old males from 
Cyberville, were asked “for the bullying stuff, does anything come of it? Like 
people say stuff online, does it translate back at school?” Cole confirms, 
“yeah, they’re all in my class.” Craig adds: “it’s usually these three and 
another person that usually get bullied.” The group continues to discuss their 
experiences dealing with bullying, which relate to one participant being 
teased for his father’s death, and another being called “gay” for not having a 
girlfriend. Homophobic- infused bullying appears to be common for male 
teens, as heteronormative gender and sexual roles and norms are reproduced 
online (Bailey, 2015; Fairbairn, 2015; Katz, 2012).
 Some of our female participants expressed concern over judgement related 
to being cyberbullied. For example Judy, a 15-year- old female from Cyber 
City, disclosed: “doing something that people judge you for, like bullying 
and then like yeah, that’s like a concern every time.” Judy is then asked why 
what anonymous commenters online say matters. She replies, “I guess they 
could go off and tell like one of your friends that you said something about 
them.” Interviewer: “Right, and come back to the friends who you do hang 
out with?” Judy: “Yeah.” It is clear from such discussion that it is not useful 
to think of negative judgement emanating from anonymous cyberbullying or 
offline, “traditional” peers as mutually exclusive. The concern here is that 
what may start as anonymous taunts online is transmitted and responded to by 
personal peer networks, including school classmates.

Cyberbullying and drama: gender norms

Beyond the link between offline peers and drama suggest by our participants, 
focus group discussions also revealed that the experience of drama varied 
between male and female peer groups. Said another way, drama online is 
undeniably gendered. Although not a surprising finding, given drama is con-
sistently found to be an, arguably, female practice (boyd, 2014; Marwick & 
boyd, 2014; Regan & Sweet, 2015), what is very pronounced among our 
participants is that progress made in mainstream society regarding gender 
understandings, equalities, and practices appear slackened in the online world. 
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Even the idea that females engage in “drama” and males, in contrast, fre-
quently refer to similar behaviors online as “pranking” or “punking” (body, 
2014: 139) suggests that interpretations of actions and practices online are 
heavily gendered – a reality we return to in the subsequent pages.
 Although our participants did not refer specifically to “pranking” or 
“punking,” indicative of just how quickly discursive fashions change among 
teens, they did refer to gender differences in relational aggression. For 
instance, participants suggested that relational aggression often manifested 
among females online, yet when offline the females involved in a conflict 
held up “poker faces” – they did not reveal the conflict. Thus, the relational 
aggression is both discrete in that it is hidden in offline interactions yet also 
hurtful and seemingly underhanded in online spaces (e.g., engaged in by 
females with the power and protection of cyberspace). In contrast, males 
often “resolved” rather than hid their problems offline, for example by calling 
for a physical fight after school (see also Regan & Sweet, 2015). Eleanor, age 
19 from Cyber City, explained males and females have “different concerns” 
regarding cyberbullying:

I feel like guys don’t fight on social media, but girls definitely do (Emily, 
also 19, agrees with an “oh yeah”). A lot of like cyberbullying is girl- 
based. Guys will just fight in person, girls will just be really mean to each 
other.

It may also be that the constellation of behaviors describing relational aggres-
sion online is described more often as ‘drama’ by female teens, though such 
experiences do resonate for males as well. While the frequency of references to 
cyberbullying is higher among our female participants, we cannot dismiss the 
effects of relational aggression on males. It is entirely possible that the pro-
cesses of male socialization make it unlikely for males to either recognize or 
talk about cyberbullying, particularly using descriptors that are culturally read 
as tied to feminine behaviors (e.g., drama). As such, although relatively rare 
in our discussions, the fact that some males did reveal being deeply affected, 
both cognitively and emotionally, by relational aggression is telling.
 True to form, males in our sample tended to have a discursive preference 
for using more precise terms like “rumors”, as Amir did in a group of three 
14-year- old males from Cyberville. Amir admits “it still hurts like the first 
time you hear about it [online rumors].” Travis offers advice to Amir: “well 
you gotta just feel like ‘why would people do this to me?’ And then I get 
over it.” Amir responds positively to Travis’ support: “I did nothing wrong.” 
Travis reciprocates: “and I’m like oh wait its people … people do this, I’m 
not the only one.” When groups of female teens were asked whether they 
thought males were also being victimized by cyberbullying but perhaps not 
coming forward, responses, such as those by Helen, Mya and Lucy, ages 16 
and 17, from Cyber City, affirmed this possibility. Helen responds: “Yeah, 
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cuz they don’t want to be seen [as] less manly in a way”; while Lucy 
concedes that

cuz if they’re being bullied and that’s really bugging them, for a girl a lot 
of time girls are seen in society as weaker, so if a girl’s like ‘“I’m being 
bullied,” it’s like oh “ok,” console them right, but if a guy’s being 
bullied, another guy will be like “oh you’re being a baby, man up.”

Also in agreement, Mya elaborates, making explicit reference to the wider 
societal norms of masculinity:

That’s the whole thing “you’re a guy, you have to be strong, you can’t 
cry.” You’re the one that’s supposed to be protecting the lady or the 
damsel in the distress; you’re supposed to save her. They’re kind of 
shown when they’re younger to like, they’re not allowed to be feminine, 
they’re not allowed to be emotional, and I think that can go for both 
ways, because usually you get judged for your emotions.… But for girls, 
they’re kind of more open about it I’d say, cuz it’s not, cuz they’re like 
“oh you have to be more feminine.”

Abigail, a 19-year- old university undergraduate student, expressed similar 
sentiments, also pointing to the broader societal influence on gender differ-
ences in reporting cyberbullying:

particularly I think girls are more likely to come forward [to report being 
victimized online] because it’s socially acceptable to share your feelings, 
and society kind of puts women in a place where it’s, it’s ok to show 
your emotion; you’re a girl, don’t punch girls … they’re weaker. I don’t 
know, but I think it’s like where men are socially reinforced every day 
from childhood that they’re supposed to be macho. They’re not sup-
posed to show emotion so, so I think women are more likely to come 
forward.

Similar to discussions related to the drive for social acceptance and the fear of 
missing out (see Chapter 3), both phenomenological experiences and reac-
tions to relational aggression are fundamentally augmented by gender norms, 
especially the heteronormative norms governing the performance of mascu-
linity (Connell, 2005; West & Zimmerman, 1987). This is presciently 
captured by the discussions highlighted above, referring to the ways in which 
wider societal norms regarding gender are frequently reproduced – if not 
more deeply entrenched – online (Bailey & Steeves, 2015b).
 Moreover, some social media platforms are argued to be particularly 
insidious for female youth. One such platform is Ask.fm, a SNS and “honesty 
app” where users create profiles to ask each other questions anonymously and 
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pseudo- anonymously and receive responses from others, also ostensibly anon-
ymously, online (Hinduja & Patchin, 2014; Woo, October 5, 2017). While 
Ask.fm has recently been “rebranded,” with efforts to promote safety and 
positive interactions among users (including initiatives to allow users to report 
cyberbullying), Ask.fm has been associated with anonymous “trolling” and 
bullying, once dubbed “the most controversial social media platform used by 
teens” that some argue is tied to some incidents of death by suicide among 
teens (Hinduja & Patchin, 2014: 30; see also Hern, 19 August 2014; McGinn, 
January 21, 2016). The popularity of sites like Ask.fm can be attributed, at 
least in part, to the need teens (and people more generally) may have to know 
how others perceive them (see Cooley’s (1902) classic work on the “looking 
glass self ”). Ask.fm users often pose questions about their personal circum-
stances, seeking advice or an opinion about one’s appearance or personal 
experiences. Anonymous questions, moreover, are assumed to promote 
honest responses and feedback. The view that Ask.fm is particularly caustic 
was shared by both male and female participants during our discussions. For 
instance, 18-year- old Edward from Cyberville recalls that “with Ask[.fm] for 
sure there was lots of, you know, drama between young girls and stuff.” 
Asked what kind of drama, he elaborates:

sometimes we’ll get like, … I read about on CBC [Canadian Broadcast 
Corporation], about someone made a poll for the ugliest girls in a certain 
grade and posted it on Ask anonymously, yeah.… just mean stuff really, 
really petty stuff happens on there.

In another group, Lucy, age 17 from Cyber City, reflects on Ask.fm:

I thought the whole concept of it was stupid from the start, like a site 
where you go on and people can anonymously comment on anything. I 
thought it was so stupid, cuz of course you’re going to get people who 
are just like “oh I’m going to go call this person fat and like make their 
life miserable,” and … there was no point to that, so I didn’t go on it 
from the start, but I know some of my friends have done that. But the 
whole point of Ask.fm I find it so stupid, because, especially for girls, a 
lot of girls are pretty sensitive and they go on there thinking oh, who 
knows, and then when they get that kind of hate from other people and 
the mean stuff, they take it to heart, which is like, it kind of sucks because 
they put themselves in that situation, but they don’t know [how] to just get 
rid of it and then the hate will go away, but most people just kind of take 
it and then it slowly really gets to them.

(Added emphasis)

Lucy reveals a neoliberal logic of self- preservation here, explicitly that teens, 
especially young females, should “know better” than to place themselves in a 
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circumstance where they “invite” anonymously posted trolling and harass-
ment. Yet, her words also show this underlying ‘addiction’ and need many 
youths have to know what is going on among their peer group (or perhaps 
even fear that if they remove themselves from a social media site they may 
lose control over the gossip spread about them). Some participants who dis-
closed accounts of being harassed on sites such as Ask.fm, usually as a younger 
teen, argued that they were eventually able to distance themselves from this 
particular site because of its anonymous nature. Drama, then, appears to be a 
more salient concern among younger teens and ‘tweens’ in comparison to 
older (Burkell & Saginur, 2015). Janiya, 18 years- old from Cyber City, thus 
argued that the ability to ignore a hateful message depends on the context and 
source: “if I’m getting hate on Ask.fm it’s probably not from someone I 
know, so it doesn’t matter.” Here too, risk perception is influenced by 
whether or not offline peers are using particular social media platforms. As we 
show elsewhere, anxieties about what is being posted online, and staying “in 
the loop” through a fear of missing out is often related to the impact among 
offline peers (see Chapter 3).

Digital self- harm: a side note

In the early phase of our research, after a participant introduced the phenom-
enon of “cyberbullying oneself,” we became interested in asking teens 
whether they had heard of this form of digital self- harm. Cyberbullying 
oneself is a less publicized variant on cyberbullying that involves directing 
negative attention towards oneself, anonymously, online. Elizabeth Englan-
der, who has researched the phenomenon, dubs it “Digital Munchausen” 
based on its resemblance to the psychiatric disorder Munchausen’s Syndrome 
(Englander, June 2012). She writes “the Syndrome’s central identifying 
symptom is the patient’s infliction of self- harm in a quest for sympathy, 
attention, and admiration for their ability to cope with their (so- called) 
‘victimization’ ” (Englander, June 2012: 2). The anonymous affordances of 
contemporary SNS thus beget a version attuned to teens’ current practices 
online. dana boyd (2014) discussed this phenomenon in the context of the 
SNS Formspring, the anonymous question and answer “truth” SNS which 
was the predecessor of Ask.fm. boyd began investigating Formspring after 
media reports drew attention to incidents of cruelty. With the cooperation of 
Formspring representatives, boyd found in the more severe cases of ‘bullying’ 
that both anonymous questions and the responding answers were linked to 
the same IP address (i.e., using the same account). Those engaging in digital 
self- harm are not engaging in self- sabotage; instead, they do so to elicit positive 
feedback from others (often strangers) online – they want someone to come 
to their defense and be there for them. To explain, initial negative ‘roasts’ or 
‘trolling’ replies may be initiated by the same user who posted the question, 
but often what is sought is validation from others; people who disagree with 
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the negative comments. Englander’s (June 2012) study found 9% of the 617 
U.S. youth surveyed reported “self cyber- bullying” with about a third feeling 
they felt better as a result. boyd (2014) argues that the practice of digital self- 
harm seems to be evident only among a relatively small minority of teens, yet 
it does blur the boundaries between attention- seeking behavior and bullying.
 Given the emphasis on the rarity of digital self- harm, we were surprised to 
find the concept did not come as a surprise to most of our participants. While 
none reported any personal experiences with digital self- harm, participants 
quickly pointed to particular SNS platforms which they identified as more 
frequently associated with the behavior, and offered explanations and moti-
vating factors to explain why some people engaged in such actions. They 
often argued that digital self- harm revolves around attention seeking object-
ives. For instance, Helen argues “human nature is to be sympathetic to most 
people,” and, following this logic, if someone is experiencing harassment 
online, posting anonymized attacks directed at oneself should elicit sympathy 
from others:

you get the attention and sympathy that you want and a lot of people, a 
lot of times will bully themselves in order to try to get attention from 
others so that they seem they’re more the spotlight of the show, instead 
of just a background singer.

In another group, similarly asked what motivates people to commit self- harm 
online, Eleanor replies “I think they want attention, which isn’t bad, like if 
you need attention, you need attention that’s just not the way to go about it, 
and to get sympathy and stuff like that.” Here digital self- harm is related to 
visibility and agency online for those who may feel otherwise powerless to 
respond to cyberbullying and other forms of relational aggression. Eleanor 
also recalls seeing “people sending themselves hate, like you see it on Tumblr 
sometimes, they’ll forget to hit anon, and you can see that it was like them-
selves, so you get pity and stuff.” She adds that those engaged in digital self- 
harm do so to search for sympathy and pity, in order to create an imagined 
audience that paves the way for the “victim” to cope with and, arguably, heal 
from their painful experiences. Of note, discussion about digital self- harm 
centered on personal attention seeking behavior and not about the possible 
unintended consequences of such acts for others who may become suspicious 
of someone posting questions on SNS. Indeed, such acts were presented as 
entirely individualistic and discussion failed to move beyond the individual to 
the greater harm such actions could impose upon family, close friends, offline 
peers and particularly known persons of conflict (e.g., a former romantic 
partner or a friend with whom a falling out has occurred).
 Beyond Ask.fm, other groups made reference to additional SNS that seem 
to invite online self- harm, such as the Reddit (a news- content and discussion 
website) forum “roastme.” Eleanor recalls very few cases of “self- trolling” or 
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self- hate recently on Ask.fm. Her recollection suggests that the frequency of 
self- harm online may be dependent on the popularity of particular SNS. 
Group members here all agreed that it is now less of an issue than in the past, 
though Eleanor adds that it still remains salient “with people who are trying 
to build social media profiles for themselves as a career.” She uses the example 
of those aiming to establish an online media presence on YouTube who 
simultaneously post self- directed hate on sites such as Guru Gossip: “People 
will post hate about themselves, on the other website [Guru Gossip], and 
then they talk about it in their YouTube videos, and people will feel sym-
pathy for them and watch their other videos.” In consequence, the lines 
between victim and victimizer are increasingly blurred given such social 
dynamics. On a spectrum, serious incidents of relational aggression and “troll-
ing” oneself to gain online followers could not be more disparate; yet the 
form connecting both phenomena is the seeking of connection, popularity, 
and perhaps most of all, visibility and recognition. Moreover, the rarity of 
digital self- harm is likely related to the greater emotional weight usually given 
to valuations by immediate and close friends, rather than anonymous strangers 
online.

Hackers and privacy breaches

On the surface, the issue of hacking may not seem directly connected to rela-
tional aggression. Media reports, for example, most frequently follow criminal 
incidents of hacking with an increasingly large societal impact, sometimes 
involving global geopolitical dynamics (e.g., Gertz & Beacon, August 30, 
2017; Newman, October 21, 2016). To complicate matters, the discourse of 
hacking no longer carries with it a solely negative, even criminal, connota-
tion. Among some youth, “hacktivist” efforts to promote and instigate social 
change offer positive opportunities for political activism and expression of 
dissent, easily facilitated through various online platforms and that can take on 
a range of forms (Jordan, 2002; Kleinknecht, 2003; Taylor, 2005; Yar, 2013). 
Consistent with the contemporary emphasis on neoliberalist promotion of 
individualization and self- responsibilization (Brenner, Peck, & Theodore, 
2010; Kelly & Caputo, 2011; Rose, 1996), youth express a preference for 
more individualized forms of activism, including computer hacking, culture 
jamming, and brand boycotts over the more traditional collectivist social 
movements of the past (Harris, Wyn, & Younes, 2010). Livingstone and 
Bober (2003) found that UK teens referred to downloading content, such as 
movies and music, as well as hacking, among their lexicon of “alternative 
skills” – a part of their “peer culture” and valued above traditional educa-
tional skills (2).
 It is noteworthy, then, that among our 35 focus groups, 20 groups 
expressed concerns over hacking, making 36 references, often in response to 
general questions about what is most concerning to them about going online. 
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The references are concentrated among female participants: only eight male 
groups expressed concerns over hacking, versus 23 references in female groups 
(the remainder of references are found in a small number of co- ed groups). In 
addition, the majority of references are made by those living in Cyber City 
(25, vs. 11 from Cyberville). To make sense of these findings, we distinguish 
between two variants of hacking, which elicited different responses among 
our participants. On the one hand, participants report being relatively uncon-
cerned about hackers in general. When pressed to explain why, participants 
often refer to hackers targeting big name multinational corporations and 
organizations, seeing themselves as ‘little fish’ that are not on the radar of such 
groups or individuals.
 On the other hand, forms of hacking that do generate concern are those 
most closely linked to relational aggression among offline peer groups, specif-
ically hacking linked to interpersonal drama and aggression. Eleanor’s co- ed 
group of three 19-year- old undergraduate students in Cyber City exemplified 
this attitude. Eleanor argues:

I feel with hacking it typically ends up happening more so to bigger 
channels or people. I see them more with people who I found on Insta-
gram, they happen to have more than a [sic] 100,000 followers or some-
thing like that and then they get hacked and then the people deletes 
everything and they unfollow everyone, and then they lose their entire 
following, and then they have to remake the page again.

Emily agrees with Eleanor’s remarks: “cuz I don’t usually find that with people 
like us, we’re just normal people.” Reid elaborates in agreement: “yeah I think 
it’s mostly higher up people cuz people want to like slander you and make 
you look bad, but for the rest of us, we’re just regular people.” Eleanor follows 
through: “so there’s nothing to accomplish by hacking the three of us!” Her 
remark causes all three members to laugh. Eleanor and Reid go on to specify 
that they are “worried” more about viruses and privacy in relation to com-
mercial transactions (i.e., using credit cards for online shopping).
 Their reports about privacy concerns echo findings from research with 
users of the online chat client ICQ who were asked questions about privacy 
concerns (Paine, Reips, Stieger, Joinson, & Buchanan, 2007). The researchers 
found that users top four concerns were viruses, spam, spyware and hackers 
(about three quarters of those sampled were under 30). Indeed, research more 
explicitly geared to explore teen perceptions and attitudes often reveal teens’ 
concern about viruses, “worms,” and malware; all of which are concerns that 
at root are tied to the invasion of their privacy (e.g., Fisk, 2016; for details 
regarding computer viruses see Yar, 2013) or the harming of their technology 
(e.g., making their phone or computer unusable).
 Our participants mirrored these concerns and expressed further annoyance 
at targeted advertising and “pop up” ads on SNS. Some admitted that their 
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concerns were related to the “risky” websites they visit to access movies and 
music that are believed to leave them more susceptible to hackers. “Viruses 
[are] a big thing,” said Edward, admitting “I download all kinds of like music 
and stuff off these shady websites, so my laptop got a pretty bad virus there 
now.” Others pointed to untrustworthy websites that will “hack you through 
ads and stuff ” (Angie, 18, Cyberville), and encourage users to “click” in 
places they may not desire: “then you go hit the x button but you missed the 
x button, cuz it’s like two.” Here Angie refers to certain affordances of tech-
nology that make it difficult to avoid targeted advertisements, or identify 
where the “close window” button is located on pop- up advertisement that 
may lead to yet more pop- up advertisements or being redirected to risky or 
unwanted websites.
 Teens’ concerns over hackers are enmeshed in wider anxieties over privacy 
(e.g., who can access their information online) and privacy management – and 
of course the uninterrupted functionality of their devices (e.g., smart phone, 
iPad, tablet, and computer). Krasnova, Günther, Spiekermann, and Koroleva 
(2009), who surveyed university students’ concerns over privacy and identity 
online, argue that “the accessibility of the information is the necessary pre- 
condition for all other threats” (50). Researchers in Canada indicate that these 
threats include the interrelated issues of hacking and identity theft. In one 
study, for instance, the authors found undergraduate students were slightly 
more at risk for identity theft, but better informed than non- students of com-
parable (young adult) age (Winterdyk & Thompson, 2008). However, know-
ledge regarding Canadian teens’ attitudes towards hackers in the context of 
cyber- risk, privacy, and security remains negligible. In one extensive project 
on Canadian female teens’ experiences with cyber- risk, only one 15-year- old 
participant mentioned the need for greater security measures to prevent 
hacking in response to questions about how online platform providers can help 
improve privacy (Bailey, 2015; Bailey & Steeves, 2015b).
 For our participants, the form of hacking that provoked the most concern 
was any variant of identity theft, including someone creating a fake account 
by hacking into SNS and smartphones. Christine, a 19-year- old under-
graduate student from Cyber City, revealed she is “terrified” of people who 
“will steal your photos off of your thing, and then create a fake social media 
[account] and like catfish someone” (i.e., pose as someone they are not on 
social media). Christine elaborates:

you see also on like social media, like stories of girls who their photos get 
stolen off … any sort of social media and then people have a collection of 
that and then they create like a fake profile, with your name, or with a 
different name, but with your photos and I think that’s my biggest fear.

One potential consequence of this, Christine argues, is to have friends 
develop a “negative connotation” of her based on the hacker using a fake 
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account. Again, the concern youth have about how others perceive them 
reappears when discussing “hackers.” For example, Christine continued to 
explain that any time she posts a photo to social media, she reminds herself 
“there’s a risk that anyone … could end up using it for bad things, so it’s kind 
of like nerve wracking in that sense of that, you’re your own person, but someone 
could be taking that away from you” (emphasis added). While Christine’s con-
cerns are centered on potential strangers hacking into her social media 
accounts, the potential negative impact extends directly to peers who may 
not be aware she has lost control of her online identity.
 Another variant of this concern centered on friends, rather than strangers, 
hacking one’s online accounts. Brian, age 17 from Cyberville, expressed this 
succinctly: “I just don’t want [my friends] logging on my Facebook and 
posting all kinds of shit.” A more elaborate statement comes from 16-year- 
old Janelle from Cyber City, who recalls having former friends create a fake 
account posing as herself:

Two friends of mine that are not really friends of mine anymore, they 
made a fake account on my thing, they spelt my name wrong and every-
thing, and they’re just messaging, adding random people I didn’t know, 
and like starting all this stuff and pretty soon I got messages on my other 
Facebook account saying like oh, “we’re going to come get you.”

Janelle’s case suggests how identity theft can occur and be related to relational 
aggression amongst offline peers. The idea that Janelle’s former friends were 
open to violating her online self- presentation and cause her undue hardship 
exposes the degree of relational aggression that can unpin online interactions, 
particularly negative interactions. Janelle is being exploited, her privacy invaded, 
her reputation challenged, and her online image manipulated by persons whose 
intentions are negative. Those observing the imposter Janelle’s actions may not 
recognize the difference between the authentic Janelle and the imposter, thus 
further harming Janelle both on and offline. This harm is exacerbated by the 
permanence and searchability of what is posted online (boyd, 2014). The sali-
ency of offline peer groups in this situation became obvious when Janelle was 
asked how she resolved the situation. She shared how she told her other friends 
“nobody add this person, nobody talk to this person, it’s not me, and everyone 
was like ok … and eventually it got knocked down.” Ironically, Janelle relied 
upon the help of a friend with some expertise in hacking:

my one friend hacked [the fake account] and deleted it all. … Eventually 
I found out the two girls that did it … it was like, two girls that I really 
hate and they just wanted to get people after me.

 Dealing with drama with personal peer groups involved Janelle becom-
ing the victim of a form of hacking (identity theft and creating a fake 
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account), and it is telling that her resolution was not direct (i.e., offline) 
confrontation but to hire another hacker to hack the doppelganger account 
and delete it. Also, interesting from Janelle’s experience is her reliance upon 
a number of close friends to distinguish between her real and fake accounts. 
Offline peer networks may help promulgate drama, but they are also sources 
of social support and contextualized understanding. Janelle’s former friends 
tried to publicly shame Janelle – the very experience many teens arguably 
fear most online. However, Janelle’s offline friends helped her cope with 
the fact that her two former friends treated her so poorly and in such a 
public manner; a fact that cannot be lost in discussions of hacking and rela-
tional aggression.
 Participants in several groups, responded “getting hacked” to questions 
about their “biggest online safety concern,” and in these cases other group 
members tended to agree. Helen explained that, on a regular basis, “I might 
make sure all of my accounts are really secure, or like [try to control when to 
allow access] because … technology has really grown, and people can hack 
you whenever and get all your information.” Others agreed. When asked if a 
particular SNS is more susceptible to hacking, Helen identified Facebook 
over other platforms such as Instagram and Snapchat that she considers more 
secure, “cuz there’s more information that you give” on Facebook relative to 
the others. Later in the discussion she reveals that she “always see[s] [hacking] 
happen” at her school: “sometimes it’s just like you know … friends, ‘oh 
you’re hacked,’ well like I’ve seen a few, I’ve seen like one really nasty one” 
involving a hacker posing as a friend and posting “really horrible things … 
but it wasn’t really them.” Here identity theft among offline peers is again a 
prominent theme.
 For our participants, concerns over cyberbullying were sometimes fused 
with negative experiences of, or general anxieties towards hackers – specifi-
cally regarding breaches of privacy engendered by the anonymity of cyber-
space. Christine is one of the few participants who voiced serious 
experiences of victimization from cyberbullying. After being aggressively 
and continuously harassed by peers at one public school, she transferred to a 
private school where the cyberbullying ceased until she began to be accused 
of certain illicit activities from an anonymous source online. In her recol-
lection of this incident she states that the victimizer was a new female friend 
who became jealous of an older, longer- term friendship established by 
Christine – thus suggesting the cyberbullying stemmed from a situation of 
relational aggression. Through an investigation, which necessitated the 
school accessing Christine’s private social media accounts and email, the 
school eventually recognized her innocence and exonerated her of any 
culpability. Summarizing the emotional toll resulting from her experience, 
Christine highlights the ability of aggressors to take advantage of the 
affordances of SNS when engaging in cyberbullying including aggressive or 
even criminal harassment:
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It’s kind of concerning if someone, if someone has it out for you, they can 
very much destroy your life with either sending a private message, or putting 
you as the attacker. There’s hackers who can like send the IP address to 
your computer, regardless if you did anything. That’s concerning.

(Emphasis added)

Here Christine refers to a hacker sending out malicious attacks and content 
posing as Christine, and doing so by making it appear as if the messages are 
coming from Christine’s computer (traceable to her IP address). She adds 
that unlike in the past were animosity between friends may have resulted in 
some “traditional” gossiping (“face- to-face”), “now it’s all hidden behind 
screens, it kind of leaves this grey area, like who is the real person hiding 
behind the screen, and so that’s the really dangerous part.” She concludes 
decisively: “social media can ruin your life. It can be great, but it can ruin 
your life in seconds, because of what it does, the power it has to ruin your 
name, ruin anything … cuz nothing gets deleted.” As Christine’s words 
express, the impact of online slandering and cyberbullying on social media 
can be inescapable; it can penetrate across offline and online peer groups, 
include strangers, and can follow a person for the rest of their life – viewa-
ble by future ‘friends and colleagues’ and wider social networks. This appar-
ent inescapability also suggests that unlike the experiences of youth in prior 
generations, many may never have an opportunity for a genuinely fresh 
start.”

Discussion

Given a small minority of our participants self- identified as victims of online 
aggression, our sample of Canadian youth falls in line with most studies of 
cyberbullying and relational aggression (e.g., Bailey & Steeves, 2015b; 
Hinduja & Patchin, 2014). What our focus group discussions reveal are signi-
ficant insights into (1) the salience of relational aggression online in a broader 
sense, including “drama” but also hacking among offline peers; (2) the gen-
dered nature of relational aggression (i.e., the relevance of drama among 
female teens but also the likelihood that males may sometimes share these 
experiences but hold a reticence in expressing them); and (3) the significance 
of offline peers in situating anxieties that appear at first to represent disparate 
forms of relational aggression online.
 We highlight the fact that most often participants from Cyber City, not 
Cyberville, reference cyberbullying. References to drama, on the other hand, 
are found in fairly equal proportion among both Cyber City and Cyberville 
residents (31 vs. 44 references respectively). Other Canadian research has 
found few differences in terms of youth experiences with drama between 
urban and rural residents. Burkell and Saginur (2015), for example, found that 
both urban and rural teens
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indicated that drama is often triggered by photographs and played out in 
terms of traded comments visible to the entire social network … [and] 
that people not involved follow the online drama just to see what is hap-
pening (a form of entertainment).

(142)1

Some researchers have indicated that females are more frequently victims of 
cyberbullying than males (e.g., Li, 2007). Nonetheless, care must be practiced 
before drawing conclusions from such findings, not only since gendered pat-
terns of victimization are not found consistently in research (see Brown, 
Demaray, & Secord, 2014), but also the assumption may mask relational 
aggression and victimization experienced by male, non- cisgender and gender- 
neutral youth. In our sample of self- reported male and female youth, our 
participants’ statements revealed the likelihood that males, drawing on norm-
ative practices of masculinities, do not disclose harm when they experience 
hurt online because, perhaps, such harm fails to align conceptually with defi-
nitions of cyberbullying or gendered interpretations of what should be 
harmful for males (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005). boyd (2014: 140) 
observes:

Teens may not accept the mantle of bullying because they don’t want to 
position themselves as victims, but that does not mean that they don’t 
feel attacked. They smile and laugh off the pain in public because they 
feel this is what their community expects. They try to ignore any neg-
ative emotional response to drama because they don’t want their peers to 
see them as weak.

Heeding the influence of gender on teen responses to online drama, boyd’s 
remark applies just as much, perhaps even moreso, for male than female 
youth. As noted by Brown et al. (2014: 20) and her colleagues, “males and 
females may interpret and respond to online behaviors differently.” Ybarra’s 
(2004) U.S.-based study found male students to be more than eight times as 
likely to be victims of cyberbullying, especially those who reported symptoms 
of a mental disorder, such as those indicative of depression (see also Pedersen, 
2013). Cappadocia, Craig, and Peplar (2013) also found no gender differences 
in terms of experiencing cyberbullying, though females were more likely to 
report being a victim of cyberbullying than males. The bulk of attention which 
centers on female victims of online relational aggression should therefore 
expand its consideration to how males may also be negatively affected and 
victimized but either shrug off such experiences under, for example, a façade 
of male bravado or fail to even recognize the negative effects given the norms 
of masculinities directing their perceptions and behaviors. Johnson’s (2015) 
focus groups with Canadian teens reveal
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significantly more girls than boys (49 percent compared to 39 percent) 
felt that the internet was an unsafe space for them, and 82 percent of girls 
– compared to just 63 percent of boys – feared they could be hurt if they 
talked to someone they didn’t know online.

(340)

At the same time, societal conceptions of drama often adhere to a “mean girl” 
discourse, which acts to “pathologize feminine social aggression and implicitly 
treat male aggression as neutral” (Bailey & Steeves, 2015a: 10). Our female 
participants also suggested that such practices apply during online communi-
cation, especially regarding “sexting” (see Chapter 7). The fact that interpre-
tations of female and male online behaviors are rooted and shaped by 
processes of socialization, patriarchal teachings, and related dominant dis-
courses is undeniable. However, it is not as simple as changing interpretations 
of youth actions; instead it must also be recognized that said realities underpin 
relational aggression and the ways in which youth communicate. Indeed, in 
our sample, some females appeared most invested in staying out of online 
“drama,” while others did engage or at minimum “follow” online happenings 
within their peer groups.
 Apart from findings related to gender, what also appears clear from our 
focus groups discussions is that regardless of the specific form of relational 
aggression, be it cyberbullying, drama, or hacking, concerns center on how 
close youth peer groups receive and response to individuals online. While 
hacking, for example, may not first appear as relevant to interpersonal con-
flict, it is the forms of hacking involving offline peers that matters the most to 
teens. The “big game” hackers who target large organizations and govern-
ments are not so much on the radar. Neither are the many concerns over so- 
called “digital self- harm,” which seem more pertinent to those seeking to 
solicit feedback from anonymous strangers online. Our participants’ concerns 
regarding hacking, instead, are embroiled alongside experiences of interper-
sonal drama and conflict. Wider societal “formula stories” (Loseke, 2012) 
regarding the criminal actions of hackers targeting large organizations, corpo-
rations and infrastructural targets are simply not as relevant. Moreover, 
hackers among offline peers are not always construed as bad – sometimes 
teens may call upon supportive peers with hacking skills to help them pre-
serve their identity online, most importantly, their reputation and dignity 
among close friends. Overall, the salient risks highlighted here underscore 
further the ongoing negative comparison and need to assay how one is being 
judged online.
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Note

1 This statement is telling also given our own participants’ responses indicated a fear 
of missing out – an interest in keeping tabs on what is being said about them 
online; see Chapter 3.
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Chapter 6

Privacy mindsets

Introduction

Despite concerns about teen safety online and their use of online social net-
works technologies (boyd, 2014; Karaian, 2012; Marker, 2011; Tynes, 2007), 
the belief among some citizens that “youth today” are not at all interested in 
or neglect considerations of their privacy online seems to retain purchase. 
The media have underscored this stereotype with headlines and editorializing 
that suggest youth are shameless and have no sense of privacy (boyd, 2014; 
Livingstone, 2008; Nussbaum, February 12, 2007). Researchers who con-
ducted studies on Facebook soon after the site became available to the general 
public also empirically support that youth are not concerned about online 
privacy (e.g., Barnes, 2006). In the United States, Tufekci (2008) found that 
although undergraduate college students are interested in being publicly 
visible they balance this interest with selective disclosures designed to balance 
publicity with privacy. More recently, researchers have also critiqued stereo-
types of teen apathy towards online privacy, finding that adolescents and 
young adults are, in fact, concerned about privacy and take active and crea-
tive measures to manage privacy while online (Bailey & Steeves, 2015; boyd 
& Hargittai, 2010; James, 2014; Livingstone, 2008).
 Some have argued teens are facing a “privacy paradox,” where statements 
declaring privacy to be a paramount concern seem to be countermanded by 
open sharing of personal information through various online platforms 
(Barnes, 2006; Hargittai & Marwick, 2016). Yet, emerging evidence reveals 
that some youth, while aware of privacy risks related to their online activities, 
see the compromise of their privacy as unavoidable, even imperative, in order 
to connect with peers online and acquire social and personal benefits through 
accessing social network sites (SNS; Regan & Steeves, 2010). Simply put, 
“cyber abstinence” is not a viable option for the majority of teens (especially 
considering the drive for social connection online; see Chapter 3). In 
response, teens are frequently active in managing their privacy online, 
often using a number of well documented strategies. These include the 
creation of multiple or fake accounts, “wall” cleaning on Facebook (referring 
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to reviewing past posts and untagged and/or deleting undesired content), 
using pseudonyms, and lying about age and location (Bailey & Steeves, 2015; 
boyd, 2014; James, 2014: 36; Raynes- Goldie, 2010).
 Some researchers have explored the relationship between privacy and age. 
For example, surveying the existing literature, Youn (2005) points to “incon-
sistent findings” (94), with some scholars finding no relation between age and 
privacy concerns (e.g., Phelps, Nowak, & Ferrell, 2000) and others, largely 
focused on consumption practices, showing younger consumers as “more 
likely to know and use privacy protection strategies than older consumers” 
(Dommeyer & Gross, 2003; Youn, 2005: 94). Some scholars report a statisti-
cally significant relationship between age and privacy concerns, for example 
that those under 20 years of age were less likely to express concerns over 
privacy online than those over 20 (Paine, Reips, Stieger, Joinson, & Bucha-
nan, 2007). While, most recently, James (2014: 36) found that younger 
“tweens” were “naive to the effectiveness of [privacy management] strat-
egies.” Collectively, these findings reveal a need for further qualitative 
exploration that unpack the meanings issues, like privacy and online risk 
management, have for youth, especially given the rapidly changing social 
media landscape over the last decade. Consistent with findings in the United 
States and United Kingdom (boyd & Hargittai, 2010; Livingstone, 2008), we 
too show that as Canadian youth reach their late adolescent years they 
become more acutely conscious of privacy issues and the need to maintain a 
pruned digital identity amenable to future employment (Bailey, Steeves, 
Burkell, & Regan, 2013; Steeves, Milford, & Butts, March 2010).
 In this chapter, we explore three interrelated themes. First, we center on 
concerns over a lack of agency or control over activities on SNS, especially 
Facebook. We then delve into the reasons why teens are gravitating away 
from Facebook (once and in some ways still the dominant SNS used by 
teens), towards more streamlined alternatives such as Instagram and Snapchat. 
Finally, we explore how, as teens mature, rather than fine tuning the strat-
egies they deploy, some youth are adopting a mindset of having ‘nothing to 
hide’ in relation to online privacy. This seems to be an acquiescence to the 
perception that privacy is ephemeral online, perhaps influenced by present- 
day news regarding mass governmental and corporate surveillance programs. 
We show that both the exodus from Facebook and the “nothing to hide” 
mindset are connected to what our data reveals to be the primary areas of 
concern over cyber- risk to our adolescent participants: not having control 
online and privacy.

Privacy: theoretical approaches and relevance 
online

Placed in contrast to the collective, conceptualizations of privacy are often 
linked to individualism in modern liberal democracies (Emerson, 1970). Early 
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formulations stressed control over personal information, placing responsibility 
on the individual for managing her or his privacy (Westin, 1968). This atom-
istic conception was subsequently challenged by communitarian scholars who 
conceived of privacy as quintessentially social – geared towards the ‘common 
good’ (Etzioni, 1999; see also Solove, 2011). Here, notions of privacy as a 
social value or human right are preferred over ones centered on the indi-
vidual – the latter related to the privacy paradox and the ‘trade off ’ between 
convenience, access, and safeguarding personal information (Cohen, 2012; 
Roessler & Mokrosinska, 2015). A third alternative, emerging from the writ-
ings of John Dewey, challenges any treatment of privacy that dichotomizes 
individual and society. Individual rights, here, are valuable insofar as they 
contribute to collective welfare (see Solove, 2007).
 Scholars examining privacy in relation to online practices draw from these 
broader debates. James (2014: 27), for instance, identifies three broad orienta-
tions or mindsets towards privacy management online: “privacy as social, 
privacy as ‘in your hands’ and privacy as forsaken online.” Privacy as social 
refers to the expectation that others uphold informally agreed upon precepts 
regarding appropriate actions; these are not formally enforced nor enforce-
able, but instead maintained through tacit understanding and mutual respect 
(see James, 2014). Social privacy, often central to teen concerns online, is in 
contrast to institutional privacy. Said another way, youth concerns here 
center more on control over personal information, than on how a company 
like Facebook and its corporate partners may deploy that information 
(Raynes- Goldie, 2010).
 The mindset that privacy is “in your own hands,” James (2014) found, 
often overshadows the social. This mindset is influenced by internet safety 
discourses conveyed to youth by parents and educators (see James, 2014). 
Those who take up the mindset may blame the “victim” for breaches of 
online privacy, arguing that it is up to the individual to safeguard their 
privacy online, and if they fail to do so it is their fault. A third and final 
mindset identified by James (2014), “privacy as forsaken,” acquiesces to the 
idea that privacy is attainable online; that once content is posted, the user 
no longer has any control over how it is appropriated. James (2014) found 
that about half of the teen participants in his research, regardless of age, held 
this mindset. As we will show, there actually emerges a fourth mindset as 
adolescents mature which is distinct from the typology identified by James 
(2014).

Feeling out of control online: privacy breaches and 
strategies

Across all 35 focus groups (30N, 131R), our participants described a lack of 
control online as one of their most pressing concerns. Relatedly, other 
pressing concerns centered on the risks associated with the permanence of 
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what is posted online (11N, 28R) and risks underscored by online anonymity 
(28N, 77R) (see also Chapter 5). Significantly more references to lacking 
control were made by females than males (87 vs. 17 references), and a greater 
number of references were made in Cyber City than in Cyberville (95 vs. 
36). Again, recalling that there were more female participants in our sample, 
this may explain at least some of the frequency of statements by gender, but it 
should still be noted that relatively fewer groups were held in Cyber City 
than Cyberville, which suggests features of urban contexts may play into 
amplifying feelings of insecurity online. Here we unpack these concerns as 
they intersect with the nuances of privacy management.
 dana boyd’s (2008) influential model of the four affordances of SNS is, as 
previously explicated in this book, highly relevant. SNS feature persistence or 
permanency of the data posted to them: content is searchable (e.g., “Goog-
ling” information); content can be replicated outside of its’ original authentic 
context; and, finally, users must contend with invisible audiences whereby it 
is impossible to anticipate those who receive the content posted in networked 
publics (boyd, 2008). Kathy, age 13 from Cyber City, succinctly summed up 
concerns over permanency echoed by other groups: “Everything on the 
internet is always going to be there … it’s just you can’t control it.” She adds 
that even with attempts to remove content, such as unwanted photos, when 
you “think it’s like ‘oh it’s off Google,’ ” then “people screenshot it, they save 
the photo and it’s never ever gone, so something that you don’t want on 
social media, you do not post, it’s just that simple.” Kathy’s strategy for 
dealing with permanency evokes the privacy as “in your hands” mindset – an 
individualized response very common among all our groups.
 Facebook was often singled out in such discussions. Participants expressed 
frustration over strangers virtually accosting them on Facebook. During a dis-
cussion of general concerns over going online, Kimberly, age 13 from Cyber-
ville, referred to “the whole like stalking … that happens a lot on Facebook.” 
She elaborates: “so you’d be just talking to one of your friends or something 
and then next thing you know you get this weird message from this person 
you don’t even know. I feel like that’s a big problem with Facebook.” Some 
of the groups also expressed anxiety over Facebook’s use of location services 
(i.e., geotagging), especially when accessed through smartphones. Anna, a 
19-year- old undergraduate student from Cyber City, admitted to being 
shocked while messaging her friend on Facebook and finding her precise 
location by clicking her name on her phone: “so if you just search a name on 
Facebook, you can find where they are at that exact moment.” She elabo-
rates, expressing anxiety over not only her own privacy being potentially 
breached but those of her friends:

It’s this nearby friends thing, where you can literally see how far away 
they are, and if I press the button, it will show me where they’re walking, 
where they’re going, and with the latest Facebook update, it’s just turned 
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on automatically. I’m pretty sure none of these friends know, yet these 
are my friends that go to [university name], and they’re all one kilometer 
away. It’s creepy.1

Anna’s message suggests a ‘privacy as social’ mindset, which, similar to other 
studies ( James, 2014), were rarely made in our discussions.2 As evident in 
other studies (e.g., boyd, 2014; Raynes- Goldie, 2010), our discussions 
involved detailed explications of the various strategies used to manage privacy 
on Facebook. When asked what strategies are preferred in that regard, the 
most frequently identified were blocking users, deleting negative comments, 
and setting profiles to private. These strategies were most often discussed with 
reference to Facebook. However, another more relevant strategy dominated 
our discussions: the careful management of one’s digital self across the more 
popular SNS today.

Moving beyond Facebook: it’s about privacy 
management

Facebook remains central in adolescents’ online lives (Lenhart, April 2015), 
including among our rural and urban participants. However, as noted, both 
academic and popular sources have observed Facebook’s decline of popularity 
amongst youth (Lang, February 21, 2015; Marwick & boyd, 2014). A central 
explanation is that as wider adult sectors of the population – especially parents 
and relatives – join Facebook, they encroach on what was perhaps once a 
uniquely adolescent- dominated space. Focus group discussions revealed how 
much of this transition – the move away from Facebook as the most promin-
ently used SNS – involves concerns over privacy and online impression man-
agement (Livingstone, 2008; Marwick & boyd, 2011). This is presciently 
recognized by Vickery (2015: 289), who argues “the use of different plat-
forms is a deliberate privacy strategy intended to resist the ways social media 
industries attempt to converge identities, practices, and audiences.” Our parti-
cipants pinpoint who makes up these audiences. A representative summary 
comes from Christine, a 19-year- old undergraduate student from Cyber City:

my Facebook is for family and how I want to present myself profession-
ally, and then my Instagram is, I guess how I want to present myself to 
friends and then, but my Snapchat is where I present myself, my real self 
I guess, is where they see me doing stupid things.

As expressed by Christine, youth use social media to transition between pres-
entations of their ‘front stage’ self, referring to the part of the performance of 
self that is intended for the consumption of particular audiences, which varies 
with its audience (see Goffman, 1959). Participants felt most able to manage 
and maintain a sense of authenticity regarding their online self- presentations 
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on applications like Snapchat and Instagram. Here teens may feel more com-
fortable in presenting a “pseudo back stage” self – referring to a space in 
which a person is free to express their genuine feelings and actions.3 Impor-
tantly, our discussions reveal that privacy management is less about managing 
multiple accounts on one platform (Raynes- Goldie, 2010), but instead 
involves managing a sense of self and authenticity across several SNS to varie-
gated audiences. Chantelle, age 15 from Cyberville, reflects that Facebook is 
“not really popular, a lot of people don’t go on it anymore, they mostly go 
on Snapchat; but a lot of people like the older people … they still use Face-
book.” Thirteen- year-old Cynthia adds succinctly: Facebook is “mostly for 
older people.”
 While relatives were expected to be primarily using Facebook, peers who 
remained exclusively on Facebook were perceived as ‘odd’. Judy, age 15 from 
Cyber City, states “Facebook is more like, yeah relatives, and like we have 
friends on there too, but you don’t really talk to them on Facebook, so”; 
Janelle, age 16, interjects: “and I think the only time I talk to friends on Face-
book, is the only ones that only have Facebook. Like ‘I have nothing else, I 
just have Facebook’; you’re like ‘oh, ok,’ damn!”
 Our participants often pointed to breaches of privacy as reasons for avoid-
ing Facebook, or using it in a ‘lite’ way. For example, to better manage their 
impressions for various audiences, such as their parents. Largely youth tended 
to minimize their social networking activities on Facebook. In a group of 
four 13-year- old males from Cyberville, Craig reveals nervousness about 
using Facebook, particularly with the challenge of his mother reviewing his 
posts: “and then now whenever I send something … to my friends or any-
thing, my mom’s able to see it through the messages, so I don’t even use 
Facebook anymore.” Cameron adds “I use messenger, my mom can’t get on 
that.” Older participants were also attuned to the need to present an idealized 
profile on Facebook, largely for their parents’ viewing needs.4 David, a 
19-year- old male from Cyberville, expressed anxiety over having

my mom on Facebook … and my grandmother, and my dad and my 
aunts, and my uncles, so whatever I puts on there, they’re going to see it, 
so whatever I does, I got to make sure it’s the proper thing to do.

Donald, also 19, agrees: “definitely thinking over what you’re saying.” This 
more sparing and crafting use of Facebook is geared to project to parents and 
other relatives an idealized “front stage” self (Goffman, 1959). Evidencing 
their focus on audience management, participants who use Facebook were 
acutely aware of the need to continually check their privacy settings. Fiona, 
18, from Cyber City, whose mother and aunts are on Facebook, admits 
to her mom “shar[ing] a lot of things, and I don’t think she shares a lot with 
me, but when she does my settings are also private, so only I’ll see it, nobody 
else will see it.” While a few of our participants stated that they no longer 
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(or never did) use Facebook in preference for newer and more popular SNS, 
the two strategies highlighted above were most salient: more careful and 
“lite” use, and managing privacy settings to control what can be seen by 
different audiences.
 Such strategies were complemented by the strategic use of other SNS, 
usually Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat, which were identified alternatives 
to Facebook. Participants preferred these sites due to their more focused fea-
tures and perceived simplicity of use (e.g., sharing pictures and videos). 
However, our discussions revealed an important underlying draw: the newer 
SNS enable a stronger sense of agency among participants in terms of their 
ability to manage privacy and their audiences. For instance, 17-year- old Zoey 
from Cyberville stated “Twitter you can block people easily, you just hit it, 
hit your settings, block, then they’re gone, but Facebook and stuff it’s 
harder.” Christine recollects that initially her Facebook included only “very 
intimate friends” but has now grown to about 800 people, to which she 
admittedly does not frequently interact. She compares this with Snapchat, 
which “is usually connected to your contacts on your phone,” enabling 
her to

pick who I don’t want to see my stories so it’s very like, these are the 
people who I’m like, I trust the most and that’s why the privacy settings 
… [if ] I don’t want them to see my story, I can block them from my 
story or I can … delete them.

Yet, the practice of “deleting” or “blocking” someone or, more notably, 
being “deleted” also generated concern. Some participants, for example, 
worried that blocking others or not using certain SNS would lead to their 
social exclusion and losing control of their “definition of the situation” 
online. If central to the social process of going online is “writing oneself into 
being” (Sundén, 2003), then teens lose the ability to control how others write 
about their identities if they are not also carefully monitoring what is being 
posted – a time consuming and worry inducing activity (we highlight 
examples of this in Chapter 3, regarding the need for social connection). As 
Raynes- Goldie (2010) illuminates, there is “significant social costs involved in 
not having an account.”
 When discussing newer alternatives such as Instagram and, especially, 
Snapchat – the most popular actively used SNS amongst our participants – 
strategies, such as blocking, were less salient, perhaps a result of teens having 
a sense of better security on said sites. This is primarily due to the much 
smaller and intimate audiences teens communicate with on these platforms. 
Lucy, age 17 from Cyber City, stated that Snapchat is “more direct” to com-
municate with well- known persons. Other groups, when asked if Snapchat 
is more private than Facebook, often strongly agreed, arguing that Snapchat 
is geared for “personal pictures” (David), where the user feels they have 
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control over who has access to them. From Cyber City, 19-year- old Eleanor 
provided a representative view: “I post more personal stuff on Snapchat, 
and nothing personal on Tumblr because I have strangers following me and 
stuff, so I gotta keep it private” (for a different view on Tumblr see Bailey, 
2015). In a different group Bethany, age 19 from Cyber City, said “I use 
[Snapchat] for my closest friends and then I can choose who it goes to and 
who sees it.”
 Some participants pointed to the ephemeral nature of Snapchat as buttress-
ing privacy, i.e., that pictures taken last for only a few seconds before auto-
matically deleting themselves. An interesting dynamic emerged, however, 
during focus group discussions centered on Snapchat. Some participants 
referred to Snapchat’s ostensible security, but this was quickly challenged by 
others. For instance, a group of three 13-year- old females from Cyberville 
were asked whether they were aware of any “sexting” on Snapchat. Valerie 
quickly responds “oh my god yeah! … Snapchat’s definitely the worst for 
that!” Others agree. Valerie elaborates:

because it’s like, you only see the pictures for 10 seconds or you can set 
them for 1, up to 10 seconds, so I guess if someone asks, you can easily 
just send it, and it’ll be on for 1 second and I guess they don’t really have 
time to screenshot, cuz you can screenshot the picture.

Kimberly then responds: “but then … say I sent a picture to Valerie and then 
she screenshots it, I would get the notification that she screen- shotted it.” But 
Valerie retorts:

Yeah, but there’s also an app you can get called Snapsave, and whatever 
snapchats you get, it saves onto that, so I’ve heard of boys who have 
those apps and they get pictures from girls and she’ll be like, “I’m sending 
you so don’t screenshot it,” and they’ll have the app and they’re like “no, 
of course I won’t screenshot it, you can trust me and stuff.”

Other groups also made reference to Snapsave, describing it as an app that can 
be used to compromise privacy, especially related to female users engaging in 
digital sexual expression (see our wider discussion of “sexting” in Chapter 7). 
In one such group Emily, a 19-year- old undergraduate student from Cyber 
City, was surprised after hearing about Snapsave: “that’s sneaky, I never knew 
about that, cuz I have nothing to hide, if I screenshot it and they know, like 
why did you screenshot that.” Emily was not alone in suggesting that privacy 
concerns are less relevant if one has “nothing to hide.” In a discussion of 
Snapsave, this argument was blended with a social privacy mindset. When 
asked whether the presence of Snapsave is a concern, some participants 
reinforced the point that they do not post anything of concern, but they also 
expressed trusting others to not save any images sent that were intended to be 
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temporary. This social trust is then informally policed. For instance, this issue 
was raised in a humor- tinged exchange amongst females, ages 14 and 15, 
from Cyber City:

Penny: Well, it’s pretty much just, I don’t really send anything bad [in 
response to the threat of Snapsave].

Orillia: It’s like [Penny], [Jody], I trust you not to publicly expose my 
double chins.

Penny: It’s all double chins.
JOdy: That’s all I send.

While these remarks suggest a continued salience to social privacy mindsets in 
relation to newer SNS, overall the emphasis placed during our discussions on 
personal privacy management, especially among older teens, suggested an 
onus on privacy as “in your own hands” (James, 2014), which we discuss 
below in relation to patterns related to age and maturation.

Breach of employment and educational prospects

A common theme in discussions about privacy among older teens is anxiety 
over how future employers may screen their social media profiles during 
recruitment processes. Concerns about future employment were raised by 11 
groups (making 19 references). Perhaps not surprisingly, age presented the 
clearest trend in relation to concerns over future employment. References 
(15) are concentrated among participants aged 15–17, no doubt due to their 
anticipation of graduation from high school and labor force entry. Youth 
living in Cyber City made three times the number of references than those 
residing in Cyberville (14 vs. 5); despite the expectation for a natural inflation 
of references for the latter group, given the slightly higher number of groups 
conducted with youth in Cyberville. While cyber- risk research comparing 
urban and rural youth is still rare, Burkell and Saginur (2015) found many 
similarities between these two groups related to the size and nature of their 
social network use. The higher number of references to future employment 
among our Cyber City (i.e., urban) participants may be related to the greater 
pressures on youth to enter an urbanized economy, though further research is 
required to explore this theme and geographical trend.
 Donald, age 19 from Cyberville, repeated a general sentiment we heard 
across our focus groups. Asked about general concerns online, the group (of 
two males) discussed managing privacy by controlling who has access to view 
certain posts. Donald then added:

Another thing you probably worry about on social media too is employ-
ment … say you had a bunch of pictures on there and you were a party 
animal, right and they go, and they’re like [Donald] has a resume entry 
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here, let’s check him out and whatever; they goes on my profile and they 
sees me drinking all the time, and stuff like that, they’ll probably be 
opinionated.

These remarks gel with extant Canadian research revealing that teens are 
hyper- sensitive to the risks involved to their employability if they present in 
untoward ways online, for example as having a “party” lifestyle (Bailey et al., 
2013; Burkell & Saginur, 2015).
 Participants at the cusp of graduating from high school expressed anxiety 
over how employers may perceive them through their social media profiles 
and postings. In one group, three 17-year- old females from Cyberville dis-
cussed concerns over future employment as well as Canadian college applica-
tions during a wider discussion of the permanence of what is posted on social 
network sites. Rebecca says:

People really take stuff to heart, like back in the day, people would say 
something and you’d be like “oh that’s not true, that’s just a rumor,” but 
now it’s out there. If someone says something about me I’m obviously 
going to be offended because it’s out there forever … 20 years from now 
somebody could look back and be like oh, this is on Facebook about her 
… I feel like people are more sensitive but I feel there’s a certain right-
ness to it.

Carolyn agrees, “yeah, if you’re applying for a job or something, they’re 
going to look on your Facebook, see what’s going on there.” Tamara adds, 
“oh yeah I applied to college and they called and said that they looked on my 
Facebook and seen all my pictures on Facebook and all that stuff, and they 
liked it and so I was like ok good.” Carolyn: “Like a job, not a job require-
ment, but like, people hiring you will go on your Facebook, ‘who is she’s 
friends with, what is she posting.’ ” The words of these older teens reveal the 
pressure they experience to produce a “perfect” online presence. Madison, 
age 16 from Cyber City, asked if future employment is a concern, replied 
“that is a concern, because it kind of gets to a stage where you have to think 
about your future, because next year we are graduating, so we have to be 
mindful about what we do.” She adds that the process of posting content on 
social media involves “discovering yourself as you go on” but that “how you 
find yourself ” and being online during this process will lead to employers 
“find[ing] you,” which “could be a way of messing up everything, that’s a 
big concern.” Particularly revealing in her comment is that concern for man-
aging privacy and one’s digital footprint is negotiated alongside “discovering” 
oneself; each part and parcel of adolescent identity formation and maturation 
(Livingstone, 2008).
 Younger teens may not raise such concerns as frequently because of their 
life stage; the impact on future employment is still far off from their 
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perspective. Yet, some groups of younger teens did reveal concerns about 
corporate surveillance of their digital footprint. In a group of four females, 
ages 13 and 14 from Cyber City, Ashley reflects on losing control of what her 
peers post online, specifically those who do not consider the consequences of 
posting pictures of “doing weed” [marijuana]:

the problem with that, is that you think, “oh I’ll just delete [such posts] 
and it’ll be gone forever,” but when it’s out there, anyone can screenshot 
it, when companies look for you, they can actually look through that, I 
know because my mom has taught me this. Because she had a friend who 
did weed, smoked whatever and then they actually looked through what 
he posted when he was younger and now he can’t get any good jobs, so 
now he’s working at McDonald’s or something that. So it’s just people 
don’t notice that, and they’re like: “oh no, if I delete it’s gone forever” 
and they do tend to get quite cocky about it and they’re like “no it’s 
fine,” it’s like fine, no ruin your life, I don’t care.

Ashley also reveals that she has a close relationship with her mother, and 
values her mother’s views regarding safety online and behaviors. Moreover, 
fewer references to concerns about future employment were made by male 
participants. This may be due to males not considering future employment as 
actively as females or that online presentations about safeguarding privacy are 
less impactful long term for males in comparison to females. The latter, 
perhaps a consequence of gender norms and socialization processes, suggest 
part of “growing up” for males may first involve participating in “risky” 
behaviors and later maturing out of such practices (Berger, Wallis, & Watson, 
1995; Lyng & Matthews, 2007; Monaghan, 2001), which would also suggest 
one’s online history is expected to be colorful. It is also possible that male 
participants may not have felt comfortable revealing any such employment 
concerns in front of others during focus group discussions (see also Chapter 5 
on relational aggression and the influence of gender norms). Nevertheless, 
several groups of males did reveal how impression management applies across 
SNS (see above), relegating a professional image for Facebook, where it is 
perceived that most employers look first and foremost. Referring to impres-
sion management on Facebook and Instagram, Demetry, in discussion with 
his group of 15- and 17-year- old Cyber City males, offered:

Facebook it’s, Facebook and Instagram, usually when you start getting 
older and you have to get, be more professional, … I wanna clean mine 
up a lot, … just keep it appropriate overall right, and you want to make 
sure that it doesn’t come back to bite you.

Facebook, participants explain, is used more carefully and selectively by older 
youth. “Wall cleaning” has been staple strategy of adolescents for privacy 
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management on Facebook for a number of years now (Raynes- Goldie, 2010). 
Here we demonstrate that this strategy, among older adolescents, relates to 
presenting a more professional image for potential employers, whereas other 
social network sites offer venues for different facets of ones’ personality (see 
also Bailey & Steeves, 2015; boyd, 2014; Doherty, 2017; Utz, Muscanell, & 
Khalid, 2015). Our participants still associate potential employer screenings of 
their internet activity solely with Facebook; no references are made to Snap-
chat and Instagram in this context. Whether or not employers will begin to 
gravitate to newer, more popular SNS is an important potential development 
and will have implications for teens, especially those nearing graduation and 
those new to the work force.
 Overall, these discussions suggest how the life transition tied to entering 
professional careers and pursuing post- secondary education is associated with 
becoming more mature and correspondingly presenting in ways deemed 
compatible with longer term objectives (see also Milford, 2015; Pedersen, 
2013). We emphasize here that the pressure to present a professional image 
on SNS such as Facebook does not necessarily mean that teens’ digital foot-
prints, as they mature, are devoid of more casual, silly, strange, and even illicit 
content. Indeed, that Instagram and Snapchat are seen as platforms for one’s 
“true self,” away from the panoptic gaze of adults demonstrates the signifi-
cance of the privacy paradox, mediated across SNS.

Age and the “nothing to hide” mindset

Perhaps in an effort to adapt to the demands of proper neoliberal citizen-
ship, older teens emphasized an acquiescence to debased privacy that 
bypasses strategies of privacy management by declaring one has “nothing to 
hide.” References by youth to “having nothing to hide” were concentrated 
among those aged 15 and older (31 references), with only three references 
made by youth aged 13 and 14. The majority of references came from 
females (20) rather than males (3). Overall, 26 references were made by 
youth in Cyber City, and eight in Cyberville. The contrasts here are more 
striking – with a concentration of such references among older, urban- based 
female teens.
 The privacy mindset of having nothing to hide online relates directly the 
neoliberal directive of personal responsibility for one’s actions.5 For instance, 
participants emphasized their own responsibility to address online risks as they 
grew older, as opposed to parents and educators. Leah, age 16 from Cyber-
ville, reflecting on the presentations she has attended in schools since the 
seventh grade, felt that she and her peers are now:

old enough, we are, we do know this is bad, we know, doing drugs is 
bad, we know drinking and driving … we know it’s bad … I tell my 
parents all the time, like sure, I understand that you’re telling me from 
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your past experiences that I shouldn’t do this, but I also have to learn for 
myself, like I’m not actually going to know the full effect until I learn for 
myself.

Leah shows in her words that only so much can be gained from “listening,” 
and instead she is prepared to have her own experiences and, thus, lessons. It 
is also clear from participant experiences that parenting styles are relevant for 
helping instill this neoliberal stance; specifically, parents must adjust their 
behaviors accordingly as their children mature. For instance, three females, 
age 17 from Cyberville, engaged in a discussion of parental monitoring, raised 
this issue:

CarOlyn: When I was younger, my mom would like …
Tamara: Yeah when we [were] younger it was, …
CarOlyn: Go through the Facebook friends, and be like “how do you know 

this person?” … but like now we’re older, I think she thinks you’re 
responsible enough now to know.

rebeCCa: My parents don’t have any set rules on me because I don’t do any-
thing anyway [added emphasis].

The notion of “not doing anything anyway,” expressed here, buttresses a sed-
imented notion of personal responsibility for managing risk online and the 
notion that parents’ role in this neoliberal self- management becomes increas-
ingly reduced as children mature. As one participant, rather strikingly, sug-
gests, “I feel it’s probably like a 90 individual, 10% parents should also be 
involved in it” (Helen, 16, Cyber City). Similar remarks were made across 
our focus group discussions, such as this exchange between two 19-year- old 
male students from Cyberville:

reSearCHer: When you think of online messages and safety and all that kind 
of stuff, do you think it’s up to you guys to monitor it?

david: Yes, it is.
dOnald: Yeah.
david: It’s our choice to do what we gotta do, to make our news and our 

things that we put on social media.

Their exchange alludes to the general emphasis on personal responsibility that 
appears ingrained in individuals by the time they reach their 20s. Said another 
way, there appears to be a clear individualization and internalization of 
responsibility for one’s online profile. These findings are consistent with those 
of Youn (2005), whose statistically significant findings revealed that younger 
teens are more likely to seek help from others regarding how to manage 
cyber- risk.
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 More strikingly, while some youth alluded to an expectation of debased 
privacy, Victoria, age 17 from Cyber City, expressed a “privacy as forsaken” 
mentality most explicitly:

reSearCHer: What do you think about these [risks], are you constantly 
checking old posts, managing your online [presentation]?

viCTOria: I mean I used to, I used to go back and be like “I need to delete 
this,” but I think I’ve cleaned it up enough that I don’t have to worry 
about it, but also as I [have] gotten older and more experienced with the 
internet I guess, I kind of realized, I don’t have any expectation of privacy 
when I’m posting things, and I find myself kind of using it less and less, 
and I kind of stick to more personal social media like Snapchat, and just 
individually texting people, I don’t really post anything on Facebook or 
Instagram … you shouldn’t really expect to have privacy in general … generally 
if you play it safe it’s not a big deal. [added emphases]

In sum, as evidenced by Victoria and echoed by others, participants generally 
felt that by high school, “it was just assumed you knew” how to manage 
oneself regarding youth engagement online (Yasmin, 18, Cyber City).
 Despite the fewer number of references among male youth living in 
Cyberville, some did make remarks that suggest the neoliberal ethos of self 
responsibilization is also in formation at an early age. For instance, three 
13-year- old males from Cyberville were asked if they expected to face 
different problems as they grew up. Victor replied “probably yeah, we’ll 
probably get into mistakes and that, but we’ll just have to deal with it.” 
Already evident here, from Victor’s words, is the expectation that “you are 
on your own” when it comes to being careful online; an attitude that notably 
preempts the possibility of seeking help from other peers, parents, educators, 
or other groups.

Discussion

In Canada, Raynes- Goldie (2010) found the position of “privacy prag-
matism” was most salient among Canadian teens – mirroring other findings 
in the United States at the time. This mindset refers to “people who are con-
cerned about their privacy but are willing to trade some of it for something 
beneficial” (Raynes- Goldie, 2010, n.p.). Researchers, through surveys in the 
early 2000s, revealed a shift towards privacy pragmatism as opposed to being 
unconcerned about privacy (see Raynes- Goldie, 2010). While privacy prag-
matism remained salient for our participants, it was among older teens that 
the expressions of unconcern became more pronounced. The “nothing to 
hide” mindset suggests a fourth typology complementing those identified by 
James (2014); one that builds on the “privacy as forsaken” mindset but differs 
since it shuns the notion that privacy is only relevant if one is not “doing 
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anything wrong.” Academic focus on the theme of having nothing to hide in 
relation to privacy management has only recently emerged (see Murumaa- 
Mengel, Laas- Mikko, & Pruulmann- Vengerfeldt, 2015; Nau, 2014; Solove, 
2007, 2011), arguably due to the saliency of this mindset in relation to online 
sociality. Our findings suggest that this mindset may sediment as youth reach 
late adolescence.
 Our discussions revealed patterns according to age, gender and location 
(i.e., urban Western vs. rural Atlantic Canada). That significantly more refer-
ences to feeling a lack of control online and having nothing to hide were 
made among female participants in Cyber City suggests that societal messages 
regarding cyber- risk management (primarily from parents and educators) seem 
to be concentrated on females more than males – which is not novel (see 
Bailey & Steeves, 2015; Karaian, 2014) – but also to those in urban environ-
ments moreso than rural ones. Perhaps teens in rural areas have more close- 
knit connections that undercut the emphasis on the individual to rely on him 
or herself; a Durkheimean collective solidarity that has shaped understandings 
of smaller communities for over a century. Indeed, 13 groups, many from 
rural Cyberville, made references to having close community ties and famili-
arity in rural regions, including a few participants who had moved from 
smaller rural areas to larger urban ones. Future researchers should explore this 
contrast, mining experiences more specifically related to urban and rural social 
dynamics (see Burkell & Saginur, 2015).
 Youth today are growing up immersed in the expectation of the ephemer-
ality of privacy online, and often express that effectively managing it is 
impossible. Opting out of social networks may secure privacy, but this is an 
untenable option for youth for whom electing what information to share 
through such networks is in itself a form of control over privacy (Bailey & 
Steeves, 2015; Livingstone, 2008; Marwick & boyd, 2011). Declaring that 
one has nothing to hide and is therefore indifferent to monitoring, of course, 
sidelines consideration of situations where one’s digital profile can be usurped 
and privacy breached (e.g., being hacked, “doxxing,” “revenge porn” 
(Stroud, 2014) and so forth). Such a declaration also sidelines the significance 
of privacy in any number of scenarios youth may wish to engage in, such as 
digital activism (Wilson & Hayhurst, 2009), consenting digital sexual expres-
sion (Koskela, 2006) and managing discreditable stigma (Goffman, 1963). 
Moreover, atomistic conceptions of risk and privacy obfuscate critical atten-
tion to the corporate collection of data and the alignment of social media 
platforms and “big data” with corporate surveillance and targeted advertising 
(Marx & Steeves, 2010; Steeves, 2012). Indeed, our participants demonstrated 
concerns for what can be considered horizontal privacy (i.e., privacy from 
offline peer groups), and not so much vertical privacy (i.e., privacy from 
authorities and institutions). In sum, the problem with the question “if you’ve 
got nothing to hide, what do you have to fear?” lies in the question itself 
(Solove, 2007).
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 The mindset of having nothing to hide links to an atomistic conception of 
privacy that debases a “pluralistic understanding of privacy” (Solove, 2007: 
756) undergirded by more social conceptions geared to collective interests. It 
is an atomistic notion insofar as it justifies the position that one does not care 
what happens to others so long as it does not happen to oneself. It is useful to 
think of the nothing to hide mindset as drawing from a wider “cultural shift 
in society that does not place an adequate value on privacy and related liber-
ties”; one which acts as a “form of social intimidation to expose those that do 
not conform” (Keeler, 2006: 25). Moreover, acquiescing to a mindset of 
having nothing to hide engenders a “pressure towards normalization” and 
“creates a kind of cultural inertia” that undermines the impetus to and 
momentum for challenging surveillance practices (Conrad, 2009: 322).
 Marx (2003) observed that a person’s ability to refuse and ignore surveil-
lance was not a very common response among research participants. This 
trend may well be reversing for teens growing up with today’s SNS. Curi-
ously, however, some of our younger participants (i.e., 13 years of age) seem 
to have at their disposal the same social vocabulary of motive regarding per-
sonal responsibility as older teens. This too behooves further research to 
clarify the question of whether children and “tweens” entering adolescence 
are qualitatively different than the “digital natives” (Prensky, 2001) who grew 
up immersed in technology before them. In this context, we also had a few 
older participants refer to their younger siblings in contrasting ways: either as 
more irresponsible online or as more mature. What are the factors that shape 
these differences, and is more than just age at play? What is certain, however, 
is that in the rapidly changing technological landscape, it is not clear whether 
youth are growing up more critically engaged with issues of privacy and 
cyber- risk. Thus, developing teens’ skills is crucial, not only related to privacy 
management, but a broader sociological imagination regarding their self in 
relation to society and citizenship.

Notes
1 Participants expressed less concern for their personal safety from location tracking 

apps and SNS than for the over- abundance of information that could be gleaned 
about them from friends, emphasizing social privacy considerations. This again sug-
gests less concern over “vertical” breaches of privacy (e.g., from corporations) and 
more with “horizontal” breaches from often offline peer groups.

2 Unlike our study, where social privacy was not a prominent theme, Johnson (2015) 
found Canadian teens often rely on these informal social norms around online 
privacy. More attention to the influence of demographic factors such as age and 
gender, as well as urban versus rural residence, perhaps even immigration status, 
etc., would help identify reasons for these differences.

3 Goffman’s (1959) “back stage” refers to the part of a performance under prepara-
tion and hidden from front stage visibility. It is dialectically related to the front 
stage in relation to the context of social interaction. Here we refer to online per-
formances involving a “pseudo back stage,” signaling that Goffman’s (1959) 
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 conceptualization centered on face- to-face interactions. Even for online perform-
ances, the offline “back stage” is where authenticity may most readily lie while pre-
paring an online “front stage” performance.

4 In addition to parents, potential employers were most frequently referenced as the 
reason why Facebook profiles were kept “lite” and used to present an idealized 
professional self. As we discuss above, such references were concentrated among 
senior high school and undergraduate students.

5 The discourse of “having nothing to hide” has relatively recently emerged as a 
broad response to Edward Snowden’s revelations regarding U.S. governmental 
surveillance programs (see Daniel Sieradski’s Twitter site https://twitter.com/_
nothingtohide and critiqued by some observers; see also Shackford, June 12, 2013).
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Chapter 7

Gender, sexting, and the 
teenaged years

Introduction

The social landscape of youth includes a virtually endless online space where 
relationships, including friendships and romantic partnerships, are established 
and reinforced as well as broken (Lenhart, Smith, & Anderson, 2015; boyd, 
2014). Digital spaces, however, are too often permeated by misogyny and 
patriarchy, and structured by dominant and often archaic or repressive gender 
norms (Angrove, 2015; Bailey & Hanna, 2011; Bailey, Steeves, Burkell, & 
Regan, 2013; boyd, 2014). Bailey and Steeves’ (2015) interviews with female 
teens in Canada further illustrates how such spaces fail to challenge sexism 
and the oppression of women, as apparent in the age old double standard 
though which the actions of males versus females online are interpreted. 
Online, for example, male behaviors are constructed as “pranks” and normal-
ized, while females’ as “dramatic” and “slutty,” particularly when the behav-
ior takes the form of digital sexual expression known as “sexting” (Marwick 
& boyd, 2014; Ringrose, Harvey, Gill, & Livingstone, 2013).
 Lee and Crofts’ (2015) define sexting as “the digital production of sexually 
suggestive or explicit images and distribution by mobile phone messaging or 
through the internet on social network sites … extending it to the sending of 
sexually suggestive texts” (454). Practices that fall within the broad category 
of sexting include words and prompting that range in sexual suggestiveness as 
well as the sharing of digital nude or semi- nude images referred to as “nudes” 
or, if of male genitals, “dick pics.” Sexting, in all its forms, is common among 
youth and adults. In the United States, scholars studying the prevalence of 
sexting among youth suggest that anywhere between four and 19 to 40% of 
teens have sexted (Bailey & Hanna, 2011; Lenhart, 2009; Ringrose et al., 
2013), with upwards of 30% of youth having sent a “nude,” and 45% having 
received a “nude” (Englander, 2012). Similar statistics are not available in 
Canada, instead there is an “absence of reported Canadian cases in which 
sexting between minors has been prosecuted” (Bailey & Hanna, 2011: 408). 
Nevertheless, our current study supports that sexting is even more common 
than the four to 40% purported in the United States.
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 How gender ideals or conceptualizations are internalized, performed 
offline, or function to define the self remains understudied; specifically in the 
largely unpredictable online context of sexual explorations. In this chapter, 
we show that sexting and discourses around sexting are gendered, interlaced 
in gendered norms with patriarchal undertones, and are thus repressive for 
both male and female youth, albeit, arguably, to differing degrees. Yet, we 
also recognize that the sensations youth derive from sexting (e.g., anxiety, 
freedom) suggest sexting represents a form of gendered self- presentation and 
risk taking during processes of identity negotiation.
 Here we explore the attitudes and perceptions of youth related to cyber- 
risks involved with digital sexual expression. Specifically, we examine how 
perceptions and experiences are shaped by wider gender expectations reinfor-
cing differential consequences for female and male teens. While our findings 
reinforce existing qualitative research findings focused on both female teens 
views of cyber- risk and sexting (e.g., Bailey & Steeves, 2015) and deconstruc-
tions of cyber- safety campaigns directed at largely white, heterosexual, and 
middle- class females (Karaian, 2014), our sample also includes the voices of 
male teens. As such we offer a widened epistemological lens that seeks to 
advance knowledge about the gendered positionality of sexting, especially in 
the area of distribution of “dick pics.”

Gender, hegemonic masculinity, and risk

Although some youth engage in sexting, online landscapes continue to 
embody the “age- old double standard, where sexually active boys are admired 
and ‘rated,’ while sexually active girls are denigrated, shamed and despised as 
‘sluts’ ” (Ringrose, Livingstone, & Harvey, 2012: 12; see also Ringrose et al., 
2013). The “double standard” being that, traditionally, the behaviors of men 
are governed by different “rules” than those of women (Crawford & Popp, 
2003). The experiences and perceptions of teens involving sexting relate to 
this double standard and the concept of hegemonic masculinity. Although 
hegemonic masculinity remains a debated concept (see Connell, 1992, 1995; 
Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Hall, 2002; Jefferson, 2002; Messerschmidt, 
2012), using the term as conceptualized first by Connell (1995; see also Car-
rigan, Connell, & Lee, 1985) and then by Connell with Messerschmidt 
(2005), reveals the oppressive nature of gender constructs within the hierar-
chical (and oppressive) structure of gender relations. Ricciardelli, Maier, and 
Hannah- Moffat (2015: 494) explain that:

according to this definition, hegemonic masculinity is constructed in 
relation to, and occupies a position of superiority over, femininities and 
all other masculinities (see also Connell, 2002), legitimizing the hier-
archical structure of gender relations by ensuring that subordinate mascu-
linities are positioned at the bottom of the gender hierarchy.
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 Scholars focused on the gendered- risk nexus, particularly concerning 
females, show that “gendered understandings of risk produce new respons-
ibilities and patterns of action, as well as new strategies for the definition, 
control and neutralisation of risk” (Hannah- Moffat & O’Malley, 2007: 2; see 
also Stanko, 1997). Perhaps it is in this context, again reflecting the gendered 
double standard and seeming female oppressiveness in online spaces, that 
females online, not males, are thought to require greater surveillance and pro-
tection from sexual exploitation as they are positioned as “something inno-
cent, pure and at risk of contamination through active desire” (Ringrose et 
al., 2013, p. 307; see also Egan, 2013; Jackson & Cram, 2003; Tolman, 2012). 
As Milford (2015) argues, “too often, popular discourses neoliberally and 
patriarchally responsibilize girls and young women to self- protect against 
potential online risk, or recommend that they be protected through legislative 
initiatives, accepting online risk and gendered constraints as inevitable” (64). 
In these contexts, risks and opportunities are tethered to each other online, 
but also feature as significant for negotiation during adolescence in general 
(Livingstone, 2008).

Gendered risk and identity negotiating across 
private and public spaces

Research on adolescents has long targeted identity development, particularly 
as shaped through the formation of relationships with peers both on and 
offline (Harter, Stocker, & Robinson, 1996; Lerner & Steinberg, 2009). 
Given the two goals, of (1) developing a unique identity and (2) garnering 
acceptance from peers, permeate the everyday lives of adolescents, it is not 
surprising that online social network sites are particularly attractive for teens. 
Youthful self- exposure to cyberspace through webcams and video blogs high-
light the agentic and active ways youth are approaching risk through informa-
tion and communications technologies; indeed “exposing oneself can be 
connected to identity formation” and can be seen as “fun” (Koskela, 2006: 
172). Despite the vie for agency and self- determination, particularly in teens’ 
pursuit of self- discovery and intimacy, the lens of gender helps to illuminate 
structured inequalities between the experiences of males and females. Under-
standings of gender, masculinities, and femininities both inform and are 
shaped by online spaces. For instance, Bailey and Hanna (2011) report what 
they referred to as “certain gendered patterns” (11) across extant literature on 
sexting. They found that more females are likely to send sexts and report 
feeling pressured by a male to send nude or semi- nude images in comparison 
to males (see also Englander, 2012; Ringrose et al., 2012).
 With or without such pressures, for some youth sexting takes on a seductive 
quality that is rooted in the potentialities of experience and thrill of sexual 
exploration and attraction (Koskela, 2004). Traditional gender understandings, 
however, relegate explicit sexuality to the space of “masculinities,” which 
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further informs the “double standard” and may have repercussions for youth 
online. Nonetheless, sexting, between willing consenting individuals, is excit-
ing; the thrill being embedded in the emotional sensations underlying sexual 
attraction, possible intimacy, and sexual expression, as well as the processes of 
learning how to express sexual interest while achieving the desired gendered 
self- presentation (Hasinoff, 2012; Koskela, 2004; Lamb & Peterson, 2012). Yet 
the inevitable element of chance in sexting, the risk tied to not knowing how a 
sext will be received (i.e., if it will be kept, disclosed, or how the recipient will 
respond) are all part of navigating private and public spaces online. There is thus 
an inevitable element of identity formation for all persons of any gender.
 Youth are undeniably aware of the public versus private aspect of being 
online and the ability for the private to transcend into the public even within 
boundary work around sexting (boyd, 2008; Lenhart, 2009). Englander 
(2012), in her study of 617 college freshmen from a state university in Massa-
chusetts, showed that 13% of those who sexted reported problems because 
their photo was shown to their school peers. Moreover, despite youth being 
repeatedly taught that what happens with digital images once sent is outside 
of their control, nearly 75% of her participants who sexted believed their 
photograph was never seen by anyone other than the intended recipient. 
Youth, then, navigate sexual exploration and identity development as they 
choose to share “risky” images with a specific recipient – a thrilling and sen-
sation seeking behaviour – that is even more risky because of the potentiality 
for the private to become public and the trust and emotionality in relation-
ship seeking and intimacy building eschewed in such actions. As such we turn 
to explore how gendered expectations and the gendered double standard 
online shape experiences of sexting, especially in relation to gendered assump-
tions within public virtual (i.e., online) and physical (e.g., school) spaces, and 
the degree of deterrence versus enticement youth report towards sexting.
 It must be noted that in most U.S. states and all of Canada, youth less than 
18 years old can lawfully engage in consensual sex or sexual acts. Yet, despite a 
Supreme Court “personal use exemption” permitting consensual distribution of 
sexts in certain contexts in Canada (Sealy- Harrington & Menuz, June 2015), it 
remains a criminal offense (e.g., child pornography) for youth to photograph 
their sexual acts and possess, share, or distribute said photographs. Hasinoff 
(2012), speaking to legislation in the United States, explains: “all parties 
involved in explicit teen sexting are potentially child pornography offenders, 
whether they are victims, perpetrators, or consensual participants” (450; see also 
Poltash, 2013). Thus, it is in the content of digital sexual images that “inno-
cent” behaviors can become “criminal” and feelings of vulnerabilities can 
become dominant despite the intentions and the conditions under which such 
photos were first created. Bailey and Hanna (2011) advise that “in their own 
long- term self- interest, it would probably be prudent for teens to avoid captur-
ing and sharing with their partners widely distributable digital memorializations 
of their sexualized self- representations and sexual activities” (441).
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Sexting and the salient double standard

Today, whether or not youth choose to engage in sexting, there exists gen-
dered dimensions underpinning the norms governing perspectives, actions, 
and interpretations in online digital spaces – particularly in relation to sexting 
(Bailey & Hanna, 2011; Ringrose et al., 2013). Such norms include the afore-
mentioned double standard associated with free expression of sexuality, where 
girls are labeled and stigmatized as promiscuous while boys are emboldened 
and rewarded as “studs” (Bailey & Hanna, 2011; Crawford & Popp, 2003; 
Handyside & Ringrose, 2017). From a co- ed group of four teens from Cyber 
City, ages 17 and 18, Victoria explains that for female youth the consequences 
of sending nudes are concerning:

I think it’s more of a reputation type thing, I mean breasts themselves 
aren’t going to affect anything but it’s more of the reputation that they 
receive from like, “oh my tits are all over Snapchat, what do I do now.”

From the same group Frederick, a male age 18, further clarifies:

I think with girls usually, if a girl is known for sending out nude pictures, 
then people are going to think that she’s a slut or something like that, but 
if a guy sends it out, other people are going to think he’s weird, if he’s 
randomly sending it to somebody then people might think he’s weird, 
but if say a girl asks the guy for it and he sends it to her, then maybe his 
buddies are like “nice man,” that kind of thing.

These excerpts reveal the double standard and the associated slandering 
sexting can have on female youth. Of course, the negative stigma attached to 
being called a ‘slut’ greatly overshadows the neutered designation “weird” 
(see below for further discussion of the gendered use of “weird”). Our find-
ings here are consistent with those of a PEW Internet survey (Lenhart, 2009), 
for example, which also reveals that images of girls can result in the person 
depicted being judged, labeled, and her reputation slandered.
 In contrast to females sending nudes (often breasts), males are rarely chas-
tised for sending “dick pics”; rather, the response to such behavior often pro-
jects the axiom “boys will be boys.” For example, three 13-year- old females 
from Cyberville, describe receiving random “dick pics” from males:

Valerie: I feel guys just persuade the girls; that’s what I feel.
Kimberly: Girls they won’t even ask for any pictures to guys or anything and 

[boys]’ll just send you a picture one day.
interViewer: Do you guys ever get pictures?
Julia: I got one once.
Kimberly: Once.
Valerie: Me too I got it once.
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A group of five males, ages 15 and 17 from Cyber City, were asked their 
views about female peers’ experiences with sexting. Asked if sexting is “a 
regular thing girls your age are expecting or dealing with?” Shaun replies 
“some, it kind of depends on your reputation.” Deshawn agrees “yeah”; 
Bodie adds “if you’re going to send an image back, then probably.” The gen-
dered discourses here are striking. Our female groups describe male teens 
sending digital nudes as “random” occurrences, normalized and common 
place. However, both male and female teens speak about the reputation of 
females as determining if they receive nudes randomly or due to presumed 
promiscuity. Rather than laying claims of hegemonic or traditional notions of 
masculinity to the sending of “dick pics,” it must be recognized that there is 
nothing agentic or stoic about sending such images, thus such acts cannot be 
thought suggestive of hegemonic or traditional masculinities (Berger, Wallis, 
& Watson, 1995; Carrigan, Connell, & Lee, 1985; Connell, 1995; Nixon, 
2001). Although they do fall in line with notions of laddist masculinities (e.g., 
boyish variations of masculinities that favor types of risk taking, pranks, viol-
ence, the sexual objectification of women, and sport; see Nichols, 2016; Ric-
ciardelli, Clow, & White, 2010). Reflecting the gender double standard and 
seeming female oppressiveness, males who send “dick pics” are viewed as 
simply “boys being boys” – in essence “lads” – dealing with the hormonal 
changes of adolescence and the associated identity development that normal-
izes their sexual exploration (Chambers, Loon, & Tincknell, 2004; Deaton, 
2013; Weiss, 2009). Females, however, receive no such absolution. Instead, 
they are framed in wider societal responses to cyber- risk as requiring surveil-
lance and protection (Egan, 2013; Griffin, 1985; Jackson & Cram, 2003; 
Ringrose et al., 2013; Tolman, 2012). This discourse is also prevalent among 
our participants, such as one exchange between four females from Cyber 
City, ages 18 and 19:

Fiona: I’ve heard the phrase a lot that “guys will [be] guys,” so if a guy sends 
a dick pic, “boys will be boys,” but if a girl sends a nude, like everyone 
will …

Serena: She’s slut shamed.
Fiona: Yeah she’s slut shamed, everyone is like how can you put your body 

out like that, your body is like a holy temple and all of these things, but 
if a guy shows any sort of genital parts, then it’s like, they’re just like “oh 
but he’s just a boy.”

Serena: And if anything happens, say if that picture gets sent around, I don’t 
think the guy would really even care much almost, if they would, they 
would care, but if a girl’s photo gets sent around, that’s a way bigger deal than 
if a guy’s photo gets sent around. (added emphasis)

It is thus clear that well established offline norms regarding the gendered 
sexual  double standard retain saliency online for teens today. What aggrandizes 
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the impact of this hegemonic notion is the public permeability of online 
spaces; i.e., it acts to reinforce neoliberal notions of self- regulation and 
responsibilization online, but does so at a higher social valence level for 
females than males.

Gendered spaces: public versus private?

Although youth know that any texted or online communication intended as 
private has the potential to become public, this knowledge does not always 
impact their actions. Sexting is a form of risk taking with undefined but 
undeniable “riskiness.” For example, even among individuals in committed 
and trusting relationships, the temporality of relationships makes sexting risky 
due to potentially harmful consequences. Serena, aged 19 from Cyber City, 
articulates a dimension of this risk:

Personally what I’ve experienced, is with ex- boyfriends, it’s usually them 
asking you, begging you to send pictures of yourself, it’s never a volun-
tary, I’ve said “no” because of what I know now that they’re my ex- 
boyfriends and I hate them, they could do anything … if it [end]’s on a 
bad note, something terrible can happen and I’ve had that, I didn’t send 
this guy anything but he, but when I was breaking him with him, he was 
like “don’t break up with me or I’m going to exploit you” and stuff like 
that, this guy [who] apparently loved me yesterday is saying these things 
today and had I sent him a bunch of things, I’d be scared to death that he 
was going to do something.

Serena’s words reflect the coercive and exploitative aspects of pressure (here a 
form of blackmail) on females to send nudes, even within “consensual” rela-
tionships. The threat is emboldened by the gendered understanding that 
public exposure has potentially serious stigmatizing consequences for females.
 The threat of the potential for such images to be circulated extends beyond 
what is searchable online, as suggested by Ava, age 15 from Cyber City: “just 
because you Google your name and naked pictures don’t show up, doesn’t 
mean that there’s not stuff going around; anyone could have it.” This 
problem is rendered further complex when threats are made to “Photoshop” 
faces onto nude bodies and post these publicly, if a female does not “heed” 
the directive to send nude images of herself (Powell & Henry, 2017). The 
sharing of images intended to be private is difficult to manage for all youth, 
but the pressure on females to regulate their online activities is often higher. 
This pressure relates not only to immediate parties involved (e.g., a “dating 
couple”), but can readily transcend from the private to the public sphere, 
both online and offline. For instance, Valerie, age 13 from Cyberville, pro-
vides an example of how sexting was used for blackmailing and the wide-
spread offline impacts:
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I know one of my closest friends, a couple, just before Christmas actually 
got caught up with the police because, someone called and they told the 
police that one of my good friends is being blackmailed by a guy with 
pictures and then so the police here went in that guy’s phone and swiped 
all the pictures and there was a lot, there was a lot of pictures, cuz I just 
he was just blackmailing her, she just didn’t really think of anything, but 
then he was sending to his friends, so he [the police] went around six 
houses and erased all of it on their phones.

In the situation Valerie describes, not only did the blackmailed youth’s peer 
group see the digital images she sent, but likely also their parents, the police, 
and perhaps others during the investigative processes. Another permutation 
and added pressure on female teens comes from the affordances of the social 
network sites they use (i.e., the technological features that structure the limits 
of how users interact with online mediums; see Lanier, 2010). For instance, 
one such affordance, the “block” feature, can be used aggressively by males as 
a projection of power. A group of three 13-year- old females from Cyberville 
discussed this:

irene: Sometimes girls send photos and then the guys saves them and then 
when they break up, they kind of just.…

amelie: Send them.
irene: They float around … people get mean and start calling each other 

names.
interViewer: Oh, about the pictures?
irene: About the people.
amelie: They want you to do it, and then the boys want you to do it and 

then after they ask you for it, and soon as you’re done, they block you.
Greta: They block you.
amelie: And then you can just delete them and then send it around, and then 

the boyfriend will be like “gross” and all that, but he’s the one who 
wanted it done.

That teens as young as 13 speak of such experiences, detailing the specific 
features and context of relational aggression, is striking. It suggests that the 
pressures male peers place on female teens today starts at very young ages 
(perhaps younger than previous generations) and is engendered by all the 
complexities of social connection online (boyd, 2014; Livingstone, 2008).
 Consistent with Koskela’s (2006) situating of online youth perceptions and 
practices within the context of neoliberal self- governance and surveillance, 
our female participants repeatedly referred to responsibility lying with them-
selves to regulate their sexual expressions online. In response, some go so far 
to purport a form of what we refer to as “cyber- abstinence,” perhaps reflect-
ing the influence of school- based messages. For example, in response to 
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questions about how to handle the risks involved with sexting and using apps 
such as Snapchat, female participants responded “don’t send nudes” (Patricia, 
15, Cyberville), while others suggest “keep[ing] to yourself more” and to 
remember “you can’t trust people” (Mary, 16, Cyberville). The discourse 
these youth engage in resonates with broader societal messages directed at 
female teens to abstain from sexting or, more generally, posting anything that 
could brand them a ‘slut’ or deviant (Hasinoff, 2012; Karaian, 2012, 2014). 
Thus, there is much pressure on teens to monitor online presentations of self 
and to present a carefully crafted self, both in their interactions with peers 
online and if engaged in sexting. A crafted self refers to an online self- 
impression management strategy that requires both emotional management 
and balancing between disclosing too little or too much information online. 
Focus group discussions reveal a line between over and under- sharing and the 
timing of sharing that, although rarely clearly marked, has potentially detri-
mental repercussions for youth who cross the line – including social alien-
ation and hurt. Oversharing or sharing with poor timing can be as simple as 
sending an otherwise desired digital sexual image at an inappropriate time, 
“but if it’s 2 pm, I’m at a lecture, it’s a Wednesday, ‘what are you doing?’ ” 
( Janiya, age 18, Cyber City).
 What is also pronounced is the gendered nature in which the consequences 
facing female youth who “overshared” appear extensively grave. We see this 
in the example of males “blocking” the female sender after a nude is sent; but 
second, and arguably with wider impact, the non- consensual dissemination of 
one’s nude images online.
 What also comes across from our discussions is the unfortunate reality that 
personal self- management online, including whether one is successful in pre-
senting a well- crafted self, is only part of the picture. For instance, Lina, age 
17 from Cyberville, recalled a difficult situation with her boyfriend, who had 
much difficulty accepting that a “random” male sent her a photograph of his 
penis:

Having a boyfriend is way worse, you have a boyfriend, there’s this other 
guy trying to hit you up, and then you’ll open this in front of boyfriend, 
they’re like “why would they send you that out of the blue,” and 
then you’re in trouble, like “oh my god, it’s really bad, it’s actually 
really bad.”

Lina confirms that not all nudes received are welcomed, and each can be a 
source of interpersonal or relationship challenges. However, what determines 
who is humiliated by being the subject of a nude digital image, despite their 
gender or if they are the sender or receiver, is difficult to determine. Unargu-
ably however, a lack of control over the influence and impact of engaging 
with social media online is perhaps the overarching theme that runs across all 
of our focus group discussions. Indeed, 30 of our groups made 131 references 
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to not feeling in control of content they post, and how it is responded to and 
taken up. Of these references, 87 were made in all female groups, with only 
17 made in all male groups – the remaining 27 came from co- ed groups. 
However, the manner in which online spaces help to engender a collapse of 
social contexts (boyd, 2008) by obfuscating the boundaries of public and 
private is especially underscored for female teens, for whom public spaces are 
still largely hostile. The differentially gendered stakes of having a public 
online life are also raised in debates over the male distribution of “dick pics.” 
In this final substantive section, we explore these debates in further detail, 
examining the particular question of the “awareness contexts” of males when 
sending “dick pics,” and once again reinforcing the notion of lower stakes 
involved for males than females.

Debating “dick pics”: gendered conceptions and 
consequences

Hegemonic gender norms permeated the discussions around sexting in 
general, evident in the afore- described “double standards.” This became 
acutely evident in discussions over males distributing images of their penis to 
other females, including partners but also others networked socially online. 
The responses among females to questions about what motivates males to 
send “dick pics” is striking, as evidenced during one discussion among 
17-year- old female youths from Cyberville:

interViewer: And do you think it’s the same though for boys and girls, cuz 
you said boys send the pictures and they don’t care, but girls obviously 
send them too (Rebecca and Carolyn reply affirmatively). But do you 
think it’s a different context, like they think something different is going 
to come of it?

tamara: Well I think when a girl sends a picture, she’ll like, “oh I like this 
dude, I think he likes me back, I’m going to send him a picture of my 
boobs, hopefully he’ll like me more,” but a dude is like, “oh I like my 
penis, I’m going to send it to this girl, hopefully she’ll like it too, and 
hop on it.”

rebeCCa: And send it to 20 girls at once and hope they don’t notice.

This excerpt shows a variety of the gendered components that underpin the 
sharing of digital images, including how some female teens report getting fre-
quently asked to send nudes in return for an unsolicited nude they received 
or friends that had all received the same “dick pic” from some male youth 
hopeful that someone would respond with a nude in- kind. The notion that a 
seemingly intimate message is sent to multiple people at once in an effort to 
increase their odds of a reply hampers the sentiment that nude digital images 
represent a precursor for increased attraction and intimacy in relationships. 
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Here too males are represented from our female groups as rather unconcerned 
about the public dissemination of their nudes. In contrast, such public dis-
semination has potentially serious psychosocial consequences for females. It is 
thus telling that cyber- safety programs directed at responsibilizing teens about 
sexting are primarily pitched to females (Bailey & Steeves, 2013; Hasinoff, 
2012; Karaian, 2014).
 The sending and receiving of “dick pics,” moreover, is rather normalized 
and is not thought damaging to a male youth’s reputation, scandalous, nor 
indicative of moral inaptitude. Instead, male photographs of their “junk” are 
readily laughed at by some of our female teens, once received, because they 
are indifferent to the imagery. Janiya reflects:

I mean me and my friends, this sounds so terrible, but, me and my friends 
we were, we had a carpool crew, and there was me and my five best 
friends throughout all of high school. We joked that we were, cuz it was 
just a frequent thing, where at the end of grade 12, as a grad gift, I’m making 
a scrapbook and the covers gonna be a collage of all the dick pics we got 
in the last three years, and we did it, this beautiful, bound collaged dick 
pic collection. So it becomes a funny thing, I found no one takes it seriously. 
When people do that, no one’s like, “oh look at you,” it’s more like you 
show your friends and you laugh about it, which is kind of terrible, but 
it’s like “you shouldn’t have sent me that.”

(Added emphases)

In a different group, 19-year- old Carmen from Cyber City also explains that 
a lot of her female friends:

have got dick pics and stuff, and every single time they do, they gather 
together as a group as girls and they laugh at that shit … so I can honestly 
say, if you get a dick pic from some random person, zero out of 10 times, 
is that girl saying “oh shit, I’m going to go have sex with that guy.”

The idea of creating a scrapbook of “dick pics” evidences just how normal-
ized and commonplace the sexting of male penises has become for many 
female teens – a fact resonating with the predominant patriarchal undertones 
in online and offline society.
 Few of our female participants openly admitted to sending nudes but nearly 
all females discussed receiving “dick pics” (or knowing friends who have 
received them) – often unwanted – and other sexually suggestive messages. In 
Cyberville, a group of three females, age 17 from Cyberville, responded casu-
ally when asked if they received “dick pics and all that kind of stuff too?”

lina: Unwanted ones, random ones.
ally: I get them all the time …
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Zoey: You don’t even want it.
ally: I don’t like it … not even a hello, just a picture.
lina: Just send it, you’ll open it and it’ll be oh, “we’re eating supper with 

my mom or something.”
ally: They don’t care where you are.
Zoey: It doesn’t make sense, it’s way more boys than girls sending nudes. (added 

emphases)

The encroachment into public space (here a family meal) is evident as well, 
emboldening the argument that public spaces are safer for males. This 
exchange also raises the important question of whether females are experi-
encing unacknowledged trauma, to one degree or another, when they dismiss 
receiving images of male penises with shared laughter. Making a scrapbook of 
unsolicited “dick pics” is surely a form of “shallow resistance,” but this does 
not temper the wider onslaught that occurs whereby each unsolicited nude 
received is not only a chargeable offence but an assault in the literal sense.
 It is very clear that male teens engage in such activity since they may fear 
no long- term consequences. Unlike female youth (see Ringrose et al., 2013), 
male youth do not seem to be attacked morally for sending a nude picture. 
This is reinforced when groups are asked whether or not males are taking any 
of this seriously. In response this question, Janiya recalls “I’ve had guys that 
are like, ‘what do you mean you showed your friends?’ I’m like ‘well you 
sent it to me, it’s public property, once its online you can’t control it 
anymore.’ ” Anna, age 19 in the same group as Janiya, agrees, elaborating:

I always think, if I didn’t ask for it, anyone’s allowed to see it. If I was 
struck one evening, like man “that’s what I want right now,” then I’m 
not going to show it to anyone, but it’s again, if it’s afternoon on the 
Thursday, the weekday and someone sends me that, I’m going to show it 
to everyone, we’re going to laugh about it, it’s so stupid.

These female teens’ response to the idea of a male not appreciating the 
sharing of his digital image, dismissing male authority over control of public 
space, seems to be direct resistance to the gendering of public space we have 
thus far highlighted. It suggests that when a male youth chooses to send a 
nude self- image that is not solicited, it is “fair game” to share the image 
without concern. This resistance may also be characterized as shallow: 
unlikely to change the wider discursive dynamics around public spaces and 
responsibilization. These responses also reveal both a stance forged in opposi-
tion to wider contexts experienced as obdurate and a new interpretation of 
the “double standard.”
 Also problematic is that such a response is, in essence, emotionally cold, 
insensitive, and reduces male youth to be unable to share their feelings about 
these experiences. Thus, not only is how female youth reacted to receiving 
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“dick pics” thought problematic – a form of victim blaming where a female is 
held responsible for her own violated reaction to receiving an unsolicited 
image – but the fact that males too can be affected by pressures to sext is dis-
counted. Because emotional responses are culturally read as emasculating, 
male youth may feel unable to express reactions that are not consistent with 
gendered norms. Victoria, age 17 from Cyber City explained that with “guys 
there’s also a humiliation factor [when he sends a picture of his penis].” 
Experiencing shame or disinterest in sexting may leave a male youth poten-
tially vulnerable in their identity negotiation, as they are thought to stray 
from gender norms. In consequence, a seeming necessity to pressure female 
youth to sext is artificially heightened, even endorsed, because of this tradi-
tional barrier to forthright sexual expression that informs gendered processes 
of socialization. Perhaps, then, the persisting gendered double standard and 
patriarchal contexts mediating sexual- risk experiences online encourages 
researchers to focus on the “digital citizenship” of female teens in particular 
(e.g., Bailey & Steeves, 2015). Although the double standard persists, and it 
may be normalized and commonplace for males to send “dick pics,” research-
ers in the area have yet to unpack how male teens actually feel about the 
sending and sharing of such images. Without knowledge of males’ stand-
points, it may be assumed that they are indifferent to and collude with wider 
hegemonically reinforced behaviors.
 Assuming all males are uniformly indifferent furthers traditional, largely 
stereotypical, understandings of males as emotionally indifferent and aggres-
sively sexualized individuals (Connell, 1992, 1995). Our research provides a 
glimpse of male perspectives through responses to particular questions asked 
during focus group discussions, though our findings here remain necessarily 
tentative. Still, some males in our sample did express some regret over sending 
“dick pics.” Ironically, their statements evidenced the relatively lighter 
penalty attached for such transgression. Admitting to having sent “dick pics” 
to females in the past, Frederick offers:

I know personally me, some of my friends have bugged me about it, for 
doing that, cuz they found out about it, and they started bugging me 
about it, cuz they think it’s weird for guys to do it, but not for girls to do 
it, right so, I think there’s that part to it.

Although Frederick reports that his friends “bugged” him about sending the 
photograph, unlike females, he did not confess to feeling shamed or having 
his reputation deeply affected because of his actions; nor did he report 
concern about the image being shared widely. Frederick’s use of the less 
overtly gendered descriptor “weird” may seem an odd word choice to refer 
to the male distribution of “dick pics” – it suggests the male is straying from 
gendered norms. The adjective recalls the gender double standard, where 
females who sext must endure much harsher adjectives describing their 
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actions and their identities. Overall, his experiences are more focused on 
being teased than wider, caustic and degrading consequences. Our discussions 
with females corroborated the idea that males find it easier to ‘brush off ’ 
shame related to sending “dick pics.” Rebecca discloses:

I feel when you’re one of the guys it’s easier to brush stuff off. That’s not 
saying guys don’t put up a front and they actually take it to heart, cuz 
they probably do, but girls I find take it a lot; they’ll actually cry about it, 
guys probably just be upset obviously, but brush it in front of other 
people. Girls would probably cry if something happened to them.

The overwhelming pressure on female teens, the regularity of being assaulted 
with unsolicited “dick pics,” and the dismissal of their right to consensual 
digital sexual expression is obviated from our focus group discussions. What is 
also apparent is that male teens seem to be completely unaware (the more 
reflective comments came from older teens on the cusp of young adulthood) 
of how females are experiencing receiving unwanted images. Combined with 
the reported threats of “revenge porn,” the contexts of impunity within 
which males engage seem self- evident. To this end, we now turn to consider 
the various sources, such as school cyber- safety programs, that may be 
helping, albeit unintentionally, to reinforce this hegemonic, gendered 
landscape.

Gendered online “safety” messages

When asked questions about the types of messages they have received about 
sexting and cyber- safety, participants discussed experiences related to their 
schools. Discussions here reveal that messages about cyber- risk and safety, 
including sexting, are largely concentrated in middle school and junior high 
school. Programs delivered, however, were described as reactive (e.g., in 
response to an incident) efforts – rather than proactive. Notable, however, 
the messages they received are gendered, in that participants reflected on 
more time and emphasis being spent speaking to female youth rather than 
male youth about the repercussions of “sexting.” For example, a group of 
three 17-year- old female students from Cyberville recalled a “big sexting” 
presentation that occurred the previous year. The presentation was related to 
an incident with male students sending “nudes to each other” (Lina). In 
response, the school issued talks, Zoey recalls, involving the separation of 
male and female students. Zoey argues that the school “waited for it to 
happen, to have the information when it was too late.” Lina agrees: “they 
gotta wait for something to happen, then [they] can do something about it.” 
By high school, the group reports, relatively serious incidents involving rela-
tional aggression may “trigger” mandatory talks, but these are perceived to be 
largely ad hoc reactive responses and directed at females. “It’s not very 
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balanced,” concludes Ally. Another group of female students, aged 15 and 17 
from the same high school, raised the same issue. Naya: “it’s like someone 
takes a [nude] picture and sends it and that goes around the school and then 
two days later there’s a presentation.” Patricia adds, significantly: “Yeah like 
every girl gets a talking to or like, and then it’s just a presentation for the whole 
school” (emphasis added). Like Karaian’s (2014) research examining the 
various cyber- based campaigns directed at teens, our participants provide 
evidence for a gendered underpinning to online risk, as females and not males 
are “talked to” about being responsible online.
 Reflecting on received messages about online safety, Cyber City teens also 
consider the cyber- safety programming offered in their schools to be fre-
quently gender biased; in essence perpetuating patriarchal and oppressive 
gender discourses and dichotomies. For instance, from a group of five females 
who have attended school together for a number of years, Judy (aged 15) 
recalls “one time in junior high school, they split up girls and guys and they 
gave separate conversations.” Janelle (aged 16) jumps in, adding

but the girls’ conversations were a lot longer than the boys. The girls’ was 
maybe two and a half periods and the boys was one period long, and … 
it’s basically the same things but they just gave a longer speech to the girls 
of like, “well you better act like this and that.”

(Added emphasis)

Underpinning the patriarchal assumption that female youth require more 
“talking to” than male, Janelle’s words also indicate the emphasis placed on 
female responsibilization, which is problematic for two central reasons: it 
(1) forces females to be embedded in discourses that promote powerlessness 
and suggests that female youth lack agency (and decision making capacities) 
due to their innate “innocence,” and (2) trivializes male experiences thus 
forcing males to suffer in silence or risk violating the norms of socialized mas-
culinities (Connell 1995). To this end, another example comes from Yasmin, 
an 18-year- old undergraduate student from Cyber City. Reflecting on cyber- 
safety talks in junior high school, she recalls “it was just generally presented to 
the class, but you could tell it was directed more to the female students.” This 
applied especially regarding messages about sexting:

Well in my experience, whenever you hear don’t take nudes, it would also 
be the example of the girl sending the nude to the guy and he was sharing 
it with his friends, it was never talked about with girls getting dick pics.

Pedersen (2013) argues that if the focus is on the safety of females online, the 
underlying message is that the behaviors of males online do “not need safe-
guards” (404). However, despite this message, she found “boys are at least as 
at risk of cyberbullying than girls” (416). The gendered ways in which sexting 
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is approached is notable in the prior excerpts, especially in terms of how inci-
dences of sexting are handled in high schools.
 Our participants reveal the importance of not partitioning messages by 
gender, but also addressed an issue that to our knowledge is not on the radar 
of educational programs in junior high or other grade levels: the ethics, 
impact and potential criminal charges that may apply for males distributing 
‘dick picks’ to female students. Yasmin elaborates: “when I was in junior high 
we never, it was never talked about with girls receiving nudes, it was always 
the other way around.” The youth in our sample referred to cases of school- 
based sexting incidents and school administration’s very gendered responses 
to sexting scandals. Ironically, based on our discussions, the sending of male 
nudes is both common place and normalized, yet ignored in programming 
and talks. Such talks have the potential to have a greater impact if these gen-
dered dynamics are given greater consideration, as well as what is often in the 
blind spot: male practices of sending and receiving nudes.

Discussion

Englander (2012), echoing the general public, posited “what on Earth are 
they thinking?” (5) in reference to youth sending sexually suggestive messages 
or images. She quite fittingly suggests youth engage in sexting because “what 
they often seem to be thinking about is their relationships” (5) – and, we 
would add, the associated thrill of growing intimacy and closeness. Consistent 
with the privacy mindsets frequently held by teens (see Chapter 6), not 
participating in sexting may leave a teen feeling left out, disengaged from 
peers or vulnerable in a relationship, which creates pressures to sext. boyd 
(2014) argues that teens are not so much addicted to social media as they are 
to each other, particularly given parental restrictions and highly scheduled 
lives that limit their time spent together. Teens, she suggests, seek opportun-
ities to connect with peers without being subject to adult surveillance, and to 
create spaces in which they have the agency to employ identity and authen-
ticity work free from adult intervention (boyd, 2014). She considers teens to 
be in a desperate grab for access to the social world that adults have readily 
available to them and frequently take for granted.
 Overall, our findings indicate that, rather than empowering female youth 
through self- expression, gender inequities underpin the double standard that 
permeates online sexual expression and functions on multiple levels. Likewise, 
online sexual expression appears infused in shaming, and reputation slander-
ing (see also Milford, 2015). Much of the progress made, then, with second- 
wave feminism, such as the movement of reclaiming the self- objectification 
of women to signify their sexual liberation and self- value as persons (see Gill, 
2007), is unraveling in the online world, or has never applied there at all.
 Consistent with our findings, researchers who have conducted focus group 
on teen interpretations document that discussions of sexting reveal a range of 
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responses, from those who consider it promiscuous or too risky to “no big 
deal” (e.g., Lenhart, 2009). Suggestively, our participants’ remarks reinforce 
long term sexual and gender norms disincentivizing any sexual expression 
among girls and young women (though see Crofts, Lee, McGovern, & 
Milivojevic, 2015). In this context, we also advance existing studies of female 
teenagers’ experiences of sexting, by including the voices of young males – 
whose voices are sometimes neglected in such inquiries – as we explored 
their own responses to sexting, its gendered nature, and their own ostensible 
culpability in perpetuating the victimization of their female peers. While 
there is some evidence of older male teens offering reflections and a degree of 
empathy regarding the negative impact of sending unsolicited sexts to females, 
it is telling that we find no evidence of serious cogitation among our male 
participants regarding the long- lasting and caustic impact upon females in 
their peer group.
 From our focus group discussions, it is clear that sexting is normalized, 
particularly “dick pics” sent non- consensually to female teens, and that female 
teens face much greater pressure to regulate their public spheres than males, 
based on starker consequences: a gendered double standard rooted in patri-
archy and potential serious stigmatization. Moreover, it is significant to note 
that the more extreme outcomes of criminal acts such as “revenge porn” have 
resulted in teen suicidal ideation and death by suicide (e.g., Gillis, April 10, 
2013; Grenoble, November 10, 2012). Although few circumstances become 
this grave, everyday online activities are overshadowed with misogyny and 
sexualized pressures. That some female participants “laugh at” the sexts they 
receive from males is, we argue, a form of resistance against this structured and 
iniquitous context. Yet this resistance remains shallow or delimited, as it indi-
cates individualized responses which bear little impact on the wider “rape 
culture” still apparent in society and online (Rentschler, 2014). Moreover it 
suggests that there is something abnormal about any male who is negatively 
affected by such responses. A number of participants pointed to a lack of 
support in their school environment – where they often grapple most with 
such issues. Messages about sexting, we found, must be directed just as wholly 
to males as females within schools in order to reinforce that males too can feel 
shamed or harmed by the realities of sending and receiving of nude digital 
images. Discourses that emerged organically during focus group discussions 
placed responsibility to not sext almost exclusively on the female youth. The 
underlying naïve trust among youth may explain why some sext in the first 
place, albeit giving in to pressures from soliciting peers or romantic interests or 
for other personal reasons (e.g., relationship building). Of course, female youth 
are thought to require “protection” and “surveillance,” but not from receiving 
dick pics from a male friend, acquaintance, peer, or romantic partner which is 
normalized, but instead from their potential to share personal “nudes.”
 Perhaps it is within processes of socialization informing self- discovery 
and identity construction that youth may engage in risky online acts of 
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sexual exploration (i.e., sexting), virtual sexual experimentation, seek sensa-
tions, or act in ways thought to encourage peer group acceptance or 
intimacy with select persons. Yet, with or without pressures to sext, the 
moral and legal repercussions that follow such behaviors and the fact that 
male engagement in digital sexual expression tends to be normalized and 
“acceptable” cannot be denied (Albury, Funnell, & Noonan, July 2010; 
Ringrose et al., 2013).
 Overall among youth sexting, either direct participation in or indirect 
exposure to sexting or its consequences forces engagement in gendered iden-
tity negotiation in the public or private sphere and lessons in self- presentation. 
Neoliberal responses to sexting are insufficient as they present solutions based 
on individual responses to atomistic circumstances, instead of a broader socio-
logical topography of digital sexual expression that includes considerations of 
its enticements and gendered consequences. Our research begins to highlight 
the voices of both male and female teens in hopes their lived experiences can 
inform policy development. We confirm that gendered expectations and a 
double standard shape experiences of sexting, especially in relation to gen-
dered assumptions within public spaces and the relatively little deterrence 
given the ‘low stakes’ for male youth who send non- consensual sexual 
content to female youth.
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Chapter 8

Policies, practices, and concluding 
thoughts

In this book, we have addressed an array of topics related to youth and cyber- 
risk that range from the anxieties tied to the fear of missing out (FOMO), 
cyberbullying, hacking, and sexting, to discussions centered on attitudes 
towards and experiences of privacy and surveillance. Our qualitative research 
– focus group discussions with teens about their attitudes and experiences 
online, dealing with cyber- risks, and how they respond to the messages they 
receive from authorities regarding how to manage cyber- risk – contributes to 
knowledge from the perspective of teens, in their own words. Too often 
assumptions of cyber- risk are mapped on and projected towards teens – 
assumptions that often miss the mark. Yes, cyberbullying continues to be an 
issue, and yes, sexting, connected to wider concerns over privacy manage-
ment, continues to bring focus to the anxieties teens grapple with on a daily 
basis. Here we illuminate the various ways teens are interpreting such risks. 
Doing so reveals a patterning of responses influenced by key sociological vari-
ables such as gender, age, and whether one lives in an urban or rural region.
 In this concluding chapter, we aim to fulfill two interrelated objectives: 
first, we review key findings and theoretical implications explicated in this 
book based on our 35 focus groups with 115 Canadian teens. Second, reflect-
ing on our findings and the general themes highlighted in the previous chap-
ters, we examine the various policy implications of our findings which bear 
relevance for parents, educators, and the non- profit sector, as well as teens 
themselves for recognizing and managing online realities. Here, we turn anew 
to the words of our participants during focus group discussions, especially as 
our groups were all asked if they had any advice to offer other youth and 
adults. We draw from their responses, as well as our own theoretical and soci-
ological framing of our findings, to inform those interested in addressing 
youth safety online and how to best approach areas of risk which are often 
perceived as sensitive and volatile. Our aim here is to set aside academic 
debates – although they will continue to inform our arguments – and bring 
to the fore practical outcomes of our study that can help foster trusting rela-
tionships and open lines of communication between teens and concerned 
adults. Finally, we turn to suggested areas for future researchers to continue 
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to examine; putting forth areas of study that are only emerging, such as 
“digital self- harm” among teens and restorative justice in schools in relation 
to cyber- bullying, as well the need to accumulate the standpoints of parents, 
educators, and other stakeholders in the wider project of online safety 
governance.

Social connection, addiction, and the fear of 
missing out

There are clearly many enticements and positive features of going online, 
especially on social network sites (SNS). Social connection is a prevalent 
theme across all of our discussions with teens. Online is the primary medium of 
interaction for teens. It is where they discover who they are; explore their 
emerging identities, seek friendship, and, especially, reinforce established 
offline friendship networks. Online is also where contestation, discord and 
more aggressive and illicit interactions take place. In this book, we have high-
lighted both the opportunities and benefits of going online, namely social 
connection, as well as some of the risks associated with these opportunities 
(see Chapter 3).
 Sensationalistic media coverage of the more serious – and exceptional – 
cases of online abuse, assault, criminal stalking, and harassment, resulting in 
self- harm and suicide in some cases, helps to fuel existing anxieties (e.g., over 
technology, youth, sexuality) that promote moral panics and, linked to these 
panics, disproportionate regulatory responses (boyd, 2014; Cassell & Cramer, 
2008; Goode & Ben- Yehuda, 2009; Marker, 2011). Some youth, perhaps 
somewhat in consequence, are at relatively higher levels of risk than others 
regarding their online activities. A 2008 survey highlighted by boyd (2014) of 
a representative sample of U.S. teens found a minority (15%) of youth experi-
enced sexual or physical abuse or parental conflict. This minority had signifi-
cantly more problems both online and offline than others in the sample. 
Those facing serious problems in their offline lives are more likely to go 
online to seek attention from people met online, and in so doing their prob-
lems may be rendered more visible and subject to the permanency and 
searchability accorded to content posted to SNS (boyd, 2014; see Chapter 1). 
Teens who are at greater overall risk compared to their peers, for a myriad of 
reasons, are likely already facing other problems in their lives such as drug and 
alcohol abuse and problems with their families and/or at school. In other 
words, teens who are most at- risk offline tend to be those who face more 
serious problems when they go online.
 In Chapter 3 we explicated the “flip side” of going online for social con-
nection, including the constant negative social comparison and search for 
social acceptance, which leads to a fear of missing out. These risks are far 
more ubiquitous and impactful for teens than the risks often highlighted in 
sensationalistic media reports (e.g., rather rare occurrences attributable to 
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stranger danger from sexual predators online). However, these risks seem to 
be relatively unacknowledged by teens, at least directly. Moral panics some-
times draw from the argument that teens are addicted to the various tech-
nologies they use. Our discussions revealed that the FOMO, searching for 
social acceptance and constant negative social comparison online are drivers 
of what appears to be addiction to technology per se. Our findings high-
lighted how the FOMO and the search for social acceptance plays into a 
constant negative comparison that may potentially lead to elevated levels of 
anxiety experienced in everyday life. Moreover, the identification of these 
risks rests with our own thematic analysis of focus group discussions – they 
are conclusions drawn by researchers – rather than identified explicitly by 
teens themselves.
 Our discussions revealed certain demographic patterns regarding social 
connection. Females in Cyber City made the most references to social con-
nection. This may indicate pressure on female teens to seek social connection 
– and thus approval and comparison – online, with female teens living in 
rural regions having “smaller, more interconnected offline networks,” facilit-
ating the “primary importance” of “offline relationships” (Burkell & Saginur, 
2015: 145). However, as our research is qualitative in nature, geared to 
honing details of focus group discussions, we would caution against conclud-
ing that social connection ‘matters more’ to female teens than males. As we 
show throughout this book, male and female standpoints are heavily influ-
enced by gender norms (West & Zimmerman, 1987). As we note in Chapter 
3, when pressed some male groups admitted to being concerned over things 
like having “drunk party pics” posted about them online and losing their 
privacy, and potentially their reputation, in the process. This suggests a per-
sistent influence of hegemonic masculinities on how cyber- risk is both 
experienced and interpreted (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Messer-
schmidt, 2012; see especially Chapter 7 on sexting).
 Being online has been tied to both positive and negative outcomes. Some 
scholars have shown, through their research, the positive side to technology 
usage and being online which includes increased feelings of social support 
that create a sense of connectedness with others, improve social group affili-
ation and self- concept clarity, or even a feeling of civil responsibility 
(Bannon, McGlynn, McKenzie, & Quayle, 2015; Davis, 2013; Thurlow & 
Bell, 2009). Yet it is debatable whether being online increases, decreases or 
has created a new form of loneliness. On one side, for example, Sherry 
Turkle (2017) suggested that “we are increasingly connected to each other 
but oddly more alone” “np,” while Livingstone and Sefton- Green (2016) 
instead argued that young people and their parents do “have time for each 
other” despite the time spent online (165).1 The teens in our sample also 
offered insight into the negative and positive aspects of what it means to be 
online, here offering advice to other youth regarding online addiction and 
social connection:
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I’d say minimize your use.… Social media does help you stay connected, 
make friends and stuff … and then sometimes you really do need it to 
like, not be out of the loop I guess and then maintain contact with your 
friends; but the internet is filled with highs and lows, and you don’t need 
to be 13, in puberty with your raging hormones and then you see one 
bad thing on the internet, that just takes you a minute to read but it ruins 
the next eight hours of your day … so especially when you’re emotion-
ally developing, you don’t need to be going through all that as well.

(Carmen, age 19, Cyber City)

Carmen’s advice is twofold: spend less time online and, especially for younger 
teens, not to internalize negative encounters with peers to the extent that it 
starts to negatively impact everyday life, both offline and online.
 Related to wider concerns about internet “addiction,” researchers have 
also drawn attention to how the use of social media has changed lifestyle 
behaviors and, in some cases, may impact young people’s well- being (Smahel, 
Wright, & Cernikova, 2015). Researchers concerned with how being online 
has impacted youth health around the world have confirmed that the internet 
has brought about negative effects on youth’s physical, psychological, emo-
tional, and social health and well- being, including changes in morality (Abbasi 
& Manawar, 2011). From an international perspective, and with participants 
ranging in age from children to university students, researchers have associ-
ated the overuse of the internet, including social media use, with sleep depri-
vation, obesity, anxiety, and decreased physical activity. In terms of physical 
health, for example, Chahal, Fung, Kuhle, and Veugelers (2013) found that 
increased social media usage and internet overuse is associated with shortened 
sleep duration, while Kim and colleagues (2010) associated it with decreased 
physical activities. Other negative physical effects from being online include 
headaches and eyestrain (Smahel et al., 2015). Discussing outcomes of social 
media on mental health and well- being, researchers have tied SNS use to 
aggression, depression, addiction to the internet, emotional instability, iden-
tity challenges, being violated, bullied or victimized online, self- harming 
behaviour, and even suicidal ideation (Aboujaoude, 2010; Cheung & Wong, 
2011; Ko, Yen, Liu, Huang, & Yen, 2009; Marchant et al., 2017; Smahel et 
al., 2015).
 Some scholars, however, have tied SNS use – among both adults and teens 
– to positive psychological outcomes, including enhanced self- esteem and 
well- being (given positive feedback from friendship networks), sense of social 
support, community, and life- satisfaction, and increased social capital (Ellison, 
Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007; Oh, Ozkaya, & LaRose, 2014; Valkenburg, Peter, 
& Schouten, 2006). boyd (2014) helps to contextualize wider concerns for 
youth internet addiction, arguing that “there is no doubt that some youth 
develop an unhealthy relationship with technology. For some, an obsession 
with gaming or social media can wreak havoc on their lives, affecting school 
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performance and stunting emotional development” (78). However, boyd also 
recognizes that the language of “pathology” and “addiction” suggests that 
youth have no agency, no control over their impulses, and cannot manage 
their priories; instead, only technologies determine outcomes – not the 
person (see also Chapter 3). As became evident across our focus groups, all 
youth will at some point and likely repeatedly struggle at different times with 
how to respond to unwelcome or unsolicited texts or posts – particularly if 
they are the subject of the postings – alongside the need to manage their 
emotional and personal reactions, both on and offline. Also evident from our 
research, is the fact that much of the driving force behind the FOMO, need 
for social approval and “addictive” behavior online is based on the projected 
audience of offline peer networks. Understanding this context is critical to 
informing policies and practices based on productive conversations, trusting 
relationships, and open communication with parents and others in positions 
of authority, who are most likely to be approached by youth and are thus 
well positioned to guide youth in how best to navigate the online world in a 
safe and comfortable way. The challenge, of course, remains how to instill a 
strong sense of agency to explore and establish social connection while medi-
ating the risks inherent to being online. Understanding that youth are most 
concerned about other youth in their immediate peer networks (usually at 
school) is essential in properly situating appropriate responses. We turn next 
to an area which complicates this response: the appropriateness of monitoring 
teens’ activities online.

“Tough love”? Monitoring and surveillance of 
teens in cyberspace

In Chapter 4, we highlighted two trends regarding teens’ attitudes towards 
the surveillance of their activities online. First, they expressed a general 
acceptance for school- based surveillance of students’ online activities, which 
we argue indicates an emerging acquiescence and internalization of panoptic 
hegemony, as part of a wider neoliberal framework of self- responsibilization 
and self- governance. We define panoptic hegemony as both the ubiquitous 
presence and, more significantly, the wider expectation for surveillance. While 
using social media we expect to be watched and, in many respects, expect to 
be able to watch others (Calvert, 2000). Second, while generally accepting of 
the pragmatics of school- based surveillance to help instill an environment of 
safety and security, our participants were far more critical of the approach 
parents take when it comes to mediating their online activities.
 Our participants often supported active surveillance in schools; some 
expressing great confidence in the widespread surveillance powers of 
educators. When asked for advice about how schools can better manage 
online risk, some suggested ramping up efforts at surveillance to reinforce licit 
behavior of students on and offline, at least while on school grounds. 
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Christine, age 19 from Cyber City, makes this point, alluding to a “zero tol-
erance” approach to issues such as cyberbullying:

I would like to see schools implementing a very strict no tolerance and 
maybe monitoring … like full scale perimeter, but if there’s computers 
on, the school computers, monitoring what is being sent on the school 
computers, because there are privacy issues with them monitoring your 
cell phone, but the minute that you’re on a school computer, you’re 
technically complying to [the school] accessing your information. And so 
I think that’s the same that should happen … be like, if you’re on Wi- Fi, 
you’re following our rules, and they have a right to search you in that 
sense. So I think, they just really need to step up in the sense, it’s not one 
of the things you brush off to the side, and you don’t get police to come 
when it’s already an issue; so I think like for schools, they need to create 
a policy and then, law enforcement needs to like figure out a better 
system of how to check like, maybe hire trackers.

Christine’s statement is certainly one of the more forcefully put endorsements 
of surveillance, but it is also important to note how she pitches surveillance as 
a preventative measure – a deterrent – against illicit online activities and rela-
tional aggression; one that would help remove the need for reactive law 
enforcement responses. As we discuss in Chapter 4, it is highly unlikely that 
most schools have the sort of panoptic power that Christine suggests in place. 
However, some researchers have found that some Canadian schools do place 
efforts into tracking student activities outside of the classroom, such as what 
they post online (Steeves, 2010). Steeves (2010) also found some schools have 
punished students for posting illicit content online, such as one case where a 
student posted anti- Semitic remarks, even though this was done after school 
hours and through an online platform not related to the school.
 Whether or not schools are investing heavily on surveillance technologies, 
for our participants the expectation of being watched – of panoptic hegemony – 
is notable and may help inform best practices for schools aiming to gear policies 
regarding technology use in the classroom. This is not to suggest that our parti-
cipants felt teachers could always effectively monitor students in the classroom. 
A we highlight in Chapter 4, many of our participants verged on mocking 
teachers’ efforts to restrict technology in the classroom, pointing to variable 
application of policies at the level of the school board and/or the classroom. 
Evident from our discussions, teens are active in their consideration of these 
issues and do often “push back” against dominant narratives regarding cyber- risk 
and cyber- safety. Some expressed ingenuity in terms of hiding their use of cell 
phones and other devices in the class. Similarly, Hope (2005) found “that stu-
dents hide their online activities from teachers by physically shielding the screen 
and deleting histories; they also use the computer to put the teacher under surveillance” 
(quoted in Steeves, Milford, & Butts, March 2010: 15; emphasis added).
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 This agency was also evident during discussions centered on parental medi-
ation of children’s online activities. Steeves and Webster (2008) observed that 
“as parental supervision increases, children’s willingness to divulge private 
information decreases” (9). However, we draw from the distinction between 
‘monitoring’ and ‘surveillance’ (Kerr & Stattin, 2000; Racz & McMahon, 
2011; Stattin, 2001); the former is more accepted than the latter. As youth 
express sympathy for parental roles (e.g., they should monitor they children), 
where the monitoring is fully disclosed and practiced with open communica-
tion. The latter, however, is often perceived to be done covertly and intru-
sively, as such, surveillance debases trust and is relatively easily circumvented 
where detected. If anything, drawing from comparable findings in crimin-
ology, surveillance acts not to eradicate risk but to displace the observable 
online spaces where teens go and to where risk is similarly, and, ironically, 
more covertly displaced (cf. Cornish & Clarke, 1987).
 In line with prior research on parental monitoring (e.g., Stattin & Kerr 
2000), our focus group discussions reveal more sympathy – sometimes laced 
with reservation – for parental monitoring that is fully disclosed and “under-
stood” to occur given parental concern for child safety and security. Research 
on parental monitoring is unequivocal: high parental knowledge of children’s 
activities is consistently linked to measures of good adjustment. The question 
becomes how such knowledge is acquired. Trust is maintained through 
ongoing communication and children’s spontaneous disclosures of informa-
tion rather than parental tracking and surveillance (Kerr & Stattin 2000; Racz 
& McMahon 2011; Stattin 2001). As we highlight in Chapter 4, teens often 
welcome, even seek, transparent parent monitoring such as sharing passwords 
that are understood as only to be used in emergencies. Unfortunately, many 
“spyware” applications are marketed to (rightly or wrongly) concerned 
parents who may or may not disclose their surveillance practices (Anderson, 
January 2016; Fisk, 2016; Marx & Steeves, 2010). Research with teens, 
however, consistently finds that “teens rely most heavily on parents and peers 
for advice about online behavior and coping with challenging experiences.… 
For general advice and influence, parents are still the top source for teen 
internet and cell phone users” (Lenhart, Madden, Smith, Purcell, Zickuhr, & 
Rainie, November 2011: 6). Lenhart and colleague’s (November 2011: 6) 
research also tellingly finds, from a representative sample of U.S. teens, that 
“86% of online and cell phone- using teens say they have received general 
advice about how to use the internet responsibly and safely from their 
parents,” “70% of online and cell- using teens say they have gotten advice 
about internet safety from teachers or another adult at school,” and that “58% 
of teen internet and cell phone users say their parents have been the biggest 
influence on what they think is appropriate or inappropriate when using the 
internet or a cell phone.”
 While some parents may worry that their teenaged children would likely 
reject their efforts to offer advice (in some cases such efforts may well be met 
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by dismissive body language), these findings suggest that consistent interactions 
which, over time, sediment a mutual sense of trust and perhaps even respect, 
can and should be a goal to work towards. Here we draw a connection 
between how teens receive messages of cyber- safety from parents to the 
degree of communication and monitoring to further mitigate against risky 
encounters online. Of course, teens who may be more “at risk” and engaged 
in higher risk practices may lead some parents to feel justified in engaging in 
surveillance out of a “tough love” drive for protection of their children. 
While this may be a natural impulse, Stattin and Kerr (2000: 1082) remind us 
that “children with externalizing problems hide their norm- breaking behav-
ior from their parents more than other children, which results in their parents 
knowing less.” They advise parents that “in addition to controlling the child’s 
whereabouts, parents should try to optimize conditions for the child to dis-
close information about his or her everyday experiences” (2000: 1084).
 Again, our results are telling, particularly when accounting for gender and 
location. In the former, gender, females in Cyber City more frequently than 
those in Cyberville reported antagonistic feelings towards parental surveil-
lance. Females, who are often more directly targeted with messages of man-
aging cyber- safety online than males, may be here evidencing resistance to 
what they perceive to be excessively intrusive mediation by parents (Bailey & 
Steeves, 2013; Hasinoff, 2012; Karaian, 2014). In the latter, location, rural 
environments may help build up higher levels of social capital which are 
undercut in more individualistically- oriented urban regions (Burkell & 
Saginur, 2015; Putnam, 2000). Researchers have also suggested, based on 
empirical findings, that some parents focus their surveillance energies more 
on daughters than sons (Bailey & Steeves, 2013; Johnson, 2015; Lenhart & 
Madden, 2007; Shin, Schriner, & Cho, 2009). Indeed, it also is entirely pos-
sible that males may have reservations about surveillance but brush these off 
and/or do not recognize these given the influence of prevailing gender norms 
related to hegemonic interpretations of masculinities (Connell & Messer-
schmidt, 2005; Ricciardelli, Clow, & White, 2010).

Relational aggression, school programs, and 
gendered realities

As one of the leading scholars researching youth and the internet, dana boyd 
has argued – and we strongly agree – that in some nations bullying and, more 
recently, cyberbullying have “become a national obsession” (boyd, 2014: 
130). In the United States, as of 2012, 48 states and the federal government 
had implemented laws designed to address bullying, with many referring spe-
cifically to interactions online (boyd, 2014). As of 2017, all 50 states have 
passed laws against school- based bullying, with Georgia being the first in 
1999, and Montana being the last and most recent state (see www.bully 
police.org). In Canada, serious cases of online harassment, stalking, and 

http://www.bullypolice.org
http://www.bullypolice.org
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invasion of privacy have been legally dealt with using existing Criminal Code 
statutes. Several Canadian Criminal Code offences deal with bullying regard-
less of the medium through which the bullying occurs. Depending on the 
exact nature of the behavior, individuals could acquire a variety of charges, 
including criminal harassment, uttering threats, intimidation, mischief in rela-
tion to data, unauthorized use of computer, identity fraud, extortion, false 
messages, indecent or harassing telephone calls, counselling suicide, incitement 
of hatred, and defamatory libel (see www.getcybersafe.gc.ca/cnt/cbrbllng/
prnts/lgl- cnsqncs-en.aspx). Some Canadian provinces have attempted to add 
further legal “teeth” through provincial legislation. For instance, Alberta’s 
Education Act was revised in 2012 to define bullying as:

repeated and hostile or demeaning behaviour by an individual in the 
school community where the behaviour is intended to cause harm, fear 
or distress to one or more other individuals in the school community, 
including psychological harm or harm to an individual’s reputation.

(www.mediasmarts.ca)

This definition is in line with a frequently cited academic definition of 
bullying which emphasizes an imbalance in power between the victimizer 
and victim, involving deliberate and repeated aggression among peers 
(Olweus, 1978, 1993; but see also Olweus, 2012).
 Alberta’s law requires students to report cyberbullying if they witness it; 
those who do not face possible suspension or expulsion – of course, enforcing 
such legislation is near impossible. In May 2013, Nova Scotia passed their 
Cyber- safety Act, inspired by the death of Rehtaeh Parsons, who committed 
suicide at 17 after being sexually assaulted offline and subsequently criminally 
harassed online (Gillis, April 12, 2013; Ruskin, December 11, 2015). 
However, the Cyber- safety Act was struck down in December 2015 on con-
stitutional grounds. Critics argued that it infringed upon rights to freedom of 
expression and had an overly broad and vague definition of cyberbullying, 
and failed to require proof of intention to harm (Ruskin, December 11, 
2015). Privacy lawyer David Fraser expressed these criticisms in response to 
the constitutional challenge:

Anything that hurts anybody’s feelings, if it’s done online, it’s cyber-
bullying. You can be liable, you can sue somebody for cyberbullying, 
you can be subject to an order that can cut you off from the internet, 
confiscate your electronic devices. It’s absolutely Draconian.

(Ruskin, December 11, 2015)

As of this writing, new anti- cyberbullying legislation is being proposed in 
Nova Scotia, with some arguing that since striking down the legislation 
incidents of cyberbullying have increased, with organizations’ abilities for 

http://www.getcybersafe.gc.ca
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monitoring and prevention undercut by the repeal (Corfu, April 15, 2017). 
On the federal level and in response to several serious cases of cyberbullying, 
in March 2015 the Canadian government implemented a new law, Bill C- 13, 
Protecting Canadians Against Online Crime Act, which criminalizes harassing or 
annoying behavior conducted online, and also sanctions the posting of non- 
consensual intimate images (Coburn, Connolly, & Roesch, 2015). The law 
has come under criticism for not addressing cyberbullying but, inadvertently, 
stymying the privacy rights of Canadians through emboldened governmental 
surveillance powers (Shariff & DeMartini, 2015). Coburn and her colleagues 
(2015) also argue this law will not be effective given many youth are not 
likely to understand it, that it may create additional problems regarding youth 
non- disclosure (especially regarding “sexting”), and may bring in a dispropor-
tionate amount of marginalized youth into the criminal justice system. The 
problem lies in the ambiguity of the behaviors associated with cyberbullying, 
and drawing from wider criminological critiques, the unlikely ability of crim-
inal justice legislation alone to ameliorate social problems (Christie, 2004, 
2017 [1993]; Roberts, Stalans, Indermaur, & Hough, 2003). Indeed, criminal-
izing “bullying” and “cyberbullying” suggests that there are just two clear 
sides to bullying: that of the victim and of the perpetrator – the innocent 
versus the guilty. As boyd (2014: 136) argues, “by focusing on blaming the 
perpetrator and protecting the victim, well- intended adults often fail to 
recognize the complexity of most conflicts.” Furthermore, zero tolerance and 
punishment initiatives may create greater and new harms that inadvertently 
“create the bullies that they’re intended to stop” (136).
 Not surprisingly then, interviews with students also reveal that those who 
engage in cyberbullying sometime consider their actions to be justified reac-
tions to the aggressions of another cyberbully; in other words, they do not 
perceive their own reactions as cyberbullying but a defensive response (Law, 
Shapka, Domene, & Gagné, 2012). In this context, behaviors that get sub-
sumed under the rubric of cyberbullying will not be ameliorated unless such 
conflicts are unpacked and understood – both in personal, social, and school 
spaces. Our own discussions with teens about cyberbullying and online con-
flict suggest that a broader and more inclusive term, relational aggression, is 
useful to help highlight how such interpersonal conflicts are experienced. The 
discussions also reveal gendered patterns which raise questions about whether 
there are distinct features between males and females regarding relational 
aggression, or whether hermeneutic issues regarding how such conflicts are 
defined and experienced.
 In Chapter 5, we argue that relational aggression (defined as the manipu-
lation of relationships with the explicit intention to hurt others; see Coyne, 
Linder, Nelson, & Gentile, 2012), more accurately pinpoints specifically gen-
dered aspects of conflict. We suggest that while both male and female parti-
cipants associated “drama” with conflict amongst females, it is also likely that 
males may also experience the same stresses but not identify these or dismiss 
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them as they fall outside the remit of “cyberbullying” and “drama” (Connell, 
2005; Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005). Of interest, references to drama were 
found fairly equally between Cyber City and Cyberville participants. As we 
highlight in Chapter 5, societal conceptions of drama often adhere to a “mean 
girl” discourse, which acts to “pathologize feminine social aggression and 
implicitly treat male aggression as neutral” (Bailey & Steeves, 2015a: 10). 
Alongside references to drama and sexting (discussed below), many particip-
ants brought up hacking as a primary concern. This concern does not relate 
to the broader popular imagery around “hacktivists” that often targets large 
organizations, governments, and corporations, but rather relates specifically to 
offline peer networks. Relational aggression extends to concerns over hacking 
where (often school- based) peers may threaten to hack into a student’s device 
as part of a wider conflict. Chapter 5 thus reinforces our broader finding that 
the more emotionally and interpersonally consequential concerns about going 
online are most often related to immediate peer groups – especially those in 
school. In Chapter 5, we also mined an under- explored area in cyberbullying 
research: that of “digital self- harm,” which refers to instances, deemed a form 
of attention seeking, where a young person posts content online and responds 
to this content themselves (often both the original post and subsequent replies 
are anonymous) (Englander, June 2012b). Interestingly, some of our particip-
ants recognized digital self- harm as a familiar if not relatively rare behavior. 
We thus capture a spectrum of behaviors that may seem relatively trivial, such 
as “trolling” oneself anonymously online, to more serious cases of relational 
aggression. However, the connections between these phenomena is the 
ongoing and often negative social comparison and social acceptance that leads 
to a FOMO and anxiety about how one is being perceived by immediate 
peer groups.

Digital sexual expression and the persistence of 
the gendered double standard

Besides “drama” and cyberbullying, relational aggression was very strongly 
related to “sexting” among our participants. Parents and educators may well 
ask “what are they thinking” by engaging in digital sexual expression, though 
Englander (2012a) reminds us that they are often thinking primarily of their 
(again, offline) relationships, and, we would add, those which are consensual 
when nudes are distributed. It is important to acknowledge that sexting can 
be thrilling as teens explore new experiences and encounters with intimacy 
and sexual expression. Such expression can be a form of “empowering exhi-
bitionism,” leading to greater self- confidence and a sense of identity in rela-
tion to others (Koskela, 2004). We examine our participants’ experiences not 
only with sexting, but the wider societal responses to sexting through school- 
based cyber- safety programs. Overall, our discussions reveal that sexting, far 
from being empowering for female teens, reinforces gender inequities linked 
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to a persistent double standard that applies now to online behaviors (Ringrose 
& Barajas, 2011; Ringrose, Harvey, Gill, & Livingstone, 2013). The double 
standard acts to reinforce shaming (specifically, “slut shaming” of females) and 
reputation slandering (Angrove, 2015; Milford, 2015). Particularly revealing 
among our discussions is the relatively ubiquitous experience among female 
teens of receiving pictures of male penises, commonly referred to as “dick 
pics.” In Chapter 7 we explored how the gender double standard applies, 
specifically how males are held to a lower standard of judgement when they 
distribute – with or without consent – a nude self- picture to one or, in some 
cases, many females among their peer group. Among our male participants 
there is not much evidence of reflective thinking about the impact of sending 
nudes. Even male participants in their later teen years described the sending 
and receiving of nudes among their male peers as “weird,” but seemed to 
lack active reflection about the impact for others, especially female peers, and 
the implications for unsolicited and non- consensual distribution.
 During our discussions on sexting, it became apparent that a large factor 
influencing a lack of male responsibility relates to both the lack of program-
ming about sexting (and other cyber- risks) in high school, as well as the gen-
dered nature of the programs our participants experienced. As we highlight in 
Chapter 7, some students experienced having both separate sessions according 
to gender (one for males, another for females) as well as longer sessions for 
female students than male. These are, of course, the experiences of a small 
number of teens, and we do not suggest schools structure these programs in 
this way with poor intentions or even, at times, consciously. However, our 
research is consistent with others. In Bailey’s (2015) research with young 
females, for instance, some participants found school curricula to implement 
“individually oriented responses typically aimed exclusively at girls” (42). One 
participant, 20-year- old Mackenzie, advocated the implementation of manda-
tory women’s studies courses for both male and female students. “That’s the 
kind of activities that are going to challenge … sexism and oppression of 
women,” she argues (42). As Johnson (2015: 344) also argues,

it is also important that boys not be left out of discussions of “girls” issues’ 
in order to shift the narrative away from “girls” need to protect them-
selves’ to all youth need to be responsible, ethical, and active digital 
citizens.

 It is more likely that gender norms which are by their nature hegemonic are 
structured given relatively unacknowledged assumptions regarding who are 
victims and victimizers when it comes to risky behaviors such as sexting 
(Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Ringrose et al., 2013). Female youth 
appear more at risk for experiencing negative repercussions than males, which 
helps justify the extra focus they receive through cyber- safety messages. 
Discourses that emerged organically during focus group discussions placed 
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responsibility to not sext almost exclusively on the female youth. Some of our 
female participants recalled literally laughing, as a group, with “dick pics” 
shared by male peers (one group recalled collecting these images in a scrap-
book). Such laughter could be interpreted to suggest some females do not 
take such images seriously. Females showing each other these images and 
laughing at them indicates, we argue, a form of resistance against a wider, 
patriarchal context. Yet this resistance remains shallow or delimited, as it indi-
cates individualized responses which bear little impact on the wider “rape 
culture” still apparent in society and online (Rentschler, 2014). With a 
measure of irony, some of our older male participants revealed a sense of 
betrayal over the non- consensual distribution of their own “dick pics.” Yet 
here it became apparent that the “stakes” involved for male teens are relat-
ively low compared with females.
 It is clear that, if not already implemented, messages about sexting in 
schools must be directed just as wholly to males as females in order to 
reinforce that males too can feel shamed or harmed by the realities of sending 
and receiving of nude digital images. Males need to be made more aware 
about not only the legal and potential criminal implications (i.e., potential 
child pornography charges), but the caustic and misogynistic environment 
sending non- consensual nudes engenders. If school- based cyber- safety pro-
grams addressing cyberbullying and especially sexting are catered more to 
female teens than males, this serves to reinforce well established gender norms 
that are subsequently internalized and reproduced through future generations. 
Again, related to relational aggression, there may be a blind spot regarding 
male victimization and/or anxiety, with the assumption that they are more 
often the victimizers than victims involved in online conflict. There seems to 
be an assumption among educators that by high school students “should 
know better.” While we would not necessarily disagree, it is apparent that 
much more support is needed, even after junior high school, where most of 
the cyber- risk messages related to cyberbullying and sexting are received. Our 
participants did experience “talks” related to sexting in high school, but often 
in response to a particular incident of sexting in schools. Ringrose, Gill, Liv-
ingstone, and Harvey (2012) conducted focus groups in London, England, 
found older teens to be “more mature in their resilience and ability to cope” 
than younger teens who “were more worried, confused and, in some cases, 
upset by the sexual and sexting pressures they face” (18). Significantly, “their 
age meant that parents, teachers and others did not support them sufficiently, 
even though sexual pressures are experienced at younger ages” (Ringroseet 
al., 2012: 18). Relatively recent studies, like Marwick and boyd’s (2014) 
interviews with U.S. teens, show that there appears to be a decline of cyber-
bullying by high school but not necessarily a decline in “drama.” Programs 
and ongoing communication with teens about cyber- risk are still clearly 
needed in high school, perhaps pitched at wider issues related to digital 
citizenship.
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Privacy mindsets: neoliberalism and having 
nothing to hide

Youth anxieties centered on relational aggression, including cyberbullying, 
drama, hacking, and sexting, are often linked more broadly to a felt sense of 
lacking control, especially as it relates to issues of privacy management on and 
offline. In Chapter 6, we critique assumptions, often generated through media 
accounts, of teens not caring about privacy online. Since the advent of SNS 
and “web 2.0” multimedia and participatory culture (e.g., YouTube, Face-
book, Twitter, etc.), researchers have consistently demonstrated that teens do, 
in fact, care about privacy and take active steps to manage the (often invisible) 
audiences and contexts they project to online (Bailey & Steeves, 2015b; boyd 
& Hargittai, 2010; James, 2014; Jenkins, 2006; Livingstone, 2008; Tufekci, 
2008). We advanced knowledge in Chapter 6 about the life course of privacy 
concerns by showing how youth adapt to the gravitation away from Face-
book towards newer and at present more popular alternative SNS. While we 
briefly review some of teens’ more popular privacy management strategies, 
the more prescient theme from our discussions relates to the privacy mindsets 
that teens hold, and the emergence of what appears to be a new, or establish-
ing, mindset that can be related to the acquiescence to panoptic hegemony. 
We first highlight three mindsets established in the literature: “privacy as 
social, privacy as ‘in your hands’ and privacy as forsaken online” ( James, 
2014: 27). We show that all three of these mindsets retains purchase among 
our participants. However, we also highlight the emergence of a “nothing to 
hide” mindset as teens grow older, which is buttressed by the mindsets of 
privacy being “in your own hands” and “forsaken.” The “nothing to hide” 
mindset, however, differs since it shuns the notion that privacy is only rel-
evant if one is not “doing anything wrong.” The application of the “nothing 
to hide” mindset to online sociality is a relatively new development, only 
starting to receive academic attention (Cannataci, 2015; Crossman, 2008; 
Nau, 2014; Solove, 2011). Here we extend this literature to address how this 
mindset is gaining traction among teens, especially as they mature into young 
adults.
 Steeves and Webster (2008: 8) also found that as teens grow older, “they 
become increasingly more willing to disclose private information online … 
17-year- olds were more likely to display the least privacy- protective behavior 
(38.0%) than any other age reported in [their] survey.” They also find males 
to be more likely than females to disclose private information. Alongside 
trends related to age (i.e., the salience of the “nothing to hide” mindset 
among older teens), feelings of lacking control online and having “nothing to 
hide” were concentrated among female teens in Cyber City. Research has 
consistently indicated that young girls and women are far more safety con-
scious about their activities online than males given that public discourses and 
official programs regarding privacy usually target females (boyd & Hargittai, 
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2010; Karaian, 2014; Pedersen, 2013). Youn (2005: 105) similarly argues that 
“girls perceived more risk from information disclosure, whereas boys per-
ceived more benefits from information disclosure and were willing to provide 
more information to a Web site.” Such gendered initiatives may also be of 
greater relevance to females living in urban regions. It is possible that teens in 
rural areas, due to less consistent Wi- Fi and cellular access, have to rely more 
on close- knit offline community connections which undercut the emphasis 
on the individual to rely on him or herself. While research comparing urban 
versus rural teen SNS use finds similarities regarding what SNS are being used 
and for what purposes (Burkell & Saginur, 2015), further exploration of 
privacy mindsets, the messages teens receive in terms of cyber- safety, and the 
possible impact of differential community practices and dynamics is worth 
exploring in future research (see also below).
 Greater initiatives in school to reinforce digital citizenship among teens 
directly relates to the “nothing to hide” mindset. Declaring indifference to 
surveillance and privacy is a highly individualistic self- governing mentality; 
one that neglects scenarios in which young people may wish to secure privacy 
in order to take advantage of being fully active digital citizens. Teens may 
wish, for example, to engage in digital activism (Wilson & Hayhurst, 2009), 
consenting digital sexual expression (Koskela, 2006), and manage discreditable 
stigma (Goffman, 1963). Individualistic privacy mindsets also blinds against 
concern over corporate surveillance and consumerism (e.g., targeted advert-
ising; Marx & Steeves, 2010; Steeves, 2012).
 The “nothing to hide” mindset also reinforces the idea that those peers 
who are concerned for privacy may well be engaging in illicit activities 
(O’Reilly, Karim, Taylor, & Dogra, 2011; Solove, 2007); that is, the mindset 
reinforces divisions among teens and likely generates pressure among early 
adopters of this mindset to follow suite. Here too school initiatives can 
center on building a sense of community and mutual empathy among 
younger as well as older teens to help ameliorate the divisive impacts of such 
mindsets. What is fundamentally absent is a sociological imagination 
regarding the personal trouble of privacy management (Mills, 1959). Framing 
privacy as a public issue would help teens consider more explicitly the value 
of social conceptualizations of privacy, linked to mutual respect and shared 
responsibility.

Future research

Several important areas of exploration are suggested here to extend our 
knowledge regarding youth and both cyber- risk and societal responses. While 
this book centers on the experiences of youth, who make numerous refer-
ences to parents and educators, further research exploring the perspectives, 
experiences, and attitudes of parents and educators (i.e., teachers, counselors, 
principals, trustees) is crucial to help provide a more comprehensive view of 
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how cyber- risks are perceived and responded to as well as the potential for 
more restorative responses to online experiences.
 Research with parents exploring their own experiences and reactions to 
cyber- risk and the utility of surveillance, for example, would benefit from a 
comprehensive sampling of different populations of parents. To what extent 
are parents relying on “spyware” technology to keep tabs on their children? 
Are some parents rejecting such practices? What influences parents to use 
such technologies; is it the influence of other parents, targeted advertisements, 
or both? Do parenting practices change according to birth order; i.e., do 
parents treat their first- born child differently than their second, third, etc. in 
terms of when they are allowed to access technology, the extent they are 
monitored, and/or surveilled? Are daughters under greater scrutiny than sons? 
To what extent does age mediate these dynamics? Are experiences of parents 
who are recent immigrants different from those who are second or third gen-
eration, or more established in their country? These questions – and those 
raised below – are not exhaustive but present important areas for further 
research.
 Through the book, we also highlighted teen experiences with particular 
teachers and school responses to cyber- risk. Students seemed assured, for 
instance, that teachers and other educators in their school could monitor their 
activities in real time. There were also a range of experiences regarding class-
room technology policies and practices. Further research exploring “best 
practices” related to cyber- risk from the perspective of educators would offer 
significant insights, as there are only a handful of studies in this area (e.g., 
Fisk, 2016; Livingstone & Sefton- Green, 2016). We were told by our parti-
cipants that programs and talks offered in schools are focused on female stu-
dents, with the implication that male students “get a pass” for sexting or 
cyberbullying. To what extent is this the experience of educators? Are there 
official policies governing technology in the classroom, and policies in place 
regarding the types of programming offered to teens? Both authors, during 
their visits to schools to conduct focus groups, and during dissemination 
activities with participating schools, were informed of ‘incidents’ going on at 
the time, including serious threats involving police response and non- 
consensual distribution of nudes. That cyber- risks are ongoing and persistent 
problems in the school raise questions about how schools are responding 
given the atemporal and placeless nature of cyberspace.
 This leads us to suggest a further area for research involving schools: the 
potential of restorative justice to combat cyber- risk. While the literature on 
the connections between cyberbullying and offline bullying is voluminous 
(e.g., Hinduja & Patchin, 2014; Li, 2007), there are relatively few peer 
reviewed publications exploring the connections between restorative justice 
and cyberbullying (e.g., Duncan, 2015). Unlike the formal criminal justice 
system which rests on a “zero sum game” adversarial model of justice, restora-
tive justice is an alternative system based on notions of restitution (Bazemore, 
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2001; Braithwaite, 2002; Dignan, 2004). At heart restorative justice involves 
a direct encounter between victims and offenders of crime, with the aim that 
the offender considers in a deep sense (opposed to the shallow iteration of 
responsibility proffered through formal criminal justice responses) their impact 
not only on the victim, but the wider community, and is therefore shamed, 
but in a way that reintegrates them back into inclusive social networks (Baze-
more, 1998; Bazemore, Dicker, & Nyhan, 1994; Braithwaite, 1989).
 Although the connections between cyberbullying and restorative justice 
remain a new area, Coburn and her colleagues (2015) suggest that “the use of 
quality circles in schools has been shown to encourage youth to share their 
cyberbullying experiences” insofar as such “circles” or conferences help to 
establish “a safe environment for young people might help encourage disclo-
sure of serious issues” (573; see also Paul, Smith, & Blumberg, 2012). At first 
restorative justice may not seem appropriate to address transgressions in cyber-
space, given the often- anonymous encounters and low possibility of securing 
a “victim- offender mediation” offline. Needless to say, even if securing the 
participation of a “cyberbully” were possible, effective mediations are not 
likely to occur over web- based communications applications like Skype. 
However, as we have demonstrated in this book, the more serious cases of 
cyber- risk are often those linked back to offline peer groups in school. These 
are often not as anonymous as media- reported stories often suggest. There are 
many challenges here, such as securing participation, and having parties 
involved recognize their responsibility. Yet given the gendered aspects 
impacting experiences of teens with cyber- risk, restorative justice sessions 
have the potential to instill a greater sense of responsibility for both victims 
and victimizers (and moreover, the processes through which victimization 
may lead to offending behaviors). To what extent is restorative justice being 
used to address cyberbullying in schools? What are the challenged involved, 
or at least perceptions of its potential? Where it has been tried, is there evid-
ence of success in terms of victim satisfaction and victimizer responsibility, as 
well as evidence of desistance or efforts to desist from illicit behavior?
 Such questions are also highly pertinent for male students. While our 
sample includes male teens whose discussions helped raise questions about 
whether males are experiencing cyber- risks the same way (e.g., with cyber-
bullying but especially with regards to sexting and “dick pics”), further 
research should unpack in more detail. In particular, we would ask what 
motivates males to send “dick pics” versus females to send “nudes.” Are 
there different motivations when sending to a partner in a “consensual” rela-
tionship versus a wider array of random recipients? What emotions are 
experienced after sending such images, especially after the responses they 
receive? Are there (gendered) pressures from other peers acting to help per-
petuate such behaviors? Questions regarding effects of age also complement 
those of gender. To what extent is the “aging out” of cyber- risk we have 
illustrated in this book a fundamental experience of growing up today? 
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Relatedly, to what extent is the “nothing to hide” privacy mindset ubi-
quitous among older teens? Is this mindset – evidently, an internalization of 
a wider neoliberal ethos of self- management, prudentialism, and responsib-
ility (Rose, 1996) – evident also for younger teens? At what point does it 
become salient, under what influences, and what are the processes affecting 
its internalization or possible rejection? Are “tweens” and younger children 
growing up today more adept at navigating the social media landscape than 
older “millennial” teens, or less so? What are the influences on their disposi-
tions? Finally, further rural and urban comparisons would offer significant 
advances in knowledge, helping to tease out environmental factors and help 
better fashion policies and practices geared to teens growing up in these 
different settings.
 The “nothing to hide” and “privacy in your hands” mindsets may be 
linked to a “broader ethos of individualism” which James (2014: 37) found 
“prevalent in American culture” alongside associated discourses of self- 
responsibilization. Our discussions with teens find evidence for the salience of 
this mindset among Canadian teens as well. A recent study of attitudes toward 
privacy in Estonia (Murumaa- Mengel, Laas- Mikko, & Pruulmann- 
Vengerfeldt, 2015) found the majority of participants express fatalistic atti-
tudes – i.e., expressing they have no control over data collected from 
governments and corporations, especially information collected over mobile 
phones and tablets. Moreover, the “nothing to hide” argument was most 
salient among adults 25–34 years of age and older respondents aged 65–74 
(the sample of 1,000 Estonians ranged in age from 15 to 74). Although socio-
cultural context certainly bears an impact – the authors suggest this may be 
due to Estonia’s totalitarian history where private life was annexed by the 
state – further cross- cultural research would help to unpack cultural influence 
on attitudes towards privacy. It may well be that the “nothing to hide” 
mindset is a coping strategy in response to neoliberal influences; one impact-
ing societies on a more global scale.
 As with much qualitative research, the insights gained from a focused 
exploration of lived experiences and attitudes undercuts complementary 
knowledge regarding the extent and severity of the cyber- risks explored in 
this book, i.e., from representative and statistically significant samples. Our 
focus groups revealed that wider and more inclusive concepts such as rela-
tional aggression may be better suited in quantitative surveys to capture etio-
logical factors. In addition, mixed method studies which include both 
quantitative and qualitative components, or mixing various qualitative 
approaches, is warranted. Livingstone’s (2009, 2016) research, for instance, 
benefits from both interviews and participant observation, helping to tease 
out potential differences between “what they say” and “what they do.” Paral-
leling this perspective in discussions of study participants, research that focuses 
on parents or educators exclusively may also miss the opportunity to address 
overlaps between these populations (e.g., parent- teacher associations), as 
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well as ask questions about how educators perceive parents in their efforts to 
regulate their teens’ online lives, and vice versa. Research is needed, in sum, 
which “triangulates” methods to widen the epistemological impact of gener-
ated knowledge.
 Finally, further exploration on the effects of legislative responses with the 
aim of regulating teens’ online activities and mitigating risk and harm is war-
ranted. Some have critiqued legal responses to sexting and cyberbullying (e.g., 
Coburn et al., 2015; Karaian, 2012). Coburn and her colleagues (2015) argue 
that laws targeting cyberbullying, for instance encouraging students to report 
experiences of harassment or victimization to authorities, might have the 
opposite of their intended effect. Students will likely worry about ‘snitching’ 
on others and will be less likely to seek help. They argue

it makes sense to develop and implement better conflict resolution strat-
egies to teach youth rather than use punitive measures that may only 
serve to further alienate those who are likely to have a myriad of social 
and behavioural problems.… Services that seek to support young people 
with mental health issues should be increased.

(Coburn et al., 2015: 572, 573)

Such research nicely dovetails with our suggestions of researcher focusing on 
schools, with questions about the efficacy of certain laws governing education 
or code of conduct and standards of practice.
 While knowledge regarding the cyber- risks youth are facing and effective 
responses to these risks is increasing, there remains large gaps in our under-
standings about relevant etiology as well as social processes. Our aim in this 
book has been to raise awareness that attending to risks simultaneously affects 
how teens engage positively online, for connection and validation. Ignoring 
this dialectical relationship risks the amplification of social problems rather 
than their de- escalation.

Note
1 Notions of “screen time” and the associated restrictions in how much time youth, 

particularly children, are permitted to spend on their “screens” are frequent points 
of discussion and commentary in contemporary society. Such discussions, however 
are less pronounced among our sample, which is likely because our participants are 
teens rather than children.
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